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PREFACE
Part 1, Sections 1 through 10, .nd Part 11, Section 1, contain a large
body of background and explanatory trR.terial. Part of this material is
necessary to an understanding of the analysis of the MFASMR system, which is
presented in Part TT., Section 2, in response to Task 1 of the work statement.
The result of the analysis in Part II, Section 3, indicates that the
MFASMR system does not exhibit high performance because much of the availnble
Uic:c111,11 I)uwar is nut uvud in the construction of the image and because the image
which can be formed has a resolution of only ten lines. Because of this
unfavorable result, Task 2 ; which called for a edampnrison with filled aper-
ture systems in terms of weight, complexity, relinb:i.lity, deployment, storage,
perl'orismiieu, vosL mid duvelopuiuilL risk,  beenme uuneausszry.. Tliureiure, Llia
study effort was redirected to emphasize the analysis of image reconstruction
and an understanding of aperture synthesis.
Task 3, image reconstruction, or, more formally, the image quality com-
puter study, was performed in three ways: I) two-dimensional inverse Fast
Fourier Transformation, 2) Wiener filtering plus the inverse Fast Fourier
Transformation and 3) maximum entropy reconstruction. The results of these
computer analyses are summarized in Part II, Section 2, and are presented in
detail. in Volume II, Appendix. In addition, the computer programs are
delivered as part of the contract effort.
Task 4, comparison with conventional aperture synthesis systems, has been
completed. This effort is reported in Part I, Section 8, and in Volume II,
Appendices. The appendices in Volume II also contain discussions in more
detail of the theory of radiometry by correlation and aperture synthesis.
Because referencing is implicit in the nature of this material, a bibliog-
raphy for Part I is in Section 11, Part I, and a bibliography for Part II is
in Section 6, fart 11. In the appendices in Volume 11, the references are
footnoted within each appendix..
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 RECAP Or THE STUDY OF THE MFASMR SYSTEM
This report describes a study of a device for high resolution radiometric
mapping. This Multifrequency Aperture-Synthesizing Microwave Radiometer Sys-
tem (MFASMR) is an example of a class of imaging systems which form images by
a two-step process. They offer an alternative imaging method which competes
with more familiar imagers such as lenses and pencil-beam scanning antennas.
Direct imagers sense the Individual resolvable elements in the imaged
scene (object space) and build up the image by recording the intensity of each
resolvable element (pixel). Lenses display all the pixel intensities simul-
tanvoiji- I,y oii ci niarr-rou.. WI I.I rd Llu: hWIJ;C I)III11e. xu hhuluyraphy all LnteusiLics
are recorded simultaneously on light-sensitive film. In the microwave region
the most successful direct imaging method has been the use F
	
scanning,
pencil-beam antenna. The antenna beam looks at the scene pti:'.ts, one-at-n-
time. The antenna output power is measured by a microwave receiver. Then a
display device, such as a CRT, forms image pixels with brightness proportional
to the receiver output. They are ordered'to match the corresponding pixels
in the original scene.
Such image-making processes are familiar due to long,usage. The MFASMR
and related devices form images in a manner which is not so familiar. In
ndditl6n to the imnre plane, tbeere it, a aucund surface La upti.cul rsy.sLems
culled the fruc{uancy plane or Fourier plane. A set of measurements in this
plane can be used as the input to a Fourier transform operation. The trans-
form output is the image. MFASMR and similar systems make such measurements
in the Fourier plane in order to form images.
In a little while it will be shown that the electromagnetic flux in the
frequency plane is the two-dimensional spectrum of the image-plane field.
This spectrum is a spatial frequency spectrum. Each spectrums are not as
well known as more familiar temporal frequency spectrums. However both
spectrum types possess may analogous properties.
I-1-1
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There are several methods of making the frequency plane measurements.
The most common method involves movement of an antenna over the Fourier plane
while cross-correlating its output with the output of a stationary reference
antenna. This process is used by many radio telescopes. It is called aper-
ture Rynthenis. Alternately the antenna pair can remnin stationary and the
operating frequency varied in order to obtain the required samples. 24FASMR
uses this a;+proach.
In the case of aperture synthesis, the collection of samples is usually,
divided into two steps. The first step consists of movement of the roving
antenna along a track. The fixed and roving antennas are at the ends of a
variable baseline. The result can be thought of as an interferometer with
variable antenna spacing. After the roving antenna reaches a maximum dis-
tance from the f ir.zd antenna, the baseline is rotated to a new orientation.
The roving antenna repeats its excursion along the new baseline. Eventually,
the baseline rotates 180°. If then coincides with its original orientation,
but with baseline ends interchanged. Since the antennas are identical, the
interchange of baseline ends does not affect measurement. Therefore, the
measurements during the first 180° rotation can be used for the measurement
valuefs over the next 180 0
 rotation. Thus, samples over a circular disk in
the Fourier plane are obtained. In common parlance, only the measurement
process which occurs as the roving antenna moves along the baseline is called
aperture synthesis. The second step, consisting , of rotation of the baseline,
is called rotation synthesis or supers;ynthesis.
Now MFASMR does not use rotation synthesis. Instead, it uses antennas
^...	 at the ends of two fixed baselines at right angles to each other. Also,
MrASMR cannot operate at a set of frequencies dense enough to meet the
Nyquist criterion. Only frequencies where there are no transmitters can be
used. Thermal radiation is very weak compared to man-made sources. Such
sources easily destroy the radiometer accuracy. Only bands reserved for-
radiometers, or bands where transmitters are not operatiug for other reasons,
can be used. The MFASMR design identifies five such spectrum windows at 2.4,
4.75, 9.5, 19.0 and 38.0 GHz. Both the undersampling and-poor distribution
of samples damage the data collected.
Some of the damage done to the data can be repaired, if we are willing
to use more general methods of forming the image from the spectrum samples
than merely using the Fourier transform. These processes of forming images
from measurement data are culled Image reconstruction.
Compensation for undersampling the spectrum depends on the fact that the
image signal is redundant. Because of this redundancy, missing data can be
replaced with values predicted from knowledge of sample values around the
missing value. The average difference between this predicted value and the
true value can be made much less than the average difference to be expected
when redundancy is lacking.
kl_ p"
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If the restoration process is linear, there are analytic methods called
rate distortion theory for computing the rms image distortion as a function
of the amount of data lost in the process of sapling and coding the image
data. This rate distortion theory has been used in this study to compute the
percentage of image distortion to be expected in MFASMR systems with plausible
parameters. It is found that about 30% image distortion is to be expected.
This distortion is too great to render this approach attractive.
However, this result does not settle the question as to whether MFASMR
is a viable system or not. A significant restriction was placed on the image
reconstruction processes when rate distortion theory was used to determine
system performAnce. Namely it was postulated that image reconstruction was a
linear process. In fact, reconstruction need not be linear.
During the last decade, a group of nonlinear data processing techniques
have been developing which are called by names such as "maximum entropy
method" or "maximum likelihood method."
These methods are recursive. Multiple cycles around the recursion loop
maximize the output data entropy or other closely allied parameters. Signal
A.ILInL'lcri du nub su:ud Lu be ktsuwa u priorl, use in link,-Ur reconstruction
methods. Data statistics are taken into account by their influence on the
recursion process.
Au oxettI lent review of lliv.-su usut.lwdo Sr► pruvldud by u ►► UEE Nruss Reprint
Vulume, Modern Spectrum Analysis, edited by Donald Childers, Spectrum estima-
tion, image reconstruction and adaptive arrays are treated as aspects of the
maximum entropy method (MF'M) and its relatives.
MEM processing has been controversial, in spite of the excellent results
often obtained. Although it often outperforms linear methods, the MEM recur-
sion cycle has turned out to be unstable in many castes. The causes of insta-
1)[11 ty liuve nut buen wall undurstuud. In udditlon, the maximi zation of
entropy, or its twin, information, has appeared to be -a very abstract objec-
tive compared to such down-to-earth objectives as minimization of rms data
distortion.
However, Stephen Warneke (References 1, Z, 3, 4) has developed a MEM
algorithm for image reconstruction from frequency plane samples which has con-
straints built into the recursion loop which ensure stability. It has yielded
excellent results compared to lin&ar reconstruction methods. Dr. Warnecke has
kindly given us a FORTRAN program using his MEM algorithm. The results
obtained using this MEM algorithm to reconstruct images from simulated MFASMR
data are given in Volume II of this study report.
I-1-3
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The simulated MFASMR data is produced by use of microwave radiometer
image signals provided by Robert Moore, Head ofthe Microwave Radiometer Group
:« NOTS, luyukern. These Images were generated by a Ka-hand pencil-beam, scan-
ning radiometer. A Fourier-transform operation turns these images into spatial
frequency spectrums. These spectrums can now be sampled in the same manner-as
Mr-ASMR !samples the actual, spectrum. These sample sets, an well at, sample sets
corresponding to other frequency-plane imagers, provide the data output for the
computer study of MEM image reconstruction reported in Volume II.
1.2 STUDY EXTENSION TO THE PROPERTIES OF FOURIER-PLANE IMAGERS
There are :several themes which will be developed in this study which
show why frequency-plane imagers are superior to direct imagers for orbital
mapping. At this point, these major themes will be sketched in broad out-
line, permitting the reader to see the goals of the detailed system analysis
as it develops.
The first and most important theme is a direct Extension of the MFASMR
approach, namely, the conviction that frequency-plane imagers will be the
dominant type of radiometric orbital mapper in the future. This: conviction
stems from this study of frequency-plane imagers.
Later in this report, the nature of the frequency p1nne will be shar,penad
up. However, Like MUHL ImpurLUnt property of the frequency plane needs no
further analysis. The frequency plane is the electromagnetic field, generated
by the scene being viewed, at the surface of imaging lens or reflector, which
;ivt• rs ar; a dcuodeer or this: rrequency-planu data. Uecud,:r:,, transforms the data
Into a form we can understand. This form is an image :.f the scene.
Building better hardware for the purpose of decoding the frequency -plane
data Impinging on optical systems has preoccupied people since the time of
Newton.
Iii the last few decades a new idea has grown up. This new strategy for
forming images involves the two-step process mentioned in Section 1.1.
Instead of transforming the frequency plane data into an image by means of
optical hardware, the frequency plane data is measured by means of small
probes moving over this plane. Once this data has been recorded, the function
of the imaging lens or reflector is carried out by a computer program.
Neither the probes which measure the frequency-plane nor the computer
are anywhere near as large as the hardware they supplant. This is especially
true when the hardware supplanted is a very large scanning antenna constructed
to do high resolution radiometric mapping from orbit. The replacement of the
imaging antenna by a computer algorithm has many other advantages besides
small siz!s. The computer program is highly flexible. The hardware is not.
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We can construct programs for transformation from frequency-plane data
to image with many different properties. We can transform in such a way as
Co make the image the most faithful replica of the scene. Or we can trans-
form so as to obtain the best visual appearance.
If we p1.eaHe, we can measure the properties of the image obtained and
then change the transform computation so as to make the image more and more
like ,tome standard defining a "best" image. This is comparable to adaptive
arrays. However, we do not need to make physical changes in a hardware
imager, Huch 118 the setCil g or phasu HhlfturH. our udaptive protests is only
a recursive loop in a computer program.
'	 T..ndeed., w(% can traiisrorm the same data in many different ways in parallel
computations in order to output images of the same scene optimized in 'many
different ways simultaneously.
ThLn approach Locus08 uttunL• lun on the transform processes which have
replaced the imaging antenna. As a result, our theme of replacing hardware
imagers by software imagers causes heavy emphasis to be placed on these
transform processes. These processes are coming to he known as "Image
reconS true Lion. "
The second theme is the observation that although frequency-plane
imagers use small antennas compared to direct imagers of comparable resol,u-
L ins ► , thu lr Hus ►H i.tly i Ly and ability Lo resolve teoiperuture variations in the
mapped region is just as good as the direct imagers.
Roughly speaking, the antennas oC Fourier imagers are sized to see the
eucire field of view subtended by the region being mapped. This selection
of antenna beamwidth is dictated by the consideration that these antennas
measure periodicitien in the brightness of the scene which extend throuehotst
i lie vilL Lr. , n appud rug Uni. Thu iva;;ulLudu and phase of all possible periodiei-
ties comprise the spatial frequency spectrum of the scene. It is this spec-
trum which is Fourier-transformed to form the final image. Th3 scanning ,
antenna of the competing direct imager will be sized to resolve a single pixel
'in the scene. it the rival Image has M by M resolvable lines, the scanner
will have an area MZ greater than the area of the Fourier imager antennas.
Now, it is an interesting fact that the large scanner antenna and the
little frequency-plane antennas have the same total capture cross section.
That is, their capture cross sections integrated over spheres surrounding the
antennas are the same. A fundamental antenna theorem states that if the
antenna is matched to its transmission line feeder, this total cross section
is always A 2 when tine operating wavelength is a (Reference 5). It is easy to
see that, as a consequence of the above theorem, the average power received
by the scanner antenna and the frequency sampling antenna is the same.
T,-1-5
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In order to pr ve this assertion, let the thermal flux density from the
scene be p (watts/m -steradian); let the solid angle ,subtended by the field-
er-view be it. 'if there are M 2 p ixels in the scene, the solid angle subtended
by the scanning beam of the direct imager, 40, is equal to f2/M 2 . The fre-
quency plane antenna is sized to reduce its cross section outside of its field-
of-view (FOV) to zero. Therefore, its average cross section must satisfy the
relation
2-FPA11 - a 	 or	
--FPA	 n
The thermal power received by the frequency plane antenna is
PVPA 0 (flux density)(FOV solid ungla)(average cross section)
2
pil \^ . pn 2 wattsn
lit thu casu  of Lit(.- suauuur, lduully the antenna cross suction-outside
the beam is reduced to zero. Therefore
_	 2
ABEAM Aa M X2	or	 `°'BEAM	 60
so the power received by the beam is
2
pbE - p Aft ^nn)	 pA2	 (I-1-3)
.	 ,
i
r^
i
t
Therefore, the power received by the two antennas is the same, namely pat.
If we concentrate our attention on a single pixel, we see that it
delivers a power or pX 2/M2 to the frequency-plane antenna. The same pixel,
delivers power to the scanner in pulses. When the scanner beam falls on the
pixel, it delivers power to the scanner equal to PgEAM or pX''. However, the
antenna must scan all of the other M2 pixels, so it spends only (1/M2) of the
I-1-6
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total time looking at a single pixel. So the average power delivered by the
pixel to the antenna is the duty factor times the power level during the
pulse. This is (1/M2)(pX2) „ pX 2/M2 . So the average power delivered by a
pixel to the sensor is the same in both cases.
j
Since aperture synthesis uses two antennas, the fixed reference and the
roving antenna, which see the entire FOV, the frequency-plane imager actually
receives twice the power received by the equivalent direct imager. However,
the number of frequency plant: samples required for input to the Fourier trans-
form operation Is twice the number of pixels produced. Usually, the sample
doubling occurs because M2 frequency plane samples are taken which are complex
numbers. The noise power of the real and imaginary parts of the sample add
to double the nuise 111 OW M 2 pixel-bin outputs from the transform. Since
both noise power and signal power are doubled, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the frequency-plane imager is the same as the SNR of the direct imager.
Another source of confusion lurks in the radio -telescope literature.
Hewish (Reference 6) asserts that an aperture -synthesis device has a sensi-
tivity which is reduced by the factor, (number of positions of the movable
element) " 1/ 2,  as compared with a conventional antenna of the same resolving
power. For proof he refers to an earlier paper by himself and Ryle
(Reference 7).
Without attempting to find the earlier ob scure reference; it is easy to
rcuu CIML the [actor ar. isas bccau$u lluwLsli Is cunrsidering a point source. In
that cube, the Fourier plane samples add incoherently (power-wise)'while the
^F	 scanner antenna adds the point source signal inputs to the array coherently(amyl 1 tulle-w'i sce) . This -i m true if 'hu .scene Is only ono point source, such
as a radio star. However, if the scene is a surface which radiates non-
coherently, the thermal radiation from all the surface elements will add
power-wine in both the aperture- synthesis device and the direct imaging
antenna. This is true even when the scene is a set of point sources which
are not coherent with respect to each other. For this case, Hewish's factor
disappears. This observation is proven by the detailed derivations of the
performance of various imager types given as appendices to this report. Thus
Hewish's observation is true, but applies only to the trivial case of a scene
consisting of a single point source.
Scanning the literature will show that the correct treatment of coherency
conditions for frequency-plane imagers caused much trouble before these condi-
tions were rigorously defined. Hence, it is not surprising to find observa-
tions like the one by Hewish in the early papers on Fourier imagers. This
theme will be worked out by detailed sensitivity calculations.
A third theme, which will be of importance in this paper, is the observa-
tion that rotation synthesis is a technique which will be used independently
from aperture synthesis. Usually rotation synthesis is thought of as only
part of the total aperture-synthesis process, rotation of the interferometer
baseline being needed in order to make measurements over an area. However,
rotation synthesis is a technique which stands alone and is very useful even
when aperture synthesis is not used.
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As Kraus demonstrates (Reference 8), he multiplying interferometer
measures the visibility function, Vo(SX) es2nS XAO, as the baseline length in
wavelengths, Sl, Is varied from zero to some maximum value D. This function
will be identified as the spatial frequency function of the scene at a later
time.
:Let this function be measured over a set of baseline orientations, 6,
extending over 180° in angular displacement, Let the set of orientations be
dense enough to make the measurements of Vo meet the Nyquist condition. Then
it can be shown that the two-dimensional Fourier transform of Vo is an image
of the scene in the region selected by the interferometer antennas.
In order to have a compact notation, we will indicate a Fourier-
transform pair of functions like this:
GM V= P 	 OR THIS	 G(f) - F(P(x))
	
(I-1-4)
where G(f) is a spectrum of some kind and P(x) is a function of a linear or
angular displacement. 'Then the assertion in the last paragraph that the
image is the Fourier transform of the two-dimensional visibility function
can be written in. the form
2-d
V(SX , e)
	
(1-1-5)
where ¢ is the nadir angle and B(0, 6) is the radiometric brightness'of scene.
A valuable feature of this process is the fact that all the baseline
orientations can be measured in time succession yet no sensitivity is lost,
if the interferometer antennas are correctly sized to receive power from a
field-of-view defining the scene which is to be mapped. This is in strong
contrast to systems where B(0, 8) is mapped by a pencil-beam scanner.
The scanning array or reflector covers an.aperture area as shown in
Figure 1-1. The comparable frequency-plane probes are shown to the right of
the scanner aperture.
The total array or reflector must be present all the time. If the aper-
ture is "thinned," flux from the scene streams ,through the Caps crested by
thl.uu.tug. if Lite upurLure L:; Ll ► liuiUd uaiuubh to produce a significant weight
saving, sensitivity is also significantly reduced. The thinned array is of
course just as big as the original antenna. Therefore, thine-ug is of no help
in stowage and deployment,
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FIGURE 1-1, PENCIL-BEAM SCANNER CONTRASTED WITH ROTATION
SYNTHESIS IMAGER HAVING THE SAME SENSITIVITY
Up to now we have described the measurement of V(S1 , 8) by aperture
synthesis.
However, Kraus (Reference 8) in his Eq. (6-83) giv°ec the relation
whore U(+) Is L' 1 ►u prujucCluu of Lhe source brightness on the axis defined by
the baseline oriented at angle 8. That is B (f) is the ' scene brightness as a
function of the semiapex angle of the conical antenna patterns of the linear
:Irrrly. Theta , pt tterat; deriut . 	 on L'ise Ssurrace defining Lhe -;cone.
For small FOV, Lq. (1-1-6) is obvious.
Now B(^) can be measured by any line-source antenna.' Then V(SX ) can be
computed in a data processor and stored. This can be done for a set of line
source orientations identical to the baseline orientations used in the
aperture-synthesis case. This is the same V(S X , 8) generated by aperture
synthesis. The two-dimensional transform indicated in Eq. (1-1-5) again pro
daces the image.
Thus we have the option of using a line source, instead of aperture
synthesis, to measure V(SX, 8) and then form an image from this function.
This can be a valuable option. Aperture synthesis involves the move -
ment of one interferometer antenna over an area in the , Fourier plane. This
involves quite a bit of mechanical ce+_*plexity.
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In addition, aparture-synthesis is limited in bandwidth by the requirement
that the outputs of the two interferometer anten nas
 must correlate. Some line
sources do not have this restriction. This can be of great importance when
high resolution and good sensitivity are desired at the same time.
A Banal theme Is emphasis on coherency. frequency plane measurements
are coherency measurements. Therefore, a correlating radiometer is needed to
make these measurements. A correlating radiometer is not a radiometer mode
but one of two possible radiometer types. The other radiometer type measures
power, raLlIet Lhan cohcruiicy. BULI ►ur radiometer can operate In one of many
possible modes, such as Dicke, total-power, phase-switching, etc. So the
division of radiometers into coherent and noncoherent (power-measuring) types
iss comparable to the cl,ato4if •LcaLion of radars as either coherent or noncoherent.
As in the radar case, the theory of coherent radiometers is more subtle.
However, the capabilities of correlating radiometers are much greater than
the cnpab L1 1 t lc:t of radlowi.: LerK which only measure power. It should not be
thought that because the theory is mote complicated, the equipment is also
more complicated. It is often mentioned in the literature that the correlator
is more complicated because it requires two receiver channels. However, in
mumL romuLu s►enbing applications data about both signal polarizations are
required. Two noncoherent radiometers (two receiver channels) are needed to
measure both polarizations. Now both polarizations can pass through a single
correlating radiometer by injecting them into the correlator in phase quadra
Lure. So al-,ahi, two hu .1ar1, .kL1W1 uwasurumunts require two channelK.
.'	 1	 A
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2. BASIC COUX-1 PING RADIOMETER CONFIGURATIONS
2.1 COHERENCE MEASUREMENT
Before looking at frequency-plane imagers in detail, it is necessary to
review the characteristics of correlating radiometers. They differ from
ordinary radiometers in that they measure coherence or correlation between
two channels. The ordinary radiometer measures power in a single channel.
In many ways, these radiometer types mirror the classification'of radars into
noncoherent (power-measuring) and coherent radars.
Correlating radiometers operate in many of the same modes as noncoherent
,,radiometers. For instance in both cases the simplest mode of operation is its
n total, rower. rrdlometer.. The correlating; version -in sbown in Fig;urr 2-1.
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The input to this radiometer configuration in shown as two antennas
This is the way the antenna is used is aperture synthesis. One antenna
fixed at the end of the interfarocmeter baseline. The other antenna is tl
roving antenna which moves along the baseline. Of course, when the maximum
haReline length is long, the two channels are not fed directly from the
antennas with transmission line. Instead, the signals are reduced to IF,
amplified, and distributed.
in the case of Fourier-transform spectrometers, very often there is only
one antenna. This single signal is then divided in a hybrid. The hybrid
outputs go to the mixers. However, a preferred configuration is still the
two-antenna configuration. In this dual configuration there is no portion of
thu signal Chull.lLls whlch iu CUOUnotl to both channels. Therefore, none of the
radiated thermal power associated with the channel losses appears in the out-
put as part of the signal. Since the radiation comes from different lossy
elements, it does not correlate and is rejected.
This makes radiometer calit.-ration much simpler. The effect of internal
radiation and of reflected radianion due to channel mismatches is very com-
plicated.. A paper by Otoshi (Reference 9) bears out this point.
A similar problem, which is even harder to control, is due to mixer
noise: Due to the passage of bias current through the mixer diodes, they act
as noise sources. The effective source temperature is zb out 400°K. This
radlaL:iou travels out through the microwave channels. i portion is reflected
at mismatches such as hybrids, circulator, bends, and the antenna itself.
Although the radiation is noise, it is coherent with itself. Therefore, a
standing wive 'ire Formed. TF it nilmnaltch product-.-; tot113, ruf7lUettoll, Clle peak
of the mixer-noise Standing wave will be (1 + 1) 2 x 400°K - 1600°K. The mea-
sured mixer-noise error is proportional to a voltage at the radirme:tar output.
It can be seen that if 0.16°K is allotted for mixer-noise error, the reflected
mixer noise must be reduced by 10 4 (-80 db). This assumes that the standing
wave loop can be anywhere in the microwave channel. If its position can be
stabilized in the channel, the errors produced can be calculated out. How-
ever, this can be hard to do, especially in wideband systems.
Figure 2-2 shows the effect of mixer noise on a National Radio Astronomy
Observatory radio telescope. The long-period fluctuation is due to mismatch
at the antenna input. The short-period fluctuation with about 10'K amplitude
is due to reflection off the edge of the Cassegrain subreflector..
The dual antenna setup makes it easier to obtain the required 80 db iso-
lation. Mixer noise reflected back to the mixer making the noise finds
nothing to be correlated with in the other channel and is eliminated by what-
ever means the radiometer uses to eliminate other kinds of receiver noise.
Only mixer noise which couples from one channel to the other will be treated
like a signal and appear in the output. Careful design of the dual antennas
can ensure that the coupling between them is very small , . When isolators are
also used in the two channels, the required 80 db isolation is obtainable.
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TEMPER;',TURE
In the case of a pencil-beam scanning antenna, no increase is thermal
power results from using two antennas. Both antennas must produce beams
wllicsh true LItU rt:nue pIXCI. lit Elie H41111c Limu. Fur instance, In the curie of a
reflector, the two antennas would be produced by using a dual feedhorn like
that used for a monopulse feed. However, in the case of aperture synthesis,
each antenna may see the total RM without robbing power from the other
sntensw. "Therefore, a two-to-one gain in signal power is obtained for this
case.
Total power radiometers do not modulate the input signal. As a result,
fluctuation of the receiver gain produces fluctuation in receiver noise which
cannot be distinguished from the signal. For instance, let the system noise
temperature be 2000'x, let the gain stability be one percent (AG/G - 10-2),
then the output receiver. noit;e Fluctuations wdll be 20 0K rms. This Is an
order of magnitude greater than typical temperature resolutions.
Engineers here at Hughes Space and Communications G'mup have achieved
remarkable gain stabilities. As a consequence, they have been using the total
power mode. However, the conventional attitude has been that it is too hard
to get the required stability under field conditions. Therefore, the usual.
design approach has been to modulate the thermal noise before it becomes
mixed with receiver noise. The modulation then permits separation of the
signal from the receiver noise in the video portion of the radiometer.
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The original radiometer of this type was the Dicke. It had an RF switch
which switched the receiver input between the antenna and a loud. The tem-
puraturu dlfferenee between load and antenna then appears as a thermal signal
which is square wave modulated. After square -law detection, the square wave
becomes a voltage wave. Synchronous demodulation by the RF switch actuation
waverorm then pickst thu thermal dLffe>»ence mignul out of the receiver noise.
The corresponding correlation radiometer is the phase-switched radiometer
shown in Figure 2-3 on the following page~.
Both of the radiometer modes just discussed are not fully coherent. The
'output of the correlator is at zero frequency. Let the input to Channel 1 be
JA(t) + JB(t)]. The Input to Channel 2 Is (A(t + T) + JD(t + T)]. The nor
relator ,multiplies these waveforms together and averages the products to give
the correlation function in the form [X'(7t-'1kt^+) - t	 t + Tm l +
2J[ t
	 t +T^ + 1t t + T	 t 12• It is the modulus of this final expression
which, merges from the radiometers we have been discussing. We cannot get at
the rail component of the correlation, [ ] 1, nor the imaginary component,
[ ]r. In the same canine, the in-phase and quadrature receiver noise powers
add power-wise in the output.
PHASE SWITCHED	 ^+
	 1
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FIGURE 2-3. PHASE-SWITCHED.
CORRELATING RADIOMETER
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This same series of operations on the signal occur in a homodyne radar,
except that one channel is replaced by a sinusoidal reference. Both systems
are degenerate in the quantum mechanical sense. Two separate signal modes,
corresponding to two eigetnvalues have assumed the same values and have become
indistinguishable.
In order to avoid this defect, the two radiometer channels can be offset
in frequency by using two local, oscillators. These We are frequency offset
by means of a servo loop - or by feeding one LO signal through a phase -shifter.
Thin shinier keepK hiv rt awi n1; the 101.180 chutige ut a rstuudy rate in order to,
produce the frequency offset.
The nutput of the corretator cunsLuts or; DC terms such us A^(L), which
are removed and the cross product terms given above. This signal is demodu-
lated by two phase detectors. One phase detector is a switch whose switching
waveform or reference is in-phase with the frequency offset. The other phase
detector reference is in quadruturu with the offset. The in-phase detector
selects only [ 11. The quadrature detector sees only [ 12.
A block diagram for this frequency-offset mode is shown in Figure 2-4
below.
Most modern radiotelescopes use this frequency offset technique (Refer-
ences 10, 11). Older instruments use the phase
-switching method. They recover
the in-pliuHu and cluudruture cumpuueut:; by shifting the signal from one end of
the baseline 90° with respect to the signal from the other end of the baseline.
^`...	 Then they perform a second homodyne detection. These two correlator outputs
are often called "promp" and "semi-promp."
Wesseling (Reference 12) is one of the first to point out the substantial
advantages of the fully-coherent radiometer over the earlier circuits.
Figure 2-5 shows the microwave portion of a correlating radiometer. The
signal enters through the hybrid at the center of the assembly. The two chan-
nels are at the top right and bottom left. At the extreme right a noise diode
mount can be meen. The diode output Is Lnjueted ILIL'u butte Channels In u
wervoed bridge arrangement for measuring the unknown signal temperature.
2.2 TEMPERATURE MEASURING TWDIOMETERS
The earliest use of Ladiometers was the measurement of radiant tempera-
ture. These early instruments were noncoherent Dicke radiometers. At first
the voltage out of the phase detector was measured directly. This voltage is
at least ideally proportionate _
 to the difference between the reference load
and the antenna temperature.
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FIGURE 2 . 5. 1.5 cm CORRELATING RADIOMETER
RF HEAD (PHOTO 79-82146)
It was soon found that amplifiers were not stable enough to maintain an
accurate ratio between antenna temperature and output voltage. The obvious
answer is a servo. One approach is to servo the gain (Reference 13). The
other possibility is to servo the reference load temperature to the antenna
temperature by adding thermal noise power to the output from the cold load.
The noise is generated by a hot standard and injected through a directional
coupler (Reference 14).
Thv ra • rvowd altvmi.iliir 	 nvvur wunL anywhurc.
	
nft'ur :ill, ,ui urri)r
ut 0.1 dh curruspunds w all urrur ul S * K or su, ltudiumeters are better at
calibrating attenuators than vice versa. Neither has the servoed gain
approach been too successful For reasons which are )hscure.
The most successful solution has been the Hach servo loop (Reference 15).
In this loop, a calibrated source, square-wave Lwdulated, is injected into
either the antenna channel or cold load channel as the case may be. Then the
duty factor of the square wave is servoed tc balance antenna and load chan-
nels. Initial calibration is carried out by noting the noise source duty
factor using sta-.dard temperature loads. This is the system used by the
radiometer in :_gure 2-5.
The unknown temperature is then found by calculations using the duty
factor values. The duty factor measurements are time measurements. Time
measurements can be made with very great precision.
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Typical results for a Bach loop radiometer are reported by Hardy at al
(Reference 16) and by Love and Van Melle (Reference 17). A block diagram of
the Love:/Van Me la radiometer is given in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2-7 shows , a measurement of the boiling point of liquid argon. It
agrees to 0.1°K with the tabulated boiling point of 87.3'K given for the
existing air pressure. As a matter of fact, this radiometer maintained an
accuracy of 0.1°K throughout an entire flight test program without recalibra-
tion of any kind.
However, the stability of transistor amplifiers has become good enough to
make temperature measurements with an unservoed radiometer, if accuracy specs
are not too demanding. The radiometer is calibrated while its feed horn looks
at load near 290°K, and again while the horn looks at a cold load or the sky
(Reference 18). As the title indicates, the radiometer whose performance was
measured was a total-power radiometer. However, this calibration technique
is applicable to any radiometer including correlators.
The final type of temperature measurement of importance is the thermal-
gradient mode. This is a mapping mode where the antenna scans a pencil he:im
CaKL uuuubh Lu Cause all L• liu harmonics of the mapped image to occur at fre-
quencies higher than those where gain fluctuation and 1/f noise is important.
The amplified square-taw detector output is passed through a bandpass
C i.ltur. 'Phis fllLur's upper s:utuff is SOL by the usual considerations when
designing a smoothing filter. The lower cutoff is set to µreject the 1/f
Cnoise.
This simple radiometer can make excellent microwave radiometer images.
Removal of the low frequencies improves the image appearance. However, loss
of these frequencies prevents making absolute temperature measurements.
Figure 2-8 shows a thermal gradient radiometer designed and tested by
Wiley Electronics in 1960. The antenna is a spherical reflector illuminated
by three rotating line source feeds which correct for spherical aberration.
'rhi:, 1:. Lhe CLr::L 11141pplub juicruwuve rudlumutur. 'it wade excellent images.
2.3 SPECTROMETERS
When spectrum measurement is mentioned, usually the first thought is the
use of filters (Reference 19). If speed is not too important, a single scan-
ning filter will do. In order to get more speed a bank of channelizing micro-
wave filters can be used. -This is the route taken by the writer in designing
a "frequency scanning" mapping radiometer for JPL. This radiometer's ampli-
fier traveling wave tubes (TWTs) and filter bank are shown in Figure 2-9.
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The channelizing filter banks can be seen at the top of the cabinet.
Sinus • ..I' t lit.-	 ill' Lli i	 ilipr4)ach aru uliv luu:i from lliu 11o1alLubraph.
'Elie filters are bulky. They are also lossy; so considerable gain between the
antenna and filter bank is needed. In this case the gain was provided by
two TWTs.
Anot~er flaw appeared too late in the program to rectify. The sensi-
tivity r the individual channels drifted with temperature changes, time.
dr ivc Irvcl , :uid uLlu • r c ktusi.-r: which cuu1J 110L be idvnlif iud.
Although the basic mapping method was prol , en out, this radiometer made
poor images. The uneven channel reponse causes heavy streaking in the lonr.i-
1 toil I n:i i 	 ( I ' I i l lit	 lutlll)	 J I r. • .: l lull.
This radiometer was built over a decade ago. Modern components would
make it possible to build a much better instrument. Feedback loops in each
filter channel could eliminate uneven response. However, there is a more
subtle deficiency which the competing Fourier-transform radiometers do not
have.
This deficiency is the tact that the performance parameters of the spec-
trum estimation process are set by the properties of the filter bank and
associated equipment. This means that these properties are "cast in concrete."
There is no way of changing them short of rebuilding the radiometer.
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The alternate spectrometer design is the Fourier-transform spectrometer.
This device measures the autocorrelation function of the signal. The Fourier -
transform of the autocorrelation is then found. The Wiener-Khintchine theorem
states that this transform is the power-density spectrum of the signal
(Refvrenct, 20).
To form the autocorrelation function the signal must be split into two
components. A differential time delay between channels must be introduced.
The delayed signals arc then multiplied together and averaged to form 00).
Figure 2-10 shows a correlator which uses a variable ultrasonic delay line.
Figure 2-11 shows a correlation function measured by this radiometer. The
measurement is made at various noise levels in order to measure sensitivity.
If a variable path length (trombone) is used to produce the differential
delav, we have the equivalent of the scannin, microwave filter. Such a device
was designed and tested by Long and Butterworth in 1963 (Reference 21). They
did nut transform y(E) to get the spectrum. Instead they drove the trombo•_ie
at a steady rate. The trombone output is Doppler-shifted by the trombone
movement.
A little thought will show the Doppler spectrum appearing at baseband in
a replica of the microwave spectrum. Long and Butterworth therefore measured
the RF spectrum by measuring the video spectrum with a low frequency spectrum
analyzer. Figure 2-12 shows a block diagram of such a variable delay spec-
trometer. The spectrum analysih is carried out digitally in accordance with
contemporary design practice.
m
0W
FIGURE 2 . 10. ELECTRONIC CORRELATOR WITH VARIABLE
QUARTZ DELAY LINE TO PRODUCE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY
BETWEEN TWO SIGNALS (PHOTO 700-54-3 A)
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Usually the emphasis on perfoimance dictates simultaneous measurement of
all values of ^(T). Figure 2-13 shows such a system. The values of O(T) are
measured at the Intermediate frequency because the correlator is very wideband
(GHz). The two IF signals are fed to opposite ends of two transmission lines.
At the center of the lines the delay in both channels accumulated from the
point where the signals split in the hybrid, is the same. For taps on one
aside of the P,:enter point T is increasingly positive with increase in distance
from center. Going the other way from center T is more and more negative.
The directional couplers tap power from both lines. The circuitry driven
by each tap pair is similar to that shown in Figure 2-4 starting at points A
and B. The processed tap-pair outputs are then multiplexed, digitized and
fed to a computer where the Fourier transform of ^(1) in found.
If the-phase-shifter in Fig u re 2-13 is correctly indexed, the outputs of
the square-law detectors can be exactly in phase with the I reference. The
Q-channel, elertronic:s its then tiot needed.
The digital values of o(T) are fed to a computer where a Fourier trans-
formation is carried out to yield the spectrum estimate.
If the bandwidth of the system is narrow enough, the signal can be con-
verted to base-band, digitized and delayed in shift registers. The register
outputs are then multiplied by the original undelayed digital signal in digi-
tal m0t110 font, :uid lntegrat:ed in d1L.1t:aL :xec:uusulatorrs to rorus the SOL of
uutocorrelation function values. Weinreb contrasts the analog and'digital
'approaches in his thesis (Reference 22). His Figure 4, shown here as Fig-
ure 2-14, gives functional block diagrams for the two correlator types.
Weinreb's correlator used one-bit quantization in order to make the
digital circuitry simpler. It should be remembered that, in 1963, LSI had
not arrived yoi• . A th ocade Liter llowerrs at d. ruport utt mulLibit c:urreluLor
(Reference 23)
A tutorial paper on autocorrelation spectrometers is given by Cooper
(Reference 24). This paper is completely oriented toward digital correlators.
In Section 3.5.10, Cooper reviews the radio-telescope correlators operating
at that time. This data is summarized in Table 2-1.
2.4 INTERFEROMETERS
The simplest type of interferometer is the adding interferometer. The
output of the antennas at the end of the interferometer baseline: are added in
a hybrid and passed to the receiver as shown in Figure 2-11.
The interferometer pattern consists of a series of lobes. They ar
positive as indicated on the pattern diagram in Figure 2-15.
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TABLE 2-1. OPERATIONAL COLATION SPECTROMETERS (1976)
Location
Clock Rate
(MHz) BW Channels Bits Comments
NRAO, Crova Ii:Ink 0.039 Lo 20 413
MII, Lincoln Laboratory 50 Interleaved
.Sampling
U.S. National Radio 50
Observatory
Jodrell Bank 10 256
Observatory
C.S.	 X.R.O. Radio 20 1024
Physics Lab
Uii[v.	 oC	 UriLI:III 16 128 1
Columbia
Univ. of British 4 128 3 x 5 Dual Mode
Ca ► kual^ I :I
25 10 1024
Haystack Observatory
50 20 512 Trimode
100 40 256
r
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The D.C. component of this pattern gives no information about the scene.
Its presence complicates the use of the data collected. A much bettev type
ul 1nLerferOMULer is the multiplying interferometer. This type can be mecha-
nized by use of a correlator to carry out the multiplication. The phase-
switch,,+d interferometer is also a multiplying interferometer. These possi-
bilities are shown in Figure 2-16.
''-
	
	 Note that the lobes are alternately positive and negative. There is no
DC component. Figure 2-17, taken from Krause (Reference 8), shows the output
of thu adding and of thu multiplying Interferometer as a source traverses
their fields of view.
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FIGURE 2.16. MULTIPLYING INTERFEROMETER
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FIGURE 2-17. RESPONSES OF AN ADDING
INTERFEROMETER
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A s ign i.r 1unut rester IeLlon on tllu use of an lnturferomeLer 1s caused by
decorrelation of the signals from the two antennas due to their differential
time of arrival at these antennas. Roughly, this differential time must be	 F
less than the bandwidth of the signal.
There are ;several ways of caving this restriction% One popular method
is used when the instantaneous required FOV is small, but moves through
large angles over long periods of time. For instance, in the case of radio
telescopes the FOV is often determinedby fairly large parabolic antennas.
The parabulu.4 nee unLy a awall part of the sky. However, over periods of
hours, this small FOV moves to another part of the sky. The solution in this
case is to switch in pieces of transmission line in the path back to the cor
re+ltitor. By Ilrtil g tho rlUbt I Inc + Luuuth the dl,rfurunLial tin ►u of Lruvel to
the correlator can be made close to zero for a source at the center of the
FOV.
lu muny easus Lite spucLrulu of .tlie, wignal emerging from the interferometer
antennas is desired. If the spectrum is found by passage of the signal through
a bank of channelizing filters or by transform spectroscopy and cross correla-
tion is carried out nftor this procanNo docorrelation is usually not ^n problem.
Isauh speeL um cllianul can be wude narrow enough to ensure correlation in the
presence of the differential time delay between antennas signals existing as
a result of other design considerations. A sketch of this scheme follows.
Ubv.Luutsly Lbu arranguuunt In Viguru 2-18 is needed for atmospheric
sounding. Sounding measurements involve measurement of the spectrums of atmo-
spheric absorption lines. A radiometric version of frequency scanning will
btu discutsed later. In thI s report. It also uuust u multichannul System Con-
figuration. The types of correlation functions which can be generated is
discussed in E. Tensor Synthesis.
i
FIGURE 2.18. MULTICHANN" i. MULTIPLYING INTERFEROMETER
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For the sake of completeness intensity interrerometry should be
mentioned. This technique detects the signals in the two channels first.
Then the envelopes of the two video signals are correlated. It can be shown
that the correlation coefficient of the squares of the moduli of the antenna
voltages (detected video) is equal to the square of the correlation of the
incident radiation (Reference 25). As one would suppose, this eliminates the
affects due to the RF structure of the radiation. Therefore, correlation can
be obtained over much greater baseline lengths. Also, no phase information
need be transmitted to the signal receiver modules at the ends of the baseline.
The detected signals, therefore, can be recorded on tape and correlated at
some site remote from the antenna sites.
This technique is very-long baseline interferometry (VLSI).
However, removal of the signal RF structure from the correlation process
exacts a heavy penalty. The sensitivity is considerably worse than RF cor-
relaturs (Reference 25). Even after rending some review papers, it is not
clear to the writer that VLBI can produce images (Reference 27), rather than
measurements of point sources. Therefore, VLBI will not be considered further
in this study.
2.5 POLARIMETERS
I,ii twiny eas4us, Lhu pularizallusi s taLe of received radiation is desired
as well as the quantities already discussed. Polarization can be described
by several methods. One description is the Stokes vector which is favored in
optics.
If al and a2 are the amplitudes of the two linearly polarized orthogonal
components of radiation, then the Stokes vector is
I	 I
S
<ab + a2>
<.2>
1 a2>
<2& 1 a 2 cos Y>
<2a 1 a 2 sin Y>
I
M:
C
S
(I-2-1)
where Y is the phase angle between al and a2 . This assumes that the radiation.
is quasi-monochromatic. Then Y can be defined and measured even for noise
like signals.
,
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Consider three pairs of antennas: let two antennas be linearly polarized
at 0' and 90°; linearly polarized at 45' and 135'; finally, two antennas right
and left circularly polarized.
The powers available from these antennas are denoted by P ' P90' P4 '
P3,35, PR, and PL, respectively. In optics, these same quantitl2es are self
measured by dichroic filters, which extract various linear polarization com-
ponents from a beam of light. They are preceded by a retar. ,dation plate..
When I(0, c) denotes the intensity of light vibrations in the direction mak-
ing an angle with coordinate axis OX, when the y-component is subjected to a
vetardation a with respect to the x-component.
Than the components of the Stokes vector are (Reference 28)
I - I(0', 0) + I000 , 0) - PO + P90
M - I(06 , 0) - I(90', 0) - PO - P90
(I-2-2)
C - I(45', 0) - I(135% 0) - P45 - P135
S - 1(45', n/2) - I(135 °, 7/2) - P  - PL
The Stokes parameters have been satisfactory in optics. However, they
produce complications when used in microwave interf erom<:try. This is due to
the CneL tluit n3A cuncelvable Peed arrnnaemcnt:; for a two-aleaiailt itlLarfarom-
titer response to a maximum of two out of four Stokes parameters (Reference 29).
(Ko's letter says "minimum" instead of "maximum." This must be a typo. Equa-
tions (I-2-2) show that four antennas per hnsel.ine and nre needed.)
The coherency matrix is better adapted for use with microwave radiometers.
It needs only two antennas per station for measurement of two orthogonal
polarizations. If these polarizations are linear, the components of the
matrix p can be measured by an arrangement such as is shown in Figure 2-19
below (Reference 30). The power output from dipole A is pxx. The output
from dipole B is p . The real part of px y
 is obtained by cross correlating
the ,voltages from I
y 
and B. The imaginary part of pX, is obtained by delaying
the signal from A by a/4 and then cross correlating.
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4
i
Yx JYY	 EYLx	 LYEY	 <ha2 e
	
1 2	
a2
where
i[oj(t)-2WvtI
Lx(t)	 al(t) e
and
go (t)-2wvt]
E(t) * a2 (t) e
^i
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The trace of J is JXx + Jyy - [EXEX] + [EXEX]. The nondiagonal elements
are conjugates of each other, that is Jxy Jyz. Therefore, J is Hermitian.
The interrelation between the Stokes parameters and coherency matrix ale
meets are given below.
I	 Jxx + Jyy	 I Jxx
	
1/2(I + M)
M - Jxx - Jyy	
JYy = 1/2(I - M)
(I-2-4)
C - Jxy + JyX	 Jxy = 1/2(c + is)
L S - i(Jyx - Jxy )	 l JyX = 1/2(c - is)
Often we may wish to measure the polarization state of each image pixel.
If the image is generated by aperture synthesis, the basic interferometer con-
figuration due to Ko (Reference 30) follows on the next page.
Boi:h Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20 show homodyne correlating radiometers.
In a practical system it is better to use a fully-coherent radiometer. One
advantage will now become apparent. It was mentioned in the spectrometer
section that the signal whose spectrum is measured could be contained solely
in the in-phase signal channel by proper adjustment. This means that a second
signal can be passed through the quadrature channel of the same instrument.
'floe naLur;o i tt i gua 1 t u i a,jvct. 1 uLU Ulu L'WQ cliauue.ln arcs Ulu but i.r of urLhugolkal
polarizations. In most remote sensing applications the radiant brightness of
both polarizations are required. So dual use of the same radiometer con-
siderably simplifies the sensor.
Passage of the dual signals through mixers is the most subtle operation
required in order to mechanize the dual radiometer. Figure 2-21 shows one
embodiment of such a mixer.	 •
The LO signals in both channels (separated in frequency by the off-set
frequency) are injected into the mixer input ports by means of a coupled-
resonator filter as shown. The normal operation of the mixer then delivers
EA to one IF port and E  to the other port.
f
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FIGURE 2.21. DUAL SIGNAL BALANCED MIXER
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Figure 2-22 shows the total dual-polarization radiometer. Note that Ex
is split into two inputs to the correlator channels by means of an in-phase
hybrid. E Is split into its channel input signals by means of a quadrature
hybrid. Therefore, we have Ex and E  in the left channel the right channel
has Ex and E . The sum and difference of these signals are formed in both
channels by he hybrids which drive the mixer diodes. In the left channel
Ex + JEv goes to one diode and Ex-jEy goes to the other diode. The output
hybrid then forms Ex and jEy at its sum and difference port, after the signals
are reduced to the intermediate frequency. Likewise Ex and E y are formed at
separate IF mixer ports in the right channel.
The correlators are mechanized as shown in Figure 2-23.
From Figure 2-22 we see that Exq, EyEY, (EyEX) imag , and (EyEX)real are
formed. These are the elements of the cohherence matrix.
The servos indicated in the block diagram are Hach servo loops which
have been discussed before. A functional block diagram is given in Figure 2-24.
The square wave noise bursts are injected into correlator arms with cor-
rect phase to act like Ex, Ey and jEy. The VCO seeks a frequency where the
duty cycles of the noise diode outputs balance the correlator outputs to zero.
These are Clapp calibrators. They will be discussed in more detail in a later
section.
2.6 TENSOR SYNTHESIS
Ko (References 29, 30) calls the simultaneous measurement of the many
coherence functions associated with the incoming radiation simultaneously
"tensor synthesis." We will not treat the subject as formally as he does in
iwrerv"cu (30).
It should be noted that the most general space-time coherence function,
r(xi, x2, T), involves cross correlating signals at locations xl and x2 with
d i r. f crcul. ial L lmc dulay -t. Thum 1' (xi, xi , •r) is a tuupural (longitudinal)
coherence function. Its !Fourier transform is the radiation power spectrum.
We also have a lateral coherence function P(xl, x2, 0). Its transform is the
brightness distribution of the radiation source according to the van Cittert-
ZcCuIkU theorem.
Returning to the general coherence function we see tliat a generalization
of these transforms implies that P(xi, x 2 , T) has associated with it three
other functions. Namely, its„"spatial" Fourier transform, T(ul. N29 T); its
;temporal" Fourier transform P(xl, x2, v) and its total Fourier transform
r(ul , u2, v).
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The question arises then as to how we can generate the coherent functions
Involved and their transforms. In order to do this assume that antennas are
located at two positions. Let us label the various variables involved as'
follows:
i, 3	 Polarization components
k,	 Time
m, n	 Position (m - y position change, n z position change)
p, q	 Frequency
-^, z	 Spatial frequency components in y and z directions
on,%)
r 4
r 11 ( xm, xn) T r I , (T.I
POSITION
CORRELATOR
o R^^ Nor ISQuu,try
Let the correlators at positions m and n consist of pairs of transmission
lines, to provide delay, together with output circuitry as shown in Figure 2-25.
Let these correlatomrs have polarization inputs Li and Ej. The cross corrals-
tiou outputs are rij(Tk) and r i
 (TZ). The ri
 subscripts indicate which ele-
ment o f
 the polarization coherency matrix is represented by the r. The super-
scripts indicate the locations of the interferometer baseline. The T subscripts
Indicate the set of differential delays available. The temporal transforms of
the two correlator outputs are f'
m 
(vp) and fn (v^).
If movement of the interferometer baseline generates a series of
y-position changes, xm, and a series of z-position changes normal to y dis-
placements, we have a set of correlation measurements at xm, xn. If correlator
outputs wlLh a delay oC t . Yk - r k are eorrulaLed, we get 1'(xm, n, T) . Its
temporal transform is P ij (xmm , xn). It& 	 spatial ' transform is
Finally we can transform r i3 (Tk) and r ij (%) to form r i 	and Tiii(v^).
If a set of displacements x n and xm have been generated and rm and r measured
for these displacements, ,,we can set v	 vO - V .
 Then theotwo -dimensional
spatial transform gives rij(xm, xn, vy. Its transform is rij(uy, uz, v).
A block diagram of these manipulations is shown in Figure 2-25.
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The correlation formed at the bottom of the diagram is very important.
The bandwidth of any frequency channel is AB - vp+l - vp = vq+1- vq, This
bandwidth can be made small enough to ensure correlation no matter what how
long the interferometer baseline is. This is important if we wish to build
an aperture-synthesis system Capable of atmospheric sounding. The required
system bandwidth may have to include the entire 02 absorption spectrum around
60 GHz, This is a- bandwidth of 10 GHz or more.
A method of frequency scanning radiometers will be introduced in a later
section. it can provide racculutiun and mapping normal to an aperture-
synthesis axis. This method requires 10% to 20% bandwidths. As in the
sounding case, this large bandwidth would destroy correlation in the aperture
syntlwstirs proc;oto., IC ;;pectrum analysla were not carried on first.
Measurement of the coherency matrix has an important function even when
the polarization data is not needed for remote sensing; purposes. Often the
vertlual uad horizontal linear polarization components of the incoming radia-
tion are desired. Frequently conical scan is used in order to ensure that
the beam makes a constant angle with the terrain for all scan angles. Such a
scan can be Produced by a rotating reflector as shown in riguro 2-26.
If the reflector assembly rotates but the feed horn does not, the polariza-
tion components received by the feed horn change with scan angle. For instance
in figure 2-26 .nbove, tho cl.ectric fic3.d vector is shown in the plane or the
papur for chc: reflectur position shown. This is "vertical" polarization.
However, when the reflector rotates 90' and the horn does not, the' E vector
will be normal to the ray paths shown on the drawings. It then is horizontral.y
1040 I si r l,zed .
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If the system is relatively narrow band, a rotary joint can be used
between the horn and the rest of the microwave plumbing. Then it can rotate
while the zest of the radiometer is stationary. However, in many systems the
feed horn is a scalar horn, operating in many frequency bands, spread over a
very great frequency range. There are no rotary joints which can pass such a
set of operating bands.
however, if the radiometers monitoring these bands are designed to measure
the-coherency matrix, conversion of polarization components to correct coordi-
nate system can be carried out by the data processing computer in the"process
of image restoration. This is done by multiplying the original Stokes vector
[IMCS] by a rotator matrix T(C., to produce the required polarization compo-
nents. This relation is
1	 0	 0	 0 I
M' 0	 cos 26	 sin 26	 0 M
M (I-2-5)
Co b	 -sin 26	 cos 26	 0 C
S' 0	 0	 0	 l S
Timis we ;ire ab i t , lea IVIVM LIIu ii lu110AC Lty Uf 1, :red b , only rotut ins the
ratlector by computing the required components in the radiometer data
processing section.
(I-3-3)
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3. CORRELATING RADIOMETER TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY
3.1 LUDIOMl`s'1ER FIGU ,RE OF MUIVIT
The subject of radiometer temperature sensitivity will be touched on
very lightly. For some reason sensitivity has attracted more than its share
of the attention in microwave radiometer studies (References 26, 31, 32, 33, 34).
In reality, statistical bias errors are more numerous, harder to control and
usually larger than the temperature resolution error. Absolute temperature
calibration errors ure also l •tuble to be grouter than the resolution error.
The temperature resolution of a radiometer is given in the two forms below:
K ,r	 -
^T^ _ SYS„ ^KT	 b
VBFT	 SYS VB
(I-3-1)
where TgyS - system noise temperature, B is bandwidth before detection, b is
the final bandwidth after detection, t• is the integration or smoothing time
after detection, and K .Is Like rad,lomutr •lc C'iTure-oL-eer t t. Thee syKLem noise
LeMpUCAILure Is U3UUily cuaL 3u the form
TSYS	 TREC + TANT
	 (I-3-2)
TREC is the effective noise temperature at the end of the feedline from the
receiver which connects to the antenna. TANT is the antenna background tem-
perature. This temperature is the scene radiant brightness, weighted by the
atiten-ia cross section, integrated over a sphere surrounding the antenna and
Uvidid by 4n. The result of the averaging operation is than corrected to
account for antenna ohmic losses. So
TAn	 (LANT - 1) -To
 + L 4AM	
o(0. 4) B(0, +) dO
sphere
I-3-1
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where LANT is the ohmic loss in the antenna, To is ambient temperature, B(e, ^)
is scene radiant brightness and a(9, 4) is antenna cross-section in meter
squared per 5teradian.
The receiver temperature is
TAG
 - (LF - 1) To + LFTRF + L^ M
RF
3
(I-3-4)
where LF - feed-line loss, TRF - noise temperature of preamplifier, GRF - pre-
amp gain, TM - mixer-and-IF noise temperature. With sufficient peamp gain
the third term becomes negligible.
When there is no preamp, the mixer and IF noise temperature dominate. So
TREG - TM - (Fn - 1) To	 (1-3-5)
where Fn {s the noise figure of the mixer/IF-amplifier.
If Lhuru IS uu mixer, wu tiavu a tuned-radio-f requency (T,',I^ ) receiver.
Then TM and Fn in (I-3-5) refer to the main amplifier. In superhet radiom-
eters without image rejection both RF sidehands are received and folded on
top of each other in the RV amplifier. Then the double sideband noise fig-
ure, FDSB, should be used instead of the single sideband noise figure, FSSB•
It is often stated that FDSB - FSSB/2. However, the correct relaction is
(Reference 35)
FDSB - F 2 B + 1	 (I-3-6)
When FSSB 'v 1, the approximation is usable. However, when modern low-noise
receivers are used, the approximation penalizes single-sideband receivers.
The low-frequency bandwidth, b, in (I-3-1) is the noise bandwidth of the
filter/integrator. A rectangular filter which gives the same noise output
power as the actual filter, and has a gain equal to the peak gain .of the fil-
ter, Gam, has the noise bandwidth, Bn. That is
f
-
G(f) df
o	 Area Under Filter Gain Curve
GMAX	 Maximum Power Gain of Filter
I-3-2
(I-3-7)
Vil.ter Type B3 du
BNOISE
BNOISE
B- 3 it r
Ideal Low-Pass B B 1D
RC Filters with Time
Constant of TAC
Single RC 1.57 2tAC2. RC RC
Dual RC 2wRC3 8RC 1.22 4TRC
Triple RC
27rRC0 32R6 1.16 6T RC
4
Gaussian (- RC) 1.07 12...12,B
Box Car Filter 0.443 1 1.13(Ideal Integrator) t 27r
5-Pole Butterworth 1.01
5-Pole Bessel 1.04
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Table 3-1 relates the 3 dB bandwidths to noise bandwidths for output low pass
filters.
Often one sees the noise bandwidth given as the bandwidth to use for the
high-frequency receiver bandwidth. This is not correct. The correct band-
width to use is called by Evans and McLcish the radiometor reception bandwidth
(Reference 31). This bandwidth is defined as
Ifm
2
G(f) df
BREC	 o	
(I-3-8)
G2 (f ) dffo
TABLE 3-1. PROPERTIES Or LOW-PASS FILTERS
I-3-3
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Bendat and Piersol (Reference 36) call the same quantity the equivalent
statistical b andwidth. The most sophisticated treatment is given by
Bracewell (Reference 37), who uses the autocorrelation Landwidth. Table 3-2
lists reception bandwidths defined by Evans and McLeish.
The most detailed treatment of the sensitivities of correlating radiom-
eters is given by Faris (Reference 38). For the homodyne type of correlator,
where the correlation output appears at DC, we find K to be r. This it-given
in his Eq (Reference 22). This result is reasonable. K for a single-channel,
total-power radiometer is unity. The correlator has two channels. Therefore,
the noise power in the output is doubled. The measured temperature is propor-
tional to the square root of the power after the signal passes through a square
Inw dat ector or multil)llur in a autucurrelutur. Thureforc, the correlator K
will be /2-.
It is unfortunate that Faris did not go on to find the value of K for a
fully cuttereat currelutlnb radiometer. The reader will recall that this
radiometer type first heterodynes the incoming signal down to an intermediate
frequency. The IF signals are then summed in a power combiner and detected
by a square-law detector. The DC terms out of the detector are rejected by a
bundpuss filter. Due to a frequency offset introduced between the IF channels,
the signal appears on a carrier and is passed by the bandpass filter. The fil-
ter output is then synchronously demodulated in two phase detectors. The
phase references are in-phase and in quadrature with the IF frequency offset.
TABLE 3-2. RECEPTION BANDWIDTHS OF BANDPASS FILTERS
Filter Type B RECEPTION /B3 dB B NOISE /B3 dB
Cascaded SYN tuned CKTS 3.14 1.57
Number of Stages
1 3.14 1.57
2 1.96 1.22
3 1.76 1.15
4 1.62 1.13
(• Gaussian) 1.50 1.07
Rectangular 1.00 1.00
1-3-4
r
W	
	
It should be obvious that synchronous detection rejects the system noise
in quadrature with the reference signal. Furthermore, when the noise origi-
nates in two receivers it is evident that the noise power in phase and in
quadrature with the reference will be equal. Therefore, the in-phase and
quadrature baseband signals resulting from phase detection will have half the
noise power which emerges from the bandpass filter. The corresponding value
of K, is unity.
However, those who want a more rigorous proof of these facts will find
them given by Lindsey (Reference 39).
This reduction of the noise in each of the two output channels has long
1)cern known by radio astrunumers (Refurene", 40, 41) . It is a mystery to the
writer why this case continues to be ignored in the general literature.
The value K - 1, just given for the fully-coherent radiometer case,
assumes Lii.0 there is one input signal that is divided in a hybrid in order
to drive the two signal channels. However, often we can use two antennas.
For instance, in the case of aperture synthesis there are two antennas at the
ends of an interferometer baseline. In general, when probe antennas are used
Lo measure: the field In a Fourier plane, these antennas receive power from the
entire field of view. In such a case two antennas mounted very close together
can both receive power from the entire field-of-view. The two antennas are
similar to a monopulse pair such as is used in amplitude monoo ulse. Use of
two antennas doubles signal power. Therefore, K becomes 1/ 3Z. The treatment
of the temperature sensitivity calculation is entirely different, if there is
not amplification ahead of the square-law detector. This is the usual state
of affairs in infra-red radiometers. This arrangement is also appealing in
the microwave region in application where a very simple radiometer is desired,
even at the expense of loss of performance. It'also can become attractive
when a great number of channels must be monitored simultaneously.
In the usual microwave case, where there is amplification ahead of the
square-law-detector/multiplier, the performance of a spectrometer using fil-
ters, and a Fourier-transform spectrometer, using autocorrelation, is the
name. Uuwever, whuic there L:c nu RFC uropilficutiun, the trunssform spectrometer
temperature resolution is
AT	 AT
. 2v N ATFILTERf
	
(I-3-9)
where N is the number of frequency bins. The factor 427N  is called Fellgett's
,Advantage.
The sensitivity of transform radiometers without RP amplification is
treated in Appendix A.
I-3-5
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We will now summarize the values of K for various types of correlating
radiometers in Table 3 -3. For comparison purposes the values of K for the
common tyres of rower measuring radiometers will be given in a parallel
column. Correlating radiometers with separate antenna inputs to the two sig-
nal channels will be identified by an asterisk. Transform spectrometers can
reduce K by a factor of 11r by measuring ^(T) over a range of delays which
extends from -Tl to +T l . The values of ^(Ti) are added in the in-phase chan-
nel outputs, whilst the value of ^(-Ti) is multiplied by minus one and added
to the value of f(Ti) in the quadrature channel outputs. In both cases the
signal, add amplitude-wise and noise i n the two outputs adds rower -wise. The
result is the 1/f Impruvemcut in K already referred to.
In Table 3-3, FTS will stand for Fourier -transform spectrometer.
TABLE 3-3. VALUES OF THE RADIOMETER FIGURE -OF-MERIT, K
Correlating Types K Power-Measuring Types K
Phase-Switched, Square-Wave 2 Dicke, Squarewave 2
Modulation and Demodulation Modulation and
Demodulation
Phase-Switched, Square-Wave /2- Dicke, Squarewave Mod Sine it/v2
Mudulutiuu and Demodulation* Wave Uemod
Homodyne (Faris' case), r Dicke, Sine Wave Mod and 2r
Total Power Denod
Thermal-Gradient r Dicke, Push-Pull (Graham's) r
Squarewave Modulation and
Demodulation
FTS (Positive Delay Only)
FTS (Positive Delay Only )* 1 Thermal Gradient l
FTS (Symmetric Delay) 1 Total Power 1
Fully-Coherent l
Fully-Coherent* 1//2-
FTS (Symmetric Delay)* 11r
*Star indicates each correlator channel is fed 'by a separate antenna.
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3.2 RECEIVER SENSITIVITY
In order to calculate the performance of point designs some data on
contemporary receiver noise temperatures are needed. Two graphs are given.
One by Weinreb (Reference 42) emphasizes FET amplifiers (Figure 3-1). The
other, due to Cardiasmenos (Reference 43), shows the performance of super-
heterodyne receivers (Figure 3-2). This second paragraph has been redrawn,
since the original did not reproduce wall.
3.3 GAIN FLUCTUATION NOISE
1 1owur uulliut vr1r.1,kL1uu:•: dui: Lu rucalvur glILn fiUcL'uutlon are fully as
important as receiver noise in determining the system temperature resolution.
To include fluctuation noise in the temperature resolution calculation,
observe that for a total power radiometer
P	
T SYS G
	
(I-3-10)
where P is the RF power input to the correlator or square-law detector, as the
case may be. The total differential of (I-3-10) is
AP - G6TSYS
	
SYS+ T	 SG	 (I-3-11)
G may he considered to be a system calibration factor. So if we divide
(1-3-11) by G, we get the correct answer TSYS - AT when G is zero. However,
if G is not zero, division by G gives
G
	
AT + TSYS \ G
	 (I-3-12)
The second term is error due to gain fluctuation.. Since receiver noise and
gain fluctuation are both noise-like quantities, their variances add to pro-
duce the total error. So
2 1/2
AT 	 dT2 + TSYS ( G,
	
(I-3-13)
F
00	 Tn
6.6 -lo00
4.7 -f00
2.3	 -200'i
1.3	 -100
0.7	 -d0
0.3
	 -20
0.1a	 -10
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In a Dicke radiometer the unknown and reference temperatures are both
subJect to the same gain fluctuation. Therefore the gain fluctuation error
Ls TSIG - TRCF1. If the difference between TSYS and TREE is servoed to zero,
the gain fluctuation error also goes to zero.
In the correlating radiometer case receiver noise in the two receiver
channels does not correlate when the correlation function is generated. The
autocorrelation functions of the receiver noises appear at DC and are
rejected by the bandpass filter between the square law detector and the I&Q
phase detectors.
Of course, if the radiometer is operated in a total-power mode, the
noise from both channels will not be rejected and will appear in the radiom-
titer output a" a pedestal upuu which the signal rides. Than gain fluctuation
will produce just as large errors as in the noncoherent, total-power radiom-
eter case.
In the frequency offset mode the correlating radiometer will still
experience gain fluctuation errors due to variable amplification of the sig-
nal itself. However the signal is usually smaller than the receiver noise
(e.g., 200*K
 vs. 1000'x). So the gain UUCLUaLioti noise is reduced
accordingly.
However, it will be found when calibration is discussed, that a refer-
u uee wignal. call he hQueLed .luLu LhU Cwu currclu Lur channels in u manner
that causes the correlator output to be proportional to (TSIC Tom).
Therefore if this difference is driven to zero, gain fluctuation noise will
go to zero. Thi;a bohavior 1s. very similar to the ca:u: of u Dicke with u
servoed reference temperature.
{p^
f
1'
1-3-9
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4. CALIBRATION
4.1 CLAPP CALIBIWrOR
Almost all of the calibration methods used by noncoherent radiators can
he adapted for use in n correl.it •ing rad.lometer. 11owever, a calibration method
proposed by Clapp (Reference 44) is clearly superior to other ways of calibrat-
ing coherent radiometers. This method can only be used this radiometer type.
A functional block diagram of this calibration method, taken from Clapp and
Maxwell's paper is shown lit figure 4-1.
Following Clapp, the inputs to amplifiers G  and G 2 are
S 	 n	 Al + (B	 + Bnr + Bpi + Bni)pr
S2	 A2	 (B pr- Bnr - JBpi + JBni)
A^	 AZ
o
BPr	 100°
Bnr	 r Op
Bpi	 O0p
Bni	 2700
ERROR SIGNAL(REAL PART)
01	 ^^^	 GZ
PRODUCT
PRODUCT
	 000
I	
_.00ERROR SIGNAL(IMAGINARY PART)
FIGURE 41. SYSTEM CONCEPT, COMPLEX
CORRELATION RADIOMETER
I-4-1
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Al	-	 Alr + JAli
(I-4-2)
A2 
a
	 A 2 + JA 21
The cross-correlation function F can be defined by
V	 'A1 A2	 '
	 F
r + Sri (I-4-3)
Its real and imaginary parts are given by
Fr	
n	 (AIrA2r + A11A21)
(1-4-4)
F.I.
	 =	 (A3.11A2r - Al rA21)
{
A complex error signal will be developed by the pair of product detectors
shown in Figure: 4-1.
	 This error signal has the form
E	 (G1S1)(G2S2)*	 `	 (G	 *r. - Hr) + J(G1G1*)(Fi
 - Hi) (1-4-5)
H is the contribution of the complex noise source whose real and imaginary
parts are
*Br	
BprBpr - BnrBnr
(1-4-6)
*	 *
Hi	 BpiBpi - BniBni
Cross product terms which average to zero have been dropped.
n.,
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The real part of the error signal actuates a servo loop which controls
noise sources Bpr and Bnv. Likewise the imaginary part of E controls Bpi and
Bni. When these servo loops have been brought to equilibrium the noise sources
will be held at levels which can be seen to be
Fr „ Hr = IBpr1
2 _ 
IBnr1
2
. (I-4-7)i = Hi 	 I Bpi12 - IB nil 2
In a correlator which measures only a single temperature only the noise
sources Bpr and Bnr are needed.
4.2 HACH SERVO LOOP
Hubba_.d and Erickson (Reference 45) used thermionic noise diodes as
noise sources when they mechanized the radiometer- analyzed by Clapp and
Maxwell,. However, the Each servo loop discussed in Section 2, which uses
semiconductor noise diodes, is better for orbital use. The phase tracking
between the two channels may be quite poor without preventing the servo loops
from reaching equilibrium. Let ^l and 42 be the cumulative phase 'shifts
through the two channels from the input antennas or input power-dividing
hybrid. Then (^l , - 0 2) is the relative phase shift between channels. It is
a measure of phase tracking.
Clapp and Maxwell computed the convergence of the servo loops and
plotted their results on the complex plane. Their plots, showing servo con-
vergence for relative phase shifts of +45 ° and -84% are reproduced here as
	 ,t
Figure 4 a-2. In actuality the relative phase shift will not exceed 10 ° to 20%
for a well designed radiometer, under the worst of conditions.
Figure 4-3 shows experimental results of Hubbard and Erickson ' s (Refer-
ence 45) loop stability tests. Part (a) shows the radiometer response with
various relative phase shifts. At +84° one can see an increase in servo
noise. At +900
 the servo breaks into oscillation as one would expect.
Part (b) shows the result of varying servo gain t5 db around a reference gain
of 0'. Again the system Input is 1200 'x. Only slight variations in system
response can be seen. Figure 4-4 shows receiver response vs correlated sig-
nal input.
I-4-3
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NOTE: CONVENOENCE OF COMPLEX NOISE SOURCE,
H, FROM INITIAL VALUE, H0, TOWARD FINAL VALUE, F
r a) THE SOLID CURVE IS THE SPIRAL FOLLOWED	 rb) THE .SOLID CURVE IS THE SPIRAL FOLLOWED'WHEN THE RELATIVE PHASE SHIFT OF THE
	 WHEN THE RELATIVE PHASE SHIFT OF THETWO AMPLIFICATION CHANNELS 16 +46 9. THE	 TWO AMPLIFICATION CHANNELS IS -S4°. THE
DASHED LINE SHOWS THE CONVERGENCE
	 DASHED LINE SHOWS THE CONVERGENCEWHEN THE RELATIVE PHASE SHIFT IS 09
	 WHEN THE RELATIVE PHASE SHIFT IS 00
FIGURE 4*2. SERVO CONVERGENCE
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FIGURE 4.4. RECEIVER RESPONSE VERSUS
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4.3 REFERENCE NOISE-SOURCE STANDARDS
In the past noise diodes and gas-discharge tubes have been popular
mtandard noise RourccH (Vigurc 4-5). The thermionic noise diode will not be
considered rurther. A complete treatment of temperature-limited vacuum tube
slot noise is in the Rad Lab Series (Reference 46).
Gus-discharge sources have been widely used. They operate at frequencies
up to tens of gigahertz. The effective temperature is very close to the kinetic
temperature of the plasma electrons in the discharge. This is of the order
of 10,000'K. The most eomon gas used is argon, although neon has been used
at ~trees. Again these tubes belong mainly in the past.
9.17x 106oK	 g^g
as	 L
	
o	 ( 4.60 x 7050
O 12
1-
^IL
W 1^
	
U^	 9.17x 104 O K
	
W W	 10	 6.79 x 10
4o
 K
	
O	 I
	
z	 rI I t 111 1111 1 1111	 1~11 11 11	 11111111 1 11111.111	 111
0	 10	 12.4	 1s	 16.5	 40
FREOUENCY.ONZ
FIGURE 4.5. SYSTEM NOISE SOURCES —TYPICAL NOISE OUTPUT
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At the present time the most popular standard noise source is tha
mom-).conductor nolme diode. Microwave Semiconductor Corp. is a supplier
these devices. Some pertinent data follows abstracted from their liter
General operating characteristics:
Operating temperature	 -55' to 1000C
Temperature sensitivity 	 0.01 db/•C
Voltage sensitivity	 0.1 db/%
Curre:ut SWINILiViLy	 0.03 db/Z
Switching speed	 1.0 µsecond
The 11Lg11est .frequency diode is quito flat in response. It appQ4Ars that it
can be used out to 100 GHz or so.
With proper temperature control. and good stabilization of applied power
the semiconductor noise diode can hold calibration for long periods of time.
However, calibration against an absolute standard is easier to provide than
for a noncoherent radiometer The reason lies in the Fact that a correlating
rnd •tometer, using a hybrid power splatter at itR input, measuros the differ-
once between the sum and difference ports of the hybrid shown in Piryure 4-6.
When calibration is required the switch-pair are thrown to "calibrate"
position. The servo loop then produces a frequency which sets the diode
noise output waveform to a value such that the 200°C temperature difference
between the 100*C and 300°C loads is balanced out by the diode noise injected
into the mixers in the calibration system by directional ^,ouplers 3 and 4.
When the switch-pair returns to "measure" position, the servo loop
balances out the unknown teaaperature difference between the input and the 50°C
load on the hybrid difference channel. It may be seen that the ratio of the
unknown difference, proment In the measure mode, and the known difference,
present in the calibrate mode, is the same as the ratio between noise wave-
form duty factors present in two modes. So the unknown temperature differ-
ence is this ratio times the temperature difference between the calibration
loads. Adding the temperature of input hybrid delta to the calculated differ-
ence gives the unknown temperature.
I-4-6
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FIGURE 46. CALIBRATION OF NOISE DIODE AGAINST AN ABSOLUTE STANDARD
4.4 DISCUSSION OF THE CALIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF FREQ-DOMAIN IMAGERS
If the radiometer measures the autocorrelation of the signal, the use
of a servo loop of type just described remedies a fault of autocorrelators,
the large dynamic range they require. This results because the zero differ-
ential delay bin of the autocorrelator measures the total signal power. When
the signal has a wide bandwidth, as most radiometric signals do, the autocor-
relation function may drop 10 or 20 db in the first coupl e of delay bins
adjacent to the t - 0 bin. As a result :a large portion of the system
dynamic range is used up ,just to accommodate the T - 0 bin.
The servo reduces the output of the T - 0 bin to zero. This greatly
reduces the required dynamic range. The source spectrum autocorrelation
function is subtracted from the signal autocorrelation function not only in
the T 0 bin but also in all the other bins holding the autocorrelator
output.
I-4-7
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If the noise-source spectrum is flat, the autocorrelator output will have
the form shown in (b) of Figure 4-7. To left of (b) diagram the original
autocorrelation is shown before subtraction of the noise-source autocorrela
tion. The spectrum of the unknown signal is shown above the two correlation
functions.
After (b) is Fourier-transformed the known noise-source spectrum is
added in to recover the signal spectrum.
Very often the average shape of the unknown spectrum is known. The
fluctuations of actual spectrum around the average may be smal compared to
the average spectrum power. This is true in the case of temperature sounding.
The spectrum calculated front the standard atmospheric LemperaLure profile is
the average spectrum. Its power density expressed as a temperature, is in
the range of several hundred degrees Kelvin. The rms fluctuation of actual
spectrums about the average spectrum never exceeds 5'K. Assume that the sys-
tem can accommodate 3a variations in the spectrum. We find that the ratio of
average spectrum to spectrum fluctuations is about 210 •K/30• - 7% 17 db.
In cases of this sort we can achieve considerable improvement in system
purrorowneu by shaping the nolue source spectrum before its output is injected
into the radiometer. If ^',u is shaped to resemble the average spectrum and
subtracted from the signal spectrum, the residual will be much smaller than
the total spectrum. This 1s shown 1n Figure h-R wberu the total and residual
spectrums. aru sskuLc:hcd LUSUL• her with their correlation spectrums.
POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM OF SIGNAL 	 ir
V
SUSTACT NOISE SOURCE
POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM OF SEIIVOED NOISE SOURCE
•
FOURIER TRANSFORM
FOURIER TRANSFORM
r) 'AUTOCORRELATION OF THE
	 b) AUTOCORRELATION OF SIGNALSIGNAL SPECTRUM
	 SPECTRUM MINUS REFERENCE
SPECTRUM
FIGURE 4.7. MODIFICATION OF OUTPUT AUTOCORRELATION BY REFERENCE - NOISE SPECTRUM
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FIGURE 4 .8. TOTAL AND RESIDUAL SPECTRUMS AND THEIR AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS
It may be seen t1int .4ince the rerll.dunl Spectrum has much hiss power in it
than LIIQ tOLUI spectrum, Its correlation function will reach the noise level
of the radiometer for a smaller differential delay than the value where O(T)
of the total spectrum reaches zero. It is obvious that correlation measure-
ments should be truncated for a value of T where 0(T) subsides into the noise.
Beyond that point more noise would be introduced into the transform computa-
tion than signal data.
Elimination of the delay bins in the T1 to T2 regions makes the auto-
correlator smaller and simpler.
Elimination of the bins in the Tl to T 2 region also reduces the noise
introduced into the output spectrum. This reduction can be an order of mag-
nitude or so, since the reduction in spectrum power is an order of magnitude
or more. The net result is that the noise variance of the system tends to be
proportional to the real unknown spectrum, namely the residual spectrum.
Nothing is lost. We can get the total spectrum by adding the average spec-
trum back into the residual spectrum. We have used our a prior knowledge
about the spectrum to reduce noise variance.
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Even in mapping, where absolute temperature values are not important,
removal of the-average temperature can improve performance. A block diagram -
of a servo loop to accomplish this is shown in Figure 4-9.
The loop is biassed so that increase in error signal reduces the injected
reference. The composite signal formed by injecting the noise source into
the signal channel with negative polarity will adjust itself so that a few
negative going excursions will hold the loop in equilibrium as shown in
rigure 4-10.
This arrangement permits display of the signal with maximum dynamic
range. Dynamic range is always'in short supply in display systems. Signal
control, which produces better image dynamic range always causes dramatic
improveiiients in image quality.
When precision measurements are required the elimination of the sky-horn
or cryogenic load as the low temperature reference is important. Elimination
of the sky-horn makes it possible to design better radiometer installations
aboard spacecraft. When power-measuring radiometers are used, the sky-horn
AVERAGE	 •`IMAGE FLUX	 pw
DISPLAY
RECTIFIER
	
ERROR
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SIGNAL
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FIGURE 4-9. REFERENCE NOISE INJECTION SERVO LOOP FOR TERRAIN MAPPING'
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must see the sky well above the horizon in order to produce a predictable
temperature. This often drives the designer to put the radiometer antenna
on top of the spacecraft. Now the scanning beam must look down outboard from
the craft — peering over the edge as it were.
This causes restrictions on field-of-view, since the beam cannot look
through the spacecraft.
What is worse, the top mount causes undesired interactions between
antenna and spacecraft structure. If one visualizaas the beam as simply emerg-
ing from the antenna and continuing to the ground, it is hard to see why the
interaction occurs.
However, the beam forms out of a haze of partially reactive electromag-
netic field extending out to about d2/a. It is this haze which couples to
the Antenna surroundings. Rapid changes in the antenna pattern can make it
very hard to correct for antenna pattern bias by deconvolution.
It is also possible to get beam dropouts in directions where there is
tight antenna/structure coupling. As a result, most aircraft antenna installa-
tions are checked out on model ranges in order to eliminate unpleasant
surprises.
The Clapp calibrator makes the sky-horn unneeded. Referring to Figure 4-1
we see that all that is required to get a zero or negative temperature is the
`„	 reduction of Bpr and increase in B nr until sufficient negative temperature has
been injected into the system to produce the desired condition. '
 Since there
is no sky-horn, the scanning antenna can be mounted on the bottom of the space-
craft where field-of-view problems are reduced. Coupling of the antenna field
to the spacecraft is also much reduced.
There IN uuu uLher char=LuriKttc uC the correlating rudiouldter which is
important enough to warrant discussion. In correlating radiometer designs
where correlation functions are formed, this function will be Fourier trans-
formed to obtain a spectrum. If the function is a cross correlation formed
by aperture synthesis, the transform will be an image, not a spectrum.
In either case, the transform calculation produces noise in the spectrum
bins or in the image pixels which originates in all the delay bins of the cor-
relator. The transform process consists of multiplications of the values by
phase shifting exponentials of the form, exp(-j2no). The phase shifted terms,
when summed, form the sequence of value output by the transform algorithm.
The noise in the input bins comes along and also is multiplied by the exponen
tials. However, being noise, this has no effect. The summing steps in the
transform then adds all the noise samplca power-wise.
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As a result the transform algorithms acts like a food blender. All output
resolvable elements have the Same noise mix from the correlator delay bins.
Each signal element output by the transform algorithm is a mixture of all #(T)
values. This process ties the whole instrument together giving it one response.
Variations in response or noise level in the autocorrelator bias do not appear
in the spectrum or pixel bins. One calibration operation calibrates the total,
output. This ensures smooth spectrums sud images devoid of streaking and
uneven response.	 I
This property of the transform is so valuable it is purposely built into
some image transmission systems. The image is transformed to the frequency
domain before transmission and converted back on reception. If interference
or channel drop-outs produce glitches in the spectrum during transmission,
the result after inverse transformation on reception .ts a slight drop in the
image signal-to-noise ratio distributed throughout the image. This is much
more desirable than the defects in the image itself, if it were transmitted
without transformation.
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5. SPATIAL FREQUENCY CONCEPT
5.1 LN' RODUCTLON
Almost from the beginning of electronic technology amplifiers, transmission
lines and other devices have hcen .anal.yied by calculating; their behavior in
thu frequency domain. This involves finding the spectrum of the applied sig-
nal. Modification of the spectrum by passage through the device is then cal-
culated. The properties of the device regarded as a filter are the character-
istic of interest in doing, this analysis.
When thinking about antennas, the concept of the antenna as a filter is
equally useful. In the case of the electrical filter, mentioned first, the
signal is a function of time. It is expanded into a spectrum of temporal
frequencies. In the case of antennas and lenses the signal is a two-dimensional
function whose independent variables are two angles. This function can be trans-
formed into a two-dimensional spectrum whose independent variables nre two
eihaL• iul frequencies.
5.2 HEURISTIC DISCUSSION OF SPATIAL FREQUENCY
The spatial frequency spectrum describes the distribution of some property
over the field-of-view of the antenna/lens. For instance, let the property be
radiant brightness. Figure 5-1(a) shows a one-dimensional version of brightness
distribution. Let us treat this distribution just as if it were a function of
time, not angle. Let its Fourier transform be found. The new independent vari-
able is a spatial frequency in cycles per radian or cycles per degree and the
new function is a spatial frequency spectrum. Figure 5-1(b) shows a sinusoidal
component of the brightness distribution present in 5-1(a). It corresponds to
a small portion of the total spatial frequency spectrum which falls within a
small frequency increment. At zero angle it may be seen that the sinusoidal wave
representing this component is neither at zero nor at a maximum. This means
the waveform is neither a pure sine wave nor a pure cosine wave. However, it
can be represented as the sum of a sine wave and a cosine wave, each of proper
amplitude. The cosine component is a part of the real spectrum. The sine
component is part of the imaginary spectrum. If the spectrum is observed with
a fully coherent radiometer, the real spectrum is the portion of signal which
passes through the in-phase synchronous demodulator (phase-detector). The
imaginary component is recovered from the total signal by the phase detector
in quadrature with the reference.
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Note that (c) is an amplitude distribution. The radiant brightness in °K
is proportional to rf power density (watts/Hz/steradian). However, a cor-
relator, like a square law detector, outputs a voltage proportional to rf
power level. So the video amplitude is proportional radiant brightness and the
video variance has the dimensions of degrees Kelvin squared (°K2). This point
is important because the amplitude spectrum is just another form of the image
signal. An inverse transform will recover the brightness distribution. The
power density spectrun, S(F)S*(F), has lost the phase information. So the
{	 scene brightness distribution cannot be recovered. In short, the power density
spectrum is a piece of statistical information about many scenes, while the
amplitude spectrum of a given scene is that scene in a coded form resulting
from Fourier transformation.
5.3 DETERMINATION OF THE POWER-DENSITY'SPECTRUM OF THE SCENE
The statistical data stored in the video power density spectrum is of
first importance in designing radiometers and predicting their performance.
This will become apparent when we consider frequency-domain imagers in detail.
At present, data about radiometric-scene statistics is very sparse. In
order to have a reasonable spectrum for use in this study, estimates of the
video power density spectrum were made by three different methods. The details
I-5-2
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x	 of the process of making these estimates are given in Appendix C, "Microwave
Radiometer Image Statistics."'
The first spectrum estimate is based on the work of Mandelbrot (Refer-
ence 48). His spectrums have the form P(F) - Const. F- 2H-1 . These spectrums
are associated with scenes whose statistics are independent of scale. This is
a property of many natural, scenes. Let these scenes be observed over a range
,of magnifications. The resulting scenes are said to be self-similar with
respect to a set of ration ri when the statistics of all the scenes are the
Halite.
A spectacular example of this behavior was the series of images of Jupiter
scant back by Voyager as it closed to a shorter and shorter range. As range
decreased ,lovian weather patterns will become too big to be seen as separate
entities in the image. However, little pattern details which were not resolved
before now could easily be seen. The new patterns had the same overall appear-
ance as the old patterns.
Mandelbrot's final choice for H was arrived at by comparing the properties
of statistically-generated landscapes with actual landscapes. These computer
generated landscapes are shown on pp 210-215 of reference 48. His final choice
for the value of H is 314.
Another means of determining If is teas;od on the Enct that the spectrum
shape Is u measure of redundancy in the scene. If the spatial frequency spec-
trum were flat, each new pixel value would be completely unpredictable from
knowledge of past pixel values. Let the high frequencies in the spectrum be
reduced. As this reduction inc:ruustua and the spectrum dropsi off more and more
steeply redundancy increases.
There are ways of coding the image which decrease the bandwidth required
to trsinusmit iuusgeti at a gIvan rate by removing tlscs Image redundancy. The
amount of image compression obtainable depends on the redundancy of the original
image. This in turn depends on the value of H in the general spectrum given
for P(F) .
In Appendix C.2 it was estimated that satisfactory image compression
codes can reduce images with a dynamic range of 1,000 to formats with an
information density of one bit per pixel. The value of H which agrees with
these facts was then found to be 0.70.
A third approach used experimental microwave radiometer spectrum data
supplied by Mr. Charles Hawthorne of the Navy Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern.
A regression algorithm was used to fit the experimental data to the power-law
spectrum form. The value of H obtained in this manner was 0.60. Figure 5-2
shows the raw spectrum data
Extension to the actual two-dimensional scene spectrum is made by
expressing the spectrum in polar coordinates. The one-dimensional spectrum
is then used is the spectrum function along coordinate radials. No variation
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FIGURE 5.2. POWER SPECTRUM VERSUS FREQUENCY
in spectrum value occurs in angle. A value of H - 3 /4 was adopted for this
study.
5.4 ALTERNATE STATISTICAL DESCRIPTIONS
Other power-density spectrums, as well as alternate statistical formats,
have been used to describe scene statistics. They are reviewed in this section.
Viterbi and Omar& (Reference 50) treat the case where the scene is iso-
tropic and has a space correlation function which depends only on the total
distance between two points in the two
-dimensional space. That is
$(rx,ry )	 (/r x + ry^	 ^(r)	 (I-5-1)
Changing to polar coordinates, let
r ^ rrncA _ r a r^^..A
r'
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Then the polar spectrum is
-iw (r cosh + r sia6)
4(w,@w )	 ^(rx,ry)e	 x	 y	 drxdry
`
	
"Of
 2^r	
1
r 	 +	 -iwr(cosA cos0 + sin9 sin6 )J	 p(r)e
	
r	 w	 r	 W rardo
I	
400
Since there is no ow dependence,
m	 21r
(' ti	 -iwrcos (o -o )	 rO (W)	 J	 (r)	 e	 w r rdr
0	
a	 r
-	
(I-5-2)
I	 2, J rij,( r.),I0(Wr.)dr
,0
i
Viterbi and Omara also report a spectrum used by Sakrison and Algazi for
television image analysis. It is
2'w
+ (W) w2 2	 (1-5-3)
o
i
i	 The corresponding autocorrelation is
#(r) - exp (-lrld)	 (I-5-4)
r	 where d is the coherence length of the field.
Berger (Reference 51) uses the spectrum
2a
0 W)	 An 1 + (^	 , n 1, 2, .....	 (I-5-5)
o
where A is chosen so that (2r)-1 P (w)dw 02
n,
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Pratt (Reference 52) assumes a Markovian source (memnryless source) Whose
elements have equal variance, 02 and which possess adjacaut pixel correlation
factors of P  and p  along rows and columns.
5.5 SPATIAL FREQUENCY VERSUS TEMPORAL FREQUENCY FILTERS
- -It should be obvious at this point that an antenna acts as a filter of
spatial frequency spectrums in the same manner as electrical filters operate on
temporal frequency spectrums.
A detailed development of this parallel between temporal and spatial
filters is given by O'Neill (Reference 53). Their parallel properties are
ithown In O'Neill's Tahl.e 2-l., which 41. reproduced hera as Table 5-1. The
quantities in 'Table 5-1 are defined in Table 5-2.
TABLE 5-1. SPATIAL FILTERS VERSUS TEMPORAL FILTERS
"; a
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5.6 TREATMENT OF RANDOM WAVEFORMS
For a random signal existing over an infinite interval, the Fc
transform does not exist. Therefore, a statistical description is required.
In general, the analytic attack consists of defining zhm operation of a finite
interval. The statistical functions is then: the limiting value of the output
of .the operation as the interval becomes infinitely long. The expressions for
Random Input in Table 5-1 stem from this rationale. For example, ve have
+T
(,r) <X(t)X(t+t')>	 lim 1^xx	 ZT	 X(t ) X(t+'r)dt
	
T-►-	
-T
 +L	 (I-5-6)
r
^oo(	
T
P) _ <o(P')o( P+P')i	 lim 	 J o(P)o(P+P') P
4_ ;L-2
	
-L
This is mathematically correct, however, there is a problem. Since we cannot
In uctuuliCy average over a record of infinite length, the equation (I-5-6)
really instructs us to calculate the mean values over a finite interval T or L.
Then we obtain an estimate of the spectrum by taking the Fourier transform of
the correlation and letting the interval become indefinitely long, or at least
long enough to ensure that the measured S(w) will meet accuracy requirements.
Thus
S(w)
	 S T (w) ,	 T= ^ (r)	 _	 <X(t)X(t^+-r)>T-►^	 T^	 T4-	 T
(I-5-7)
Unfortunately, the variance of S (w), in the limit, its very large (Refer-
ence 54). Swartz cites Jenkins Ld Watts (Reference 55) for proof that
lien Var ST (W)	 52 (W)
T_*_
(I-5-8)
Using the ratio of mean to standard deviation as a measure of signal-to-
interference ratio, we find that
E [s (w) l
7VAR S T w	 T-X 1
	
(I-5-9)
This says that the true spectrum is only as big as the noise (uncertainty in
S.(w)).
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The way out of this difficulty is to chop the signal record up into a
set of segments. The Fourier transform of each segment is calculated individually
to get a set of spectrum estimates, Sn (w). The N estimates, Sn(w) are then
averaged together to get the final estimate of S(w).
Now in practice the total observation time, T, which is available is
not Infinite. The question then arises, "How many segments of duration T/N
should we use?" As N gets larger and larger, . the variance in the estimate of
S(w) decreases due to better averaging. However, the resolution of our esti-
mator becomes poorer, because the length of each observation segment is getting
shorter. This increases the mean square difference between the true spectrum
and estimated spectrum due to loss of resolution. This error is called bias.
It should be evident that there is an optimum N that produces the minimum
total error. This total error is noise variance plus bias squared. We will
drop this subject for the time being. However, we will see as we progress
that preserving a balance between variance and bias is a central theme in
analysis and a design driver in mechanization.
The important point at this time is the observation that each signal
record is a transient. 'Therefore, the relations for transient inputs in
Table 5-1 can be used. The Random Input relations in the table are no longer
mathematical identities, but approximations. Their continued use is important
because they eliminate all phase information concerning the successive random
signal records. These functions are therefore needed to analyze apd design
system configurations.which must operate in an optimum manner when driven
by various members of a class random signals. In contrast to this state of
affairs, functions such as x(t) and X(w) or y(t) and Y(w) are the signals
themselves.
5.7 IN'T1s1t ELA'TIONS BETWEEN FUNCTIONS IN TABLE 5-1
It may be seen that there are three classes of functions involved for
both time and space filters. One class concerns the input signals. A second
Cuuction class cuucurus Ulu ouepUL sibnnls. Tlse third class involves the signal
transformation process produced by the filters. Stripping away the details of
limits, normalization and the like, Tables 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 show these rela-
tions. A star sthnds for convolution. Dual stars indicate a two-dimensional
convolution. Likewise, a dot means multiply. Two dots mean carry out a
two-dig
 ensional multiplication. The symbols ^_' and ^ indicate one and two
dimensional Fourier transforms, respectively. Likewise, single and dual
pentagons, * and ** signify single or dual autocorrelations or cross corre-
lations as the case may be.
The relation, O(T) a md" O(w) is an expression of the Weiner-Xhinchin
theorem. This theorem states that the Fourier transform of the signal auto-
correlation function is the power-density spectrum of the. signals. Convolutions
in the space/time domain are always paralleled by products in the frequency
domain as a result of the-convolution theorem.
A
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TABLE 5-3. FILTER INPUT RELATIONS
Time Filters
	
input	 correlation
amplitude	 function
	
x(t)	
x(t)*x(t)
	 (T)
xx
	
JP	 x(W) . X* 00	 Jf
	
X(w)	 sxx(W)
amplitude	 power-density
spectrum	 spectrum
spectrum
TABLE 5-4. FILTER OUTPUT RELATIONS
Time Filters
output cur relatLott
amplitude function
Y(t)	 —yt)*y ( t)_. $	 (t)
^fJr
Y(W)	 Y(w)•Y (W) a	 (W)
YY
amplitude power-dun"ity
spectrum spectrum
Space Filters
	
imaljc	 correlation
	
intensity	 function
	
i(x.Y)	 i(x.Y)**i(x.Y)	
`ii(Tx'Ty)
	
Jf 
1-d	 2-d
	
I(Wx.Wy)	
I(^)..I*(w)	 eii(Wx.Wy)
	
Image	 power-density
	am lit de	 spectrum
spectrum
TABLE 5-5. FILTER INPUT/OUTfVT RELATIONS
object upruud runcticn► lunge
Input memory output intensity or antenna intensity
amplitude function amplitude distribution power pattern distribution.
X(t) h(t)	 - Y(t) o(E:n) **	 S(x.Y) i(x.Y)
I^ 2-d 2-d
X1 - V t) 0(WE.Wn) ..	 T(W&VWri I(wx.Wy)
input transfer output object modulation image
amplitude function dimplitude amplitude transfer amplitude
spectrum spectrum spectrum function spectrum
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5.8 EYE RESPONSE TO THE SPATIAL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
Just as in the case of temporal filters, one of the great advantages of
analysis in the frequency domain is the fact that a series of modulation
transfer functions can be multiplied together to obtain the MTF of the total
system. A good introduction to this technique is afforded by examination of
response of the human eye to the spatial frequency spectrum. This will be
followed by a description of the calculation of eye response to a complete
photographic system (Reference 56).
Unlike almost all other optical elements, the eye MTF is that of a band-
pass filter.. Figure 5-3, taken'from Price's paper referenced above, shows this
rtet.1buime.	 law ;teat l.al-f: rutluuncy spectrum components are removed by the
retinal neural network which processes the output of the light sensitive elements
in the retina (rods and cones). Apparently the reception of the low-frequency
components of the scene viewed by the eye had little survival value (or even
an adverse erfueL). 'These components, therefore, were eliminated by evolu-
tionary processes.
It has been found that optimum photographic systems have a total MTV,
Including the eye W.0 , which has the greatest area under the composite response
curve (Reference 56). This condition is subject to various constraints such as
constant available light flux and rules for selection of viewing distance.
Figure 5-4 is taken from Pri.cc'H paper.. 7t shows how the total, MTF can be
round.
,The use of this technique in order to generate radiometer images for
photointerprotation will be taken up later in this study.
5.9 CONCLUSIONS
The high degree of parallelism between temporal and spatial filters
would indicate that the concept of spatial frequencies and spatial frequency
spectrums should be very important when designing lens systems or nntenna systems.
This indeed is true in optics. The modulation transfer functions of lenses
and other optical components has become the standard method of specifying, their
performance,. Design of lenses by use of frequency-domain concepts have become
the dominant design methods. Recursive algorithms for computer lens design use
very sophisticated descriptions of the response of the human eye to determine ..
what changes in the lens design should be made on each recursion (Reference 56).
Radio-astronomers have made extensive use of spatial-frequency concepts
in order to design radio telescopes. Unfortunately, most antenna engineers
have not followed suit. Often this has led to designs which appear primitive
compared to those of optical engineers and radio astronomers. This study will
concern itself almost entirely with these frequency-domain design techniques
as a. means of designing radiometric mappers. This concluding section seems to
be a good place to mention one other interesting correspondence between spatial
and temporal frequencies. In addition, some differences between space and time
filters-will be mentioned which are not apparent from the tables.
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In optical/antenna systems light distributions fall on both sides of the
coordinate axes. Indeed, these distributions often are symmetric around these
axes. This means that the causality condition, which exists when t is the
independent variable, does not exist in the spatial frequency domain. There-
fore, the real and imaginary parts of the transfer function, T(W V Wn), are not
a Hilbert transform pair as in the temporal case.
Also, in general, in.the temporal case frequency is a complex variable.
That is S - a + iW. Then h(t) and H(W) are related by a generalization of
the Fourier transform called the Laplace transform. Spatial frequencies are
always real, so the Laplace transform is never required.
Neither of these differences harm the usefulness of the correspondence
between temporal and spatial frequency functions in aiding the analysis and
design of optical and antenna systems.
There is an interesting correspondence between the uncertainty relations
in both domains. We all know that for temporal frequencies the uncertainty
relation is
17-
 
AWO'r > 1
	
(I-5-10)
The corresponding relation for spatial frequencies is (Reference 57)
2n Opax > 1	 1	 (I-5-11)
where Ax is the size of a pixel resolved by the optical spatial channel and
AP is the spatial bandwidth in radians per unit distance.
f
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..6	 6. ANTENNAS AS SPATIAL FREQUENCY FILTERS
6.1 RELATION OF ANTENNA MTF TO APERTURE EXCITATION
In Section 5 the concept of the modulation transfer function (MTF) of a
lens or antenna wa.4 introduced. It was shown in 'fable 5-5 "Input-Output
Relations" as the Fourier transform of the filter memory function in the
temporal case. It also was shown as the Fourier transform of a spread func-
tion in the space-filter case. If the device is an antenna, the spread function
In called the antenna power pattern, P(0).
It has been shown by Booker and Clemmow (Reference 59) that the antenna
power pattern is proportional to the complex autocorrelation function of the
aperture distribution function. Thus
T(XAo	 Q E(xX )*E*(xa)	 (I-6-1)
0
where T(xao) is Fourier transform of the antenna power pattern, E(xa) equals
the aperture distribution, xA - x/a - distance across the aperture face in
wavelengths.
One would have expected Eq. (I-6-1) to be a convolution, rather than auto-
correlation. Kraus (Reference 59) shows that when Eq. (I-6-1) is used, the
antenna response to a brightness distribution function is
ti
S(O0) - B($)*P ($)	 (I-6-2)
ti
where P(0) is a mirror image of the power pattern P(0). This is equivalent to
the space filter relation in Table 5-5. However, an angular response is found,
instead of a response over an image plane. This mirror image pattern is used
so that the characteristic folding and inversion operation required by con-
volution will not be needed in Eq. (I-6-1). The autocorrelation replacing
the convolution is more difficult. Table 6-1 shows two tableau. The first
shows where Eq. (I-6-1) comes from. The second justifies the corresponding
convolutional form of Eq. (I-6-1). the hat symbol indicates a mirror-image
function formed by inversion; e.g., P(# 	 $) - P(@ - *o). The variable x1
in Eq. (I-6-1) is a spatial frequency. oIt will be replaced by the symbol,.
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TABLE 6-1. CALCULATION OF THE MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
modu1 altion
aperture	 transfer
excitation	 function
E(xA )	 E*E*	 -	 H(F)
Fraunhofer	 Convolution	 definition
diffraction	 theorem	 f
ti
*
electric field	 power
pattern	 pattern
modulation
•
^gi
aperture transfer
excitation function
H(x^)	 ..._.. *P. ll(1')
Fraunhofer correlation
diffraction
)l
theorem
1
electric field power
pattern pattern
The correlation theorem is not as well known'as the convolution theorem.
It is discussed by Brigham (Reference 60) If E is sy=ntric, the distribution
between autocorrelation and convolution disappears.
6.2 ANTENNA MTF FOR SOME SPECIAL EXCITATION FUNCTIONS
Figure 6-1 shows a graphic method of finding the MTF when the excitation
is given. All autocorrelation slope off to zero ,u manner shown. The equi-
valent of the general tableau shown in Table 6-1 is given in Figure 6Z2 for
uniform weighting.
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Note that TRIM reaches zero at +a. This is called the cutoff spatial
frequency. The XTF is zero outside this interval. As noted, the null-to-null
heamwidth of the power pattern, sinc 2^
 
, is 2/ax radians. Since the period
of the cutoff frequency is 1 /aa, the cutoff wavelength executes two cycles
per null-to-null beamwidth. The Nyquist criterion then says that if the
antenna beam is scanned, at least four samples of the antenna output must be
taken during the time the beam is scanned through an angle equal to the null-
to-null beamliidth of the beam.
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It can be seen from Figure 6-1 that the cutoff spatial frequency will
always be equal to the aperture size in wavelengths, a X . As an example of a
more complicated excitation function, let E(xl) TRI(xl). We have found in
Figure 6-2 that:
TRI (y) w===&- sine  W.
So the tableau for this case must be as shown in Figure 6-3. Tables of
modulation transfer functions for more complicated types of aperture excitation
weighting have been tabulated and are available (Reference 62).
All filled apertures act like bandpass filters with response which goes
to zero at ±aX. It is obvious that in order to pass the spatial frequency
spectrum with no distortion from zero out to the spatial frequency aX , the
antenna MTF should be rectangular. If the total spectrum of the scene fell in
this 0 to a X range, there would be no signal distortion. In the more likely
case where the spectrum extends beyond a X the rectangular MTF produces the
least distortion possible without increasing system resolution. Bracewell
calls the resulting image signal the principal solution.
At first blush it would appear that regardless of what aperture weighting
is chosen, the MTF of an aperture with continuous excitation must slope down-
ward until a value of zero is reached at a X . Probably the closest approach
to a rectangular response that can be obtained is produced by use pf Taylor
weighting with fairly high sidelobes. For instance, the MTF of Taylor weighted
antenna with -5 dB sidelobbs shown in Figure 6-4 comes as close to a rectangular
ruapuuao us to posuibic (Rul'ureuce 62) .
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6.3 MTF OF THE COINCIDENT ARRAY OF UTUKURI AND McPHIE
The trouble lies in the power pattern of an antenna-with a rectangular
MTF. This principal power pattern is the Fourier transform of the rectangular
MTF. This power pattern is a sine $ response. It has both positive and
negative sidelobes. However, a radiometer using a square-law detector cannot
be used to obtain the princippl power pattern because the detector output
cannot be negative.
However Utukuri and McPhie get around this difficulty by the use of two
interleaved array structures. Instead of using a square-law detector, the
two array outputs are multiplied together. This arrangement is shown in
Figure 6-5 (Reference 63).
It can be seen that Utukuri and McPhie have replaced the power-measuring
radiometer associated with a single antenna with a correlating radiometer.
The two radiometer channels are fed by the pair of interleaved arrays.
Figure 6-6 shows the calculated response of a five-element array. The
sidelobes of alternating polarity may be seen.
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64 MTF OF A MULTIPLYING INTERFEROMETER
We are now ready to go on to the graphic calculation of the modulation
transfer function of a multiplying interferometer. Figure 6-7 showing this
graphic solution is due to Kraus (Reference 59), and is his Figure 6-22.
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FIGURE 6.7. GRAPHIC DETERMINATION
OF THE MODULATION TRANSFER OF A
MULTIPLYING INTERFEROMETER
Thus we see that the M'17 of a multiplying interferometer has the spatial
frequency response of a bandpass filter.
Kraus in his Eq. (6-100), pg 184 gives the interferometer power pattern
runction I'ur the curio whore thu untunnu olewents at the ends of the interferom-
eter are dissimilar. It is
PW " E1 (0) E2(0)e+j0 + E1(0)E2($)e J1
	
(I-6-3)
rend l i I:: proved hi AI 1ovoid l x IS "Cwits rill lzed LnCurfurowutur Mapping Behavior."
Eq. (1-6-3) of this section is given in Eqs. (B-15) and B-17) of Appendix B in
terms of the gain functions of the two antenna elements with their phase
centers moved to the courdinate origin at the midpoint of the baseline. The
functions El(o) and E2(¢) are the field patterns of the two interferometer
elements and * - 2nSXsin#.
If the elements are identical, that is El (0) % E20) • EoM, then the
power pattern becomes
P(0) - JE0 (0)1 2cos(2nS lsino)	 (I-6-4)
Finally, if the element patterns are symmetrical, so that El(#) - Ei(#) and
E24) - EZ(0), the relative power pattern becomes
P(0) - E1 (0)E2 (0)Cos*	 (I-6-5)
The power pattern is seen to be proportional to the product of the field
patterns of the individual elements.
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X6.5 METHODS OF VARYING THE EFFECTIVE BASELINE LENGTH
These mapping radiometers must vary the fringe pattern given by Eq. (I-6-4)
in order to carry out their mapping functions. This can be done in a variety
of ways. One method of changing the fringe pattern is by changing the baseline
length, S X , by moving the antenna elements. We can also change S N for a fixed
antenna separation by sweeping the frequency. Both of these methods change
the spacing between lobe peaks, as well as lobe position. 	 .
If a phase shifter is inserted in series with one element, * becomes
(2nSXsin0 + ¢S). If ^S is continually increased by the phase shifter, a source
at fixed position will produce a sinusoidal voltage at the interferometer.' output.
Alturnutely wu can put u variable length transmission line in aeries with one
of the elements. Then
* 2nd (Sain^ + AX/p)	 (I-6-6)
Where Al - differential length of the transmission line feeds from the
radiometer, p - transmission line phase velocity - v/c, v - velocity of a signal
along the line.
The last two methods are equivalent if At is small. However, they behave
voitirt-ly 411'1*vrviiV.1.y whvo AX [n I.irge.
If the interferometer elements were points, then the bandpass filter
response would become an impulse. However, if the elements are not points,
then the MTF passband has a finite width as shown in Figure 6-7. This will
produce a bias error when measuring the magnitude of the spatial frequency
spectrum at frequency S A . Correction of this bias error will be considered
In a latur auction.
o	
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7. FREQUENCY DOMAIN IMAGERS
t
7.1 FOURIER OPTICAL SYSTEMS
Fourier optics has become an important subject in recent years.
(References 64,65) These techniques involve conversion of optical images
to npatial frequeney Npectrums, recording such spectrums in the form of photo-
graphic records called holograms, and filtering these spectrum records. The
results of these operations are used to reconstruct modified images by trans-
formation back to the space domain.
Usually the objects dealt with in optics nre recorded as images on photo-
graphic film. Manipulation of the image starts with the photo record. In our
case, the input signal is in the form of mi2rowaves radiated by a scene at a
great distance from the radiometer. We want; to record data about the radia-
tion over a plane corresponding to one surface of an imaging lens as shown in
Figure 7-1.
In the optics case the image on the photo transparency is converted into
a spectrum by use of a lens. Use is made of the fact that lenses in the
i:urreat optical cunr •igtiratlun can act are two-dimensional Fourtur trunsfurm
devices. The transformed image appears as a spectrum in a plane which is
called a frequency plane or Fourier plane.
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^%	 In our case the distant scene produces a frequency-domain field at the
surface of the imaging lens. This surface, shown in Figure 7-1, is a frequency
plane. The lens acts as a Fourier transformer which converts the data to the
space domain. This converted Rignal is the image which appears in the image
plane.
We intend to record the frequency-plane data. Then the image can be
generated by carrying out the Fourier transform by data processing in a com-
pitter. The c1tiestlon then ar^isie s a4 to cxac;tly what format should be used to
record the frequency plane data.' SAIL radars give some guidance on this point.
7.2	 KAUAKS^ AS ACT I'VE FREQUENCY-DOMAIN IMAGERS
SAR radars are active frequency-domain imagers. The coherent video,
which is recorded as the synthetic aperture is generated, gives us a clue to
required format In the passive case. The SAIL antenna receives the radiation
reflected by the scene. The phase change from pulse to pulse of the signal
return is the most important part of the data about the radar return. In order
to tie the dztn from successive returns into a single unbroken record of the
phase changes there must be a master timer signal. This signal is generated
by very stable crystal oscillators. It is called the reference signal. Its
smooth, predictable phase change is compared with the unknown phase change of
the rertirn by nlc-nnm of a phatsc detector (syoc;hronouts dumodulastor). This Is
shown in Figure 7-2.
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The coherent video record is Fourier transformed to get the image or
Fresnel transformed when the scene is in the near-field of the synthetic
aperture (the Presne l. transform is a generalization of the Fourier transform).
The radar signal is linear in amplitude, while the radiometer signal is linear
in power However, this is not important in making this comparison. The
mathematics is the same.
4
7.3 THE VAN C1 11"1ERT-URNYKE THEOREM
The radiometer imager in Figure 7-1 has no internal reference like the
SAR. However, n U we need is n'reference with a stnh] .e phase derived From
Like radiation from the scene.
This can be provided by a second probe with a fixed location in the
frequency plane. The fact that the probe receives noise, rather than a sine
wave, isnot ;important. As long as the noise bandwidth is small compared to
the center frequency . of the noise spectrum a phase comparison can be made.
The generalization of the phase detector, when noise-like signals are used,
i,R the corral.ntor. There the outputK Of the reference and traveling probes
are multiplied together and averaged.
Ile readily will recognize the output of the correlator as a lateral
coherence function, 1'12 (T & , -rn ) . Its importance stems from the fact 'that
it is the Fourier transform of the object intensity distribution shown in
Table 5-3. This relation is the Van Cittert-Zernike Theorem. This theorem
is the basis for the analysis of the propagation of pnrtinll.y coherent rndfn-
Lion. A pruub of this thuuruu, ubstraeted from Born and Wolf (Reference 66),
is given as Appendix E.
i
% A.
4
^MI
This theorem says that if the linear dimensions of the source and the
distance between the two frequency-plane probes are small compared to the dis-
tance between the frequency plane and the source, the degree of coherency between
these probes, 1' 12 (T , Tn), is equal to the absolute value of the Fourier
transform of the intnsity function of the source.
In Table 5-1 relations between functions in the object plane, in the
image plane, and relations between these function sets were given. We now
need to prepare a similar tableau for object-plane/frequency-plane relations.
This can be done with the aid of the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem. This is
done in Figure 7-3. The symbol -#- a - ► indicates that the two functions differ
only by a constant factor.
4
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7.4 DUAL. INTERl'ltETA'1ION OF PREQUCNCY-PLANE INTERFEROMETER MEASUREMENTS
Since, a	 is the transform. of r12 and 0 (wFs rLn ) is a transform of
0 Q, 11), 0 ( r►► , I,► rl ) llmsL` hu proport .Lonil  Lo 1'12. TIie SpaLlu'1 frequency
spectrum S (u, 'v) is not the transform of 67 because it is not a'spectrum
I description of the variations of r12 as TE and Tn are varied. As shown in
Section V, S (u, v) iR the nngular Rpectrum of the incoming rndintion. In
Figure 7•-4 a geometric construction shown the 0 (q, wn) and S (u, v) art
proportional. Therefore, P12 (TV Tn) and S (u, v) are proportional.
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Figure 7-4 shows the two probe antennas separated by a baseline of
length Z. This baseline length produces a net of lobes with angular frequency
of vl
 (cycles per radian). There will be a component of the scene brightness
which fluctuates at a linear frequency of wrl cycles per unit length. For an
interferometer distance from the scene of O'; the interferometer lobes are
synchronous with the brightness component of frequency w &l. A large output
of magnitude S (u l , o) or d (w 1, o) appears at the interferometer output port.
All other components of the object brightness distribution average to zero at
the output port. This occurs because the interferometer lobes are not
synchronous with any of these other spectral components.
We see• rban that the correlation function measured by the frequency plane
probes lum a .dual Inturpretation. It is either the lateral coherence function
of the frequency plane or the spatial frequency spectrum of the scene. In
either case Z must be varied through a range of values in order to measure the
total function. These arguments prove the validity of the bottom and right-
hand proportionalities in Figure 7-3.
It is now obvious that by moving a probe over a region in the frequency
plane, and measuring r 12 as we move, we are in a position to find the object
Intensity dltiLribuL•ion. This Is done by taking the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the measured lateral coherence function, r12 (T ,, TO. This
process is called. aperture synthesis. The probe/correlator evice, plus tht
Fourier transformer, constitutes a frequency-domain imager.
7.5 RECIPROCAL RELATION BETWEEN.SPACE-AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN IMAGERS
Transform pairs always exhibit a reciprocity in width. As one member
of the pair becomes smaller the other member becomes larger and vice versa.
The reciprocal width theorem states th:;.s property more exactly. It saysthat
the equivalent width of a function is equal to the reciprocal of the equiva-
lent width of its transform (Reference 67).
If the frequency-domain imager is contrasted with a pencil-beam scanner
(o puce-domain imager), there are two transform pairs whose comparison is of
interest. One pair is probe travel required to produce the image. The other
pair is antenna size. We will make the comparison using a microwave lens in
the pencil-beam scanner case. This is not a restriction on bhe relations
involved. The lens merely eliminates the folded ray paths produced by
reflector antennas. This makes for a neater diagram. Figure 7-5 shows the
two cases.
It is Ko (Reference 68) who gives the relation D - &6_1 P where D is the
diameter of the disk sampled in the Fourier plane in wavelengths and ae is
angular resolution: He also states that in order to meet the Nyquist sample
criterion, so there is no aliasing, the sample spacing in wavelengths must be
107-1. However, in order for the probe antenna to see the entire scene, it
must have an aperture of no greater than F3V6'1
 wavelengths. Therefore the
probe moves by its aperture width, between successive samples.
i
<?x
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FIGURE 7.5. COMPARISON OF SPACE AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN IMAGERS
It may be seen that the principle of transform reciprocity favors the
frequency-domain imager. This device requires a small antenna and large probe
motion. A mapper where only large motions are needed to obtain high resolution
is ideal for space applications. There is a lot of real estate in orbit.
Motion over the frequency plane is limited only by the ingenuity of antenna
engineer and the vehicle designer.
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7.6 COMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITY OF SPACE -AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN IMAGERS
In the Introduction heuristic arguments were given to prove that the
sensitivities of these transform twins were the same. The time has come to
prove this on a more formal basis. Rather than dealing with brightness, as
we have up to now, let us consider the total brightness of the scene when
visiwed at the location of the radiometer antenna. Brightness is a spectral
density. Total brightness, B (9, 4) is the integral of the brightness over
the radlometco r opera tinl; hssiid. 'rL liar: Wile dimeislokis of watts m-2rud-2.
Since we are not dealing with a particular scene, we will replace B(6, ¢)
with an average total brightness, B, over the field-of-view of the antennas.
The :uituMu1 has a capture: cross section A (U, 4). The 'acromental power
received from direction (6, f) is B (6, 4) A (6, 4) dn, where do is a differ-
ential solid angle. This cross section can be related to the antenna power
pattern by the equation
A ( 6 9 4) W A^ pp (0 1 4)
This normalized power pattern is dimensionless. Its peak valve is unity. A 
is the antenna effective aperture for radiation angle -of-arrival in the
d i.ruc: t •i.nn or peak 1;a Ln.
A very important property of antennas is the fact that the integral of
A (0, ^) over a sphere surrounding any antenna is always A 2 (Reference 69).
This is true regardless of the antenna size.
Let us assume that the beam efficiencies of both the pencil -beam scanning
antenna and the frequency-plane probe are 100 percent. Then in the first case
the Lntogrua. of A (0, 	 over Whu pe ncii-boom will be A 2 . In tile: second case
the integral of A (6,	 over the field-of-view seen by the frequency-plane
probe will be a2 . The solid angles corresponding to these cases will be
designated $1 and n2.
The brightness of any emitting surface is given by the relation
B (6, 4)
	
21ef (0, 4) Av E (6, 4)
	
(I-7-2)
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4,	 xwhere T is the surface temperature and c is the emissivity. The average
brif;htness is given by
2KA2	 T (0, 0) EdA - UT2 y	 (I-7-3)
scene x
whaxe is the average radiant temperature of the scene.
Theis ror both Lha 13W,lai ;l.-buum unL• unnu and frequency-plane probe cases
the thermal power received is
'f1^ 1 or 2 - 2 .	 B (0,	 (0, 0) do -	 A ( 0 1	 dQ
r
tt, or R 2
	or n2
(I-7-4)
l 2kT^v 2a 2
The factor 1/2 appears because the antennas can receive only one of two
orthogonal polarization components of the radiation.
It may be seen that the large pencil-beam, scanning antenna and the small
frequency-plane probe receive the same power. In actuality the frequency-
plane Imager recclves Lwlcas the powerifound in Eq. (1-7-4). This occurs
because there are two frequency-plane probes. However, the number of samples
in the Fourier plane is double the number of pixels in the image scanned by
the pencil ?benm. Call this number N. Then the 2N spectrum samples can be N
complex numbers. The total power distributed between the real and imaginary
parts of the complex number is P 2 in Eq. (I-7-4). However both real and
imaginary bins contain the sa ge noise power as that in a pixel bin. This
ramultK becnuse. there N the tiame Lana: available for measurement of tha N
samples or N pixels. Therefore the sample noise power is twice the pixel
noise power. But the two Fourier-plane probes receive twice the signal power
aompared to the power received from a pixel.
The final conclusion is that the space-domain and frequency-domain
imagers have equal sensitivities when all system parameters are the same.
in both cases.
I-7-8
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FIGURE 74. STRUCTURE OF FREQUENCY PLANE IMAGER SAMPLE GRID.
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7;7  SAMPLING THE FREQUENCY PLANE
Up to this point the sampling procedure followed by the traveling
frequency-plane probe has been vague. It has only been specified that the
sample grid be dense enough to meet the Nyquist criterion. Usually the sam-
pling sequence is divided into two steps. The first step consists of moving
the'trnveling probe out along a baseline, starting at the reference probe and
terminating at some maximum baseline length. A new baseline orientation is
then- selected by stepping the baseline drive mechanism through a small.angular
increment. Probe motion along the baseline is then repeated and another step
in baseline orientation is taken. These motions continue until the baseline
has rotated 1800 . The final result is the sample grid in the Fourier plane
shown in Fissure 7-6. The half-wave spacing indicated ensures that the Nyquist
criterion {. ^ ^ae t .
The Y.­ , —'ess of sampling along a baseline is often called "aperture-
synthesi_, ,,' The terms "rotation synthesis" or "supersynthesis" are reserved
for the ^-itupling procedure using the rotating baseline. In the literature
these o,wrations are treated merely as successive portions of the Fourier
plane imagine process.
^2
	
aI
	
a 
e I+I
n
Ap	 B0
C ..
b
rSAMPL90
DISK IN
PREOUENCY
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,#	 S. BASIC APERTURE SYNTHESIS SYSTEMS
8.1 RESPONSE OF AN IN'Pli1t1MOMETER TO AN EXTENDED, NONCOHERENT SOURCE
This section is not intended to be a mathematical analysis in depth of
:q)or.ture-synthesis, shlee this has been done many times before (Iteference 70,
71). The intent is to make a more heuristic examination backed by appropriate
references. Comment-will also be made about the applicability of the technique
to the problem of orbital rndtometric mapping.
The response of the aperture-synthesis interferometer to an extended
source is analyzed in Appendix B. There it is shown that only an incoherent
source produces a linr_nr interferometer response. Eq. (B-16) of Appendix B
allows this response, 11 (X), to the power distribution over the scene, P (X) , is
P (X)	 (3P0 (X) * K(X)	 (I-8-1)
where K(X) is the antenna power pattern of the interferometer. Then Eq. (B-20)
shows the relation betwean the slake-domaLn and frequency domain functions
first introduced in Section 6, Antennas as Spatial-Frequency Filters. Namely,
	P (X)	 Po (X) * K(X)A	 1l	 JC	 JC
	S(F)	 0(F)	 KrF(F)
(1-8-2)
1
where S(F) and 0(F) are thecomplex spatial frequency spectrums of the image
and object.
Let Gl(X) and G2(X) be the antenna field patterns of the two interferom-
eter antennas. Let &(n) and A,) (n) be the excitation functions of the probe
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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apertures. Then Eq. (B-21) of Appendix B shows the relation of K(X) and
MTr(F) to these four functions as
K(X) - Gl (X)	 GZ (X)
	
Jr	 11, 	 11,	 (1-8-3)
	
MTF(F)	 ,Al(n) * A2 (n)
As explained earlier, Kraus uses the correlation theorem to replace the
convolution by a correlation to'obtain
	
R(X)	 Gl (X)	 G^ (X)
	
it
	
111
	 (I-8-4)
MTF(F)
	 Al (n) * A2 (n)
Crnphic construction of the HrF per Eq. (1-8-4) was shown in Figure 6-7,
and is repeated here for easy reference.
,.--- Plow let us vary S^ in Figure 8-1 from zero to a maximum value A. From
Eq. (1-8-2) it may be seen that the interferometer acts as spectrums analyzer as
	
it scans over the spatial frequency spectrum of the scene O(F). The output is
	 a
the image spectrum, S(F).	 I
Often the interferometer is treated as an inferior antenna which is
ambiguous due to response of its many lobes to the object scene. Mathods are
then devised to resolve the nmlt (g0-t1vr,; . The e f fort to ret+olve the ambigtil. clad
is made because the interferometer is much lighter and less costly than a
filled aperture whose main beam equals the interferometer lobe width. Fig-
ure 8=2 shows the variable baseline interferometer as a spatial-frequency
spectrometer.
0r
MTF ^
	
	 SPATIAL FREQ'0
SPECTRUM
s	 Sy,	 $^	 N
0
• MODULATICIN TRANSFER FUNCTION IS FOURIER TRANSFORM
OF POWER P1'1TTFAN
•MULTIPLYIk.: RADIOMETER A BANDPASS FILTER OF SPATIAL
FR6-2UPN CY' SPECTRUM OF O&JECTSPACE
FIGWE 8.1. WTERFER01AA CR MTF
a-8-2
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SPECTRUM OF SCENE BIPi
SPATIAL
FREO
IMAGE SPECTRUM GENERATED
AS INCREASES
• INTERFORMETER IS SPECTRUM DISSECTOR OR
SPATIAL-FREQUENCY SPECTRUM ANALYSER
• IN CONTRAST, FILLED APERTURE IS IMAGE
	 4
DISSECTOR; ANALYZES SCENE 1 PIXEL AT A TIME
BY ANGLE SCANNING
FIGURE 8.2. THE VARIABLE BASELINIE INTERFEROMETER AS A
SPATIAL-FREQUENCY SPECTROMETER
Tt is obvious from Previous discussion that, when nperal.,ad in the
I;requetkay dowain, LII0 ill Cur 	 is nut ambiguous at all. In fact it is
the pencil-beam antenna which 10 ambiguous.
T.Pt thn fi l l.ed-ni)orturo width la(s 1), no that tho pencil-berun and Inter-
ferometer 'lobe have the same width. Then the low-pass MTF of the filled-
aperture has a passband which extends over the entire spectrum out to frequency
D. All the components of the spectrum are passed resulting in complete
ambiguity.
The conclusion is that both the interferometer and the pencil-beam
scanning; antenna are hoth useful, unambiguous mappers when operated in their
proper domains.
8.2 DISCUSSION Of LATERAL DECORRELATION EFFECTS
The above analysis of interferometer operation as a spatial-frequency
spectrum analyzer may be confusing to those who have read radio astronomy
textbooks and papers where the response of the interferometer to small uniform
sources is analyzed. It is stated that when the source sets tcva big there is
little response. A source subtending an angle of 1/S X is too big.
Kraus in his Figure 6-15 on page 175 shows why this is so by plotting
the response of an adding, interferometer to sources with three different
angular extents. When the source becomes equal to or larger than the Lobe
f	
.spacing, the average of the source times theportion of the lobe pattern
1-8-3
PAGE is
k	
(5 ^^ OOR ALO
Q^ pQ
falling on the source is nearly constant. There is then no usable output
signal.. The hohnvior far n mol.tipl.ying radiometer is similar, except that DC
cam is not present. Kraus' Figure 6-14 is also given, since it shows how the
point source response farmed by multiplying the interferometer angular
response by the antenna 4, attern of the interferometer antennas.
— From Figure 8-3 it may be seen that as the baseline length increases and
the lobes become thinner and more closely packed, the response of the inter-
Cerometer to a finite source will decrease. For a uniform circular source of
radius p located on the perpendicular bisector of the baseline at distance R,
the normalized interferometer response is
2J (v)
p12(SA) • _ V
	 aio	 (1-8-5)
where * is the phase difference between radiation at the ends of the baseline
and
(T-8-6)
The angle subtended R by the source is 4a.
INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT
^ PATTERN
INTERFEROMETER
PATTERN
n _	 (e)I
r
..0.y ,.........
ARRAY PATTERN
AAA (b)1
6
(a) INDIVIDUAL-ELEMENT PATTERN; (b) ARRAY PATTERN; INTERFEROMETER PATTERN (a) FOR POINT SOURCE; (b) FOR A
AND (e) THE !ISSULTANT INTERFEl1OMETEIt PATTERN FOR UNIFORM EXTENDED SOURCE OF ANGLE a<l/sX- AND (c) FOIL A
THE CASE OI' POINT lbURCE.	 UNIFORM EXTENDED SOURCE ,Of ANGLE Qr 1/r11.
~FIGUk 8.3. 1RESPONSE OF AN INTERFEROMETER TO SOURCES OF VARIOUS SIZESI
T=8-4
1 ,4 121 aV
v^
a
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In Figure 8-4 the plot of (u121' due to Horn and Wolf (Section 10.4.3,
pg 512, Figure 10.7) is shown.
The abscissa is not v, but sterns from an illustrative optical experiment.
The first null occurs for v - 3..83. Let us assume that the interferometer
output is decorrelated when Iu 12 1 falls to 3 db below its peak value. Since
l u	 is the amplitude of the correlator output, -3 db occurs when ( u12 1
1/ 2. At this point v • 1.6. 	 ,.
Substituting In C(I. (t-g-G) and solving for Au, we get.
1	 noAa	 2S 
x	 2	 ( I-8-7)
Eq. (1-8-7) says that the disk cannot have art angular extent greater
than half a. lobe width without suffering significant decorrelation.
It may appear hard to reconcile these results with the earlier explana-
tion or the interferometer performance in terms of a narrow bandpass filter
which scans the spatial frequency spectrum of the scene. However these calcu-
lations concerning the decorrelation of a disk source are in truth a help in
unders tnndinr the earlier. nnn lysis.
Y^ 14
FIGURE 8.4. NORMALIZED LATERAL
COHERENCE FUNCTION OF A
NONCOHERENT CIRCULAR DISK
SOURCE
1I-8-5
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SAmin j 2MMU (T-8-9)
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The key to this puzzle is the fact that the terrain is not a featureless
surface like the disk. It is composed of structures of all sizes ranging
from continental dimensions down to facets only a wavelength or so in size.
The facets an be vegetation, wave facets, ice patterns, soil and rock patterns
and many other things, including emissivity variations over the surface of
man-made objects. Let us model this terrain structure as a surface over which
a multitude of disks are strewn. The disks have random emissiviti.es clustered
around the average terrain radiant brightness.
Let the disk diameters have a uniform probability distribution rainging
from the operating wavelength up to the diameter of the mapped area. Disks
larger or smaller than these limits cannot be seen. Call these limit
di maters dmin and dmax. Also let the interferometer be located at
distance R from the surface. The angles subtended by the disks range from
the angular field-of-view downward to a/R. That is
amax • FOV,
	
dam	 1 rad
(I-8-8)
amin = A/R,	 Aamin	 1 rad
Aperture synthesis starts with the travelling probe very near the reference
probe. In order for the largest disks to contribute to the output of the
interferometer correlator, Eq. (I-8-7) requires that
when Sa - SAM, all the disks contribute. As Sx increases the contributions
of the larger Risks drop out.
Let X - S1/Sa n ; then 1 <X<-. Then the disk size corresponding to X is
S
Q(x)	
^S	
n	
x	
(I-8-10)
min
I-8-6
a
r^^CRY)
1	 4 8 a	 10 1:
Y
FIGURE 8=5. PLOT OF THE COSINE
INTEGRAL FUNCTION
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'Assume that all disks smaller than a(X) correlate completely aml all disks
larger than a(X) do not correlate at all. The contribution to the correla-
tion function of a disk will be proportional to a2(X). Therefore
.0
W	
2
19(X) - f a2 (Y)dy 	b2 f k M -b2 Y ^x	 b^	 1sX5^	 (I-8-11)
x	 x Y
We will set d(X) equal to zero in the region it cannot be measured, namely
zero to one. Then. from Vol. I,.Sec. 1.2 0
 Eq. (3) of the Bateman Tables we
find that the cosine Fourier transform of (8-11) is [Ci(y)]. Therefore
f(X)	 a, O<X<1
Ci(y)	 (I- -12)
f M - X; I 1<x<-
figure 8-5 shows a pllot`, of Ci(y) taken from the Bureau of Standards
Tables (pg 232, Figure 5.6). This is the spectrum associated with the corre
lat,ion function (lateral coherence 'function) that was just, derived,
The spectrum does not extend below y - 1 because O(X) was not+measured
For X less than *1. Thio portion of the correlation function carried the
information about the low frequency portion of the spectrum... This gap in
S(C) also produces the oscillatory behavior of the spectrum plot. The oscilla-
tions would not be present in a more realistic model. Such a model would be
more random than the one used here.
;K,.
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^ 	 However the absolute values of the maximums, and minimums of Ci(y) act
as envelope which shown the behavior of the more random model. From pg 244
of the Bureau of Standards Tables we find that
I Ci (ypeak) I - j Ci[ (n + 1/2)w] y 
1	 y?	 (I-8-=13)
f	 peak	 Y peak
^II
1
Remembering that d(X) is represented as a voltage at the output of the
correlator, it may be seen that the spatial frequency spectrum is of the form
S(F) s F 2 fow ) W (Ci (X peak
	
l 2
	
F-2 	 (1-8-14)
yp eak
This result is not too far different from the spectrum shape selected in
Appendix TIT on t'he basis of other considerations. This spectrum was
S ( 1 )a I•-2 r
8.3 DETARMTNATTQN OF MAXTMUM 13ASELTNE T.MNCTIT
In most of the literature the maximum baseline length is treated as a
specified parameter. A perfect mapping system is considered to be one having'
a MTr which is unity out to the critical frequency of the system. Bracewell
defines the signal emerging from such a system as the principal solution.
Since there is lots of room in orbit,'a less fatalistic attitude will be taken.
It will be assumed that the baseline can be as long as we care to make it.
As the baseline lengthens the spatial frequency spectrum of the scene will be
measured with higher and higher resolution. This is illustrated by Figure 8-6
A
	 Steed. (Reference 72)
As spectrum resolution increases the rms difference between the signal
representing the true scene and the signal produced by the mapping radiometer
decreases. This rms error is one which does not decrease as the integration
time available increases. In statistics an error of this type is called a
bias error. The bias sq,tared, b2 , is the integral, or this video power densityv
of the scene from D to infinity.
However as the maximum baseline length increases, the number of spectrum
samples increases. Since this maximum length is the radius of the disk over
which samples must be taken, the required number of samples increases as the
square of the maximum baseline length, D. The total observation time avail-
able is fixed by the mapping geometry and the satellite velocity. Therefore
r	 the time available increases as D2 as the maximum baseline length increases.
_I-8-8
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FIGURE 8 .6. PROGRESSIVE INCREASE IN
SPECTRUM RESOLUTION WITH LENGTHENING
OF THE CORRELATION RECORD
The total mean square error is the sum of AT  and b2 added power-wise.
It is obvious that this sum goes through a minimum for some value of D. Call
this optimum baseline length D o t• This is a common type of statistical
calculation. Figure 8-7 shows guch . an error Z:►,R.t for a temporal filter due	 .'
to Papoulis. (Reference 73)
nppenheim and Shafer (Reference 74) show plots of a spectrum where the
total signal has been chopped up into records with lengths of 14, 51, 137 and
452 samples. The total number of samples is 3,164. So there are about 226,
62, 23 and 7 records, respectively, having the above lengths. A spectrum
'	 o
b2
P
WIENER
	 •
FILTER
r	 ^
.-02+b2
W
9
r.F	 T
FIGURE 8.7. PLOT OF NOISE VARIANCE, OT2,b
r ,	 BIAS SQUARED, 0, AND TOTAL MEAN SQUARE
ERROR, c FORA TEMPORAL FILTER
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^t 
estimateis made for each record; then all the records of a'given length are
averaged together.. The results are shown in Figure 8-8 (Oppenheim and
Shafer, Figure 11.3).
Here the noise is the result of the fact that the variance of a spectrum
estimate obtained by Fourier transforming a correlation function approaches
a nbu-zero constant as N + -. The limiting variance of a spectrum estimate
such as this was given in Eq. (I-5-8) of this report.
It may be seen that N - 51 is Near to being the optimum record length.
In Appendix G, "Performance of Aperture-Synthesis Imagers," the optimum
disk diameter as well as error expressions are derived. In Appendix XI,
"Recapitulation of It:ldlometric Mapping Rerformance," plots of the rms noise
error (square root of the variance) and the bias error are given for two
aperture-synthesis systems. One system is in geosynchronous orbit. The
other system is in low earth orbit. Plausible parameters are used in both
cases. We have for GEO: AT - 300K = rms terrain fluctuation, D opt - 1.8 km,
f - 1.2 GHz, ST - 30K - temp res, b 6.250K - bias, a .- 7 0K . total error.
We see that for TJ:O: DOS) t = 1.5M, F - 20 CI1z, SST - 3 0K, b = 80K, c - 90K.
These temperature resolutions are poor compared to mapping radiometers being
designed at the present time. This occurs because many designs ignore bias
error completely, both bias due to imperfect spectrum reproduction of spatial
frequencies less than D and the finite-resolution error which is the present
subject of discussion.
f
0
-
IN 1411	 IN (41)	 w
4	 ..	 }	 t' 	
i}	 .'i
0	 >f	 0	 u	 n
Jv	 4)
(a) N - 14	 (t) N - 137
I N (4A	 IN l41)
1	 1
o	 >t	 0	 A
W	 4a
(b) N 61	 (d) N 462
FIGURE 0-8. PERIODOGRAMS FOR A FIXED TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES AND
RECORM OF LENGTH N
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Probably the designer knows intuitively that he cannot build an antenna
large enough to reach optimum size, although this does not excuse failure to
consider bias errors in the frequency range of 0 to D. This portion of the
spectrum is the signal. Distortion of this portion of the spectrum is distor-
tion or wiu ssLnmo..
­ In many cases the system is used in applications which do not require
resolution of detail smaller than some critical size. Then bias is found
by integration from frequency D out to a frequency corresponding to this size,
rather than out to infinity. This will decrease Dopt and also the correspond-
ing bias and noise errors.
A second comment about this situation is that once bias error is
acknowledged the system can be designed to reduce the error. Aperture
synthesis does not turn in too good a performance record because bandwidth is
limited by decorrelation effects. Figures 9 and 10 of Appendix	 show that
i
	
	
true-Lime-delay antennas do better. 13ut the optimum 12H antenna in LEO is
certainly at the limits of the state cof the art; the optimum 3KM antenna in
GEO is certainly impossible. However SPINRAD (Figures 5 and 6) and RADSAR
(Figures 7 and 8) enn be built with optimum size. They also turn in fair
rudtumetric performance (ST .1.5 - 2 1K and b x 2.5 - 30K). Contemporary
design trends in radiometry such as Hadamard transform techniques (Refer-
ence 75) will probably reduce the errors values Just quoted considerably in
the future.
rr
8.4 BIAS DUE TO FINITE RESOLUTION OF THE SPATIAL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
Up to now we have only been concerned with bias due to finite angular
resolution. There are other bias errors which are present and should be
mentioned. One bias is due to the finite bandwidth of the bandpass MTF of
r the interferometer. In Figure 8-2 it may be seen that as the MTF scans over
S(F) the result is the convolution of the two functions. The multiplicative.
relation, S(F) - O(F) • MTF(F) holds for a fixed baseline'length. Let S(F)
be the estimate of S(F) generated by the _scanning MTF of the interferometer as
the baseline length is changed. Then
C
5(F) - d(F) * MTF(S X)	 (I-8-15)
i
f	 °
This result is completely analagous to the situation encountered when a
temporal spectrum is measured by a scanning temporal filter. The bias for
this case is found by Bendat and Piersol (Reference 76). It is
B 2
b [S (F) ]	 24 S (F)
where Be is the filter bandwidth.
h
yl
(I-8-16)
I-8-11
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'	 The Fourier transform of the.MTF passband shape is the element pattern
of the two probe antennas alone. The interferometer pattern appears only
when the pattern origin is made the center of the baseline and the probe
patterns have phases referred to that origin. The power pattern for the
interferometer is then generated as shown in Figure 8-4. The element pattern
is given by
E(X)	 G(X) - G*(X)	 (I-8-17)
The relations (8-2) for a fixed baseline are therefore replaced by thep
relations in (8-18). Y(X) is the estimate of the intensity distribution
function for the scene.
V 
4X)	
p
0(X)	
> (X`)
J I
	
V I
	
(I-8-1s)
Aj S(Y;)
	 M *MTV (S^)
i
No to th.t "(n) ILS quite a good -reproduction of P jt (X), if the probe
;Ilscelstinit litive in oper0 irct -4Lvu wl ► l,uli ks "mall compared to the uu►xipwsu twat-
line length, D. Then MTF(S X) is nearly an impulse. Also E(X) is nearly
uniform across the FOV subtended by the scene, except near the edges.
It would appear that P o (X) could be recovered by dividing P(X) by E(X).
However this inverse filtering operation will amplify noise greatly near the
edges of the scene where E(X) is small. The solution to this difficulty is
use ul a Wiener UlLur, rather Chun un Inverse filter. The Wiener filter
weights the degree of inversion carried out by the signal-to-noise ratio.
This will be discussed in more detail in a.later section.
1't mtblit be mentioned Clint the response of the aperture Synthesis system
over the spatial frequency band from zero to D is almost rectangular. This is
much closer to perfect rectangular response than the response of a filled
aperture of size D (shown in Figure 6-1). As a"result the aperture synthesis
system has almost twice the resolution of a filled aperture having the same
size.
8.5 ROTATION SYNTHESIS
As mentioned in Section VII, "Frequency-Domain Imagers," the lateral
coherence function is measured over a disk in the Fourier plane by rotating
the Interferometer bassullnd while repeating the aperture synthesis procedure.
These repetitions are made often enough to meet the Nyquist criterion. The
I-8-12
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Van Cttert-Zernike theory says that the two-dimensional Fourier transform of
the lateral coherence function is the source brightness distribution
(Appendix E).
There is a second relation between r12 and B which is less obvious. Let
r12 (t) be the lateral coherence function measured over displacement T. Then
the one-dimensional, transform of riz (r) is the brightness distribution of .w
the scene measured along a cut through S(u, v) which has the same orientation
as the displacement T in the frequency plane. This is the projection theorem.
This theorem shows that B(x, y) can be built up out of a series of 1-d
transforms of r12 measured along a set of diameters of the Fourier disk.
No matter how B is computed from r 12 , the process of measuring r 12 along
a set of disk diameters in the frequency plane followed by computation of
a(x, y) is called rotation synthesis.
8.6	 ALTERNATE WAYS OF SCANNING THE INTERFEROMETER MTF IN SPATIAL FREQUENCY
Up to now we have examined aperture synthesis where the length of the a
interferometer baseline has been varied.
	 There are two other means of varying;
the effective baseline length.
The first alternate method is variation of the operating frequency.
	 This
changes the variable SX - S /X by varying X instead of S.	 Sheridan (Refer-
ence 78) built a system of this sort for mapping the sun (Reference 78).	 It
is apparent that the source must have the same emissivity over a very wide`
range of frequencies when this technique is used.
	 Also, the radiometer must
be located where it will not receive radiation from man-made source.
	 This is
a very hard condition to meet. l
(^	 1
The MFASR avoids this problem by using a discrete set of frequencies-14
which fall at places in the radio spectrum where there is little interference.
The question then arises as to whether there are enough samples available to
permit a reasonable reconstruction of the image.
	 This problem is ;treated in
later sections.
The other possible method of varying S X is rotation of.the inter-
Rf
ferometer end-over-end.
	 This is illustrated in Figure 8-9. a{
The axis of rotation is at right angles to the axis w rotation for
'i
rotation synthesis. 	 If the field of view is centered on the zenith-nadir
line ZN, the effective interferometer baseline length equals_D'cos e.
	 This.
varies from a value of D when the baseline is horizontal to zero when it falls'
on ZN.
The field-of-view must be held fixed by rotating the radiators on the '.
baseline ends in the opposite direction from the base rotation.
	
This is
indicated in the drawing by the circular arrows marked 4
R
i
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90 IMAGE FORMATTING AND OPTIMIZATION
9.1 INTRODUCTION
Frequency domain imagers tend to invite a much larger amount of data
processing than conventional imaging systems. In the cane of conventional
systems, the image in formed by hardware. Image-data processing is then an
additional step. If the system designer elects not to take this step, the
system still delivers images to the user.
In the case of frequency-domain images, data processing is mandatory.
Even if nothing else is doge, the spectrum data ---at be Fourier- transformed
in order to produce the image. Once data is digitized and fed to a computer
in order to u! rUet Lhe frequency-co-space-domain transition there is strong
motivation for additional data processing in order to improve image quality.
Imngc mnnipulaxi.on by computer tcndts to quantify image quality to a
degree which never occurs when a lens or pencil-beam scanner forms the image.
This quantification of image properties leads to definition of the operations
on the image data which are needed to produce the best possible images. This
in turn loads to specification of the performance of/ the rest of the imaging
system required to get the best results out of the image-data processing.
Although there are grey areas, image processing can be broken down into
three areas. One area I will call formatting. This involves arrangement of
the image data for best display. Examples are image annotation, dynamic range
adjustment to match the capabilities of the display, contour line generation,
and map-projection generation.
A second area is image manipulation in order to improve quality according
to some criterion.
A third area is measurement of image parameters and comparison between
images in order to quantify image quality.
Fortunately, there is a software section VICAR which meets most routine
image processing needs. The rest of this chapter and Volume II are concerned
with image processing associated with specific Fourier-plrne imager systems.
,
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9.2 THE SOFTWARE- SYSTEM - VICAR
This software is described by Castleman (Reference 117) in his Chapter 4
and Appendix K,VICAR'PROGRAM INDEX. Appendix M includes a library of FORTRAN
Inngungo imago-processing programs.
r -The VICAR slatem, and its documentation, may be obtained from the
following.
COSMIC
Computer Center
112 Barrow Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30601
(404) 542-3265
The VICAR system is .filed under number NN0-13415. A set of image-
processing programer for the PDP-11 computer are also filed there under hTPO-
14892 and the name Mini-VICAR.
Appendix K is u reproduction of Castleman's Appendix II where a list of
VICAR programs are given together with brief descriptions. Asterisks indicate
that the program wag available from COSMIC at the time Castleman's book was
published.
9.3 IMAGE QUALITY CRITERIONS
The most obvious criterion for image quality is the root-mean-square
difference between the fir.,al image and the original scene. The total rms dif-
1'erunr y ctonnitttxt or two caas polwaLn. Ullu Culllp flout Is sytstum nulsu. Its niag-
nitude is given by AT, the system temperature resolution. The second component
is called bias.
In statiztics bias is defined as error which does not go to zero as the
averaging time increases without limit. One source of bias, the finite resolu-
tion of the system, has already been discussed in Section 8.4. There a method
of minimizing the sum of the system noise variance and the square of the finite
resolution bias was presented. As the linear array Length or maximum inter-
ferometer baseline length increases system noise increases. This occurs
because the number of spectrum samples required increases. However, the resolu-
tion bias decreases as the system resolution improves. It was found that there
was an optimum array length where the sum of the noise variance and bias
squared went through a minimum values
Radiometer mapping performance for this optimum configuration was com-
puted for three types of mapping systems in appendices to this report. These
three mapping types are aperture synthesis, paucil-beam scanners using series
fed antennas and true- time-delay antennas.
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`.	 There are additional bias errors due to causes"other than finite resolution.
They will be discussed later in this chapters  A common type of bias error is
nonuniform response of the system MTF between zero and the cutoff spatial fre-
quency. That is the system does not produce the principal solution. In
Bracewell's terminology the principal solution is obtained when the mapping
system exhibits a rectangular MTV from zero out to the cutoff frequency.
. .
Bias error due to motion of the scene is an important error type. Xt will
be found that such motion produces a noarectangulsr MTF which must be multi-
plied into the chain of transfer functions. This idea will be developed in
more detail in a little while. Corrections for motion effects is thovefore
carried out as part of the process where deviation of the system MTF from
rectangular is corrected.
The optimum filter for carrying out this correction is the Wiener filter.
It will be discussed in the next section. If the image is to be used for visual
inspection, rather than measurement, it will be found that the Wiener filter
emphasizes low Frequencies too much. The Wiener restored image appears dull
and flat, rather than crisp. Some of the finer detail appears blurred..
In Section 5.8, the idea waa introduces!_ teat the optimum image For visual
inspection maximizes %,he area under the system MTV. The MTF of the eye is
included in the chain of MTF's whose product is the system MTF. A filter which
produces this result is the parametric Wiener Filter (geometric mean filter).
'f h J sl 1* 1 1 Lu+ • , Ml wins]. an o0ter 1: 1.t ur O:ur Improved Inwi u appearance, are dia-
cussed by Hunt (Reference 118) and by'Stockbam (Reference 119). Both papers
give pcamples . of the improvement of image quality compared to Wiener-filtered.
images.
A final criterion of image quality is the entropy of the image. Informa-
tion theory shows that the entropy of a signal record is a measure of the infor-
Illation it uontutucs. Therufure, if the conversion of the image signal from its
spectrum.form to the final space-domain image can be carried out so as to
maximize image entropy, it can be argued that the best possible image results.
Presumably, this "best" image can now be processed so as to meet any other
quality criterion since it contains more data about the original scene than any
other possible image.
The importance of these observations lies in the tact that algorithms
exist which cart maximize image entropy in the process of reconstructing the
image from spectral data. These algorithms go under the appellation, "maxi
mum entropy method," or MEM. They are very important when the image must be
reconstructed Yrom usiderr ampled upeccrum data.
Since this is the problem we face in mechanizing the MFASMR system, these
algorithms are treated in detail in Volume II of this report. Image reconstruc-
tions using MEM'are presented there. Only a brief introduction to these
methods will be given in this chapter.
ri
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The last type of optimum filter to be considered is the snatched filter.
This filter exhibits the maximum possible response when driven by the input
waveform it was designed to match.
	
The filter response does not resemble the k
input waveform in any way.	 Instead, the output is a pulse which approaches a
delta function as the time-banduidth product of the waveform it matches
approaches infinity.	 This filter maximizes the probability of detecting the
matching waveform in the presence of interfering noise.
x	 •
r	 ^
^E
9.4	 WIENER FILTERS
If the modulation transfer :Function of the radiometer system is not
rectongulnr, it woulo nppenr that all that had to be done to make it rectan-
gular would be to add a filter to the MTF chain whose MTF is the reciprocal 1€
of the MTF of the rest of the system.	 This filter is called an inverse filter.
Unfortunately, in regions where the system MTV is zero the inverse filter
transfer function becomes infinite. Figure 9-1 shows that even when the system i
MTF has no internal zero regions, noise becomes dominant at the high frequencies
i
where the system is tending townr4 zero. 	 The result is n noisy i.mnga.
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ty	 A correlation filter can be designed where the signal is large and little
inversion where noise dominates. The transfer function of this filter is
G.(u,v) .	 F*(u,v)
1F(u,V)I + PA(u,v)IPS(u,v)
(I-9-1)
This is the Wiener filter. I t minimizes the rms difference between the original
scene and the final image. Figure 9-2 shows the Functions involved in'
Eq. (1-9-1) for the one-dimensional case.
A closuly reluted Ulcer is the power spectrum equalization filter. This
filter restores the power spectrum of the degraded image to what it was before
degradation. Its transfer function is
PS(u,v)	 112GPSE2	 (I-9-2)(I, (tt,v) PS (u,v) 7 11N(u,v)
PS(Ff
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Like the Wiener filter, the PSE filter is phaseless (real and even). Both
filters reduce to straight deconvolution in the absence of noise, and both
cutoff complaL• ely in the absence of signal.
However, the PSE filter (sometimes called a homomorphic filter) does not
cutoff at internal zeroes of the point-spread function F(u,v).
The other filter related to the Wiener filter is the parametric Wiener
filter. It is of the form
G (u,v)	 F*(u,v) a  ^ a (u, V)
(1-a)
PW	 -2	 2	 (I-9-3)IF(u,v)^	 [IF(u,v)^ P S (u,v) + PN(u,v)
This is a generalization of the filters already discussed. When a - 1
Eq. (I-9-3) becomes the inverse filter. If a - 0 and Y - 1 we have the Wiener
filter. When Y is not unity the result is a parametric Wiener filter. The
constant  may be selected for any desired amount of Wiener-type smoothing.
When Y 0 we are back to the :straight duconvolution filter. If a 1/2 and
7 - 1, Eq. (I-9-3) defines a filter which is the geometric mean between ordi-
nary deconvolution and Wiener deconcolution. The parametric Wiener filter
with Y < 1 and the geometric mean filter with the same constraint define the
range for Y where the hest visual images are obtained.
In the construction of error budgets needed to judge the suitability of
a system for a given application we need to be able to compute the residual
rmss error after Wiener filtering. Both signal and noise power density spec-
trums enter into the determination of this error. The error expression is
m 40
2	 PS(U,v)PN(u.v)
fe Mf P (u,v) + P (u,v) 
dudv
0 0 S	 N
(I-9-4)
This is a generalization of two dimensions of an expression given by Bendat
(Reference 120) for tivz rms error of a Wiener filter.
Now Eq. (3), kppendix G gives the signal . spectrum in polar coordinates
as
PS(p.8)
	
6T  
5/2	 (I-9-5)
41r FVO p
_.I-
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where dT is the rms radiances fluctuation of the object scene, d
field-of-view < 1 rad.
For a uniformly illuminated antenna the normalised transfer function is
(1-p), 01p<1. Lot the noi.so spoctrum be flat with typical rms amplitude of
0.5 to loK. Since 6T varies from 200K for rural areas to 400K or so for urban
areas, ice/water or land/water images, (AT/6T) 2 is much lass than.one. So in
polar coordinates we have
s2	
1 2n 
PS(P10)(1-p)AT~p	 2 1-Ap	 d
.f 	 1' e U 1- ^) + 4T	 ^ 0 0	 S (t , ) (	 0	 l + [4 'ffVTUV_P5 /Z/(l-P)1(&T/6T)
(1:-9-6)
An lonl^ rk;.t p is n I] ctic l oott rhan l flit, ,.4acond term of the ► denominator
	
is small,. Therefore,
	
i
2 1-Ao
p
	
C2 +» 2vAT2 "-r	 YrAT2
	 (1-9-7)
0
Therefore, the total rms error is approximately ATr
It is important to note that Wiener filtering cannot be used directly for
image reeconstruction
y
 when the spectrum is undersampl.ed. This difficulty arises
because missing data samples are represented by zeroes. The Wisner filter will
cut oft in any spectral. region with zero spectral power density. An estimate
of the original spectrum with undersampl.ing eliminated must be generated by
interpolating in the regions where samples ;ere missing. Some sort of two-
dimensional spline function is needed.
If polynocninal splines are used, the polynominsl coefficients must ba
determined so that the spline gives known values of the spectrum where samples
exist. As an alternate we can usre an expansion into a set of orthonormal func-
tions. As in the polynominal spline cast,, the s4xias coefficients art, pic:kced
to make thee uxpansioo give the correct values tit points where samples exist.
It Wiener, filtering is carried out after the spectrum has been filled in
by interpolation, it is not obvious that we still have a system which minimizes
rms ,error. The performance of Wiener filter#& when theginput data is under-
sampled is treated in more detail in Volume T•t where computer results are
reported.
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9.5 MAXIMUM ENTROPY RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
It will be found in the next chapter that the amount of distortion
calculated for the MFASMR is probably too great to make the system very useful.
These calculations are based on a discipline called "rate distortion theory."
This theory assumes that the image reconstruction process is linear. However,
there are more general non-linear methods which are more powerful than linear
image construction. 	 I
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, one of the mostprorci-
nent processes of this type is the maximum entropy method, MEM. This process
is recursive. Rather than requiring a priori statistical data about signal
and noise, MEM effectively collects the required statistical'data during the
rec-srsion cycles. It goes without saying that MEM is nonlinear.
In order to determine whether MEM or similar techniques can reduce dis-
tortion in MFASVMR to a tolerable level, computer experimentation was used.
This work is reported in detail in Volume II. Only a few comments will be
made about MEM at this point in order to paint a complete picture of the image
reconstruction problems - albeit a sketchy one.
An excellent place to start a survey of MEM techniques is the IEEE
Reprint Volume edited by Childers (Reference 121). The promise of MEM is well
i I Iu;ItratvtI IIy .I c omlulri:IClu ul' rll)ca erum ese ,himLerl derived r-rom Lbe rihcctrum
uutocorrelation function made by Ables (Reference 122). Ables' plots in Fig-
ure l to 4 are reproduced here as Figure 9-3. It may be seen that the MEM
spectrum estimate is considerably better than either the weighted or the
unweighted Fourier transform of the-autocorrelation function of the signal.
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In spate of fine results obtained with MEM, the mzthod has generated
considerable controversy. Some MD-1 algorithms hAvo been unstable. As the
number of recursions increase some MEM algorithms produce artifacts. Typically,
these artifacts are sharp spikes which grow on the edges of spectrum sines as
recursion continues. An example of this behavior, taken from a report by
King (Reference 123), is shown in Figure 9-4. The fourth recursion is the best
estimate of the original spectrum. The spikes, which are well developed by
the seventh recursion, obviously increase the entropy of the signal. Apparently,
the MEM estimate increases entropy beyond that of the true signal by producing
artifacts.
However, Werneeke (References 124, 125, 126 ) 127) has developed a stable
MEH algorithm for image reconstruction. Stability is ensured by imposing a
constraint on the calculation of the estimated image during the recursion pro
cess. This constraint prevents any point in the image estimate, being formed
during a recursion cycle, from taking on a negative value. This condition is
of course consistent with the nature of image signals, since such signals are
always positive everywhere.
Tl' Is c olid-100i ► ulriy 110L ;Ippoar to be a very suver.0 uunHGruint. lluwuver,
it is sufficient to ensure stability of the MEM reconstruction process. Almost
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Call poRsible unstable processes involve oscillatory behavior which grows with
time. This oscillatory disturbance drives part of the image estimate negative.
Constraining the image estimate to be always positive damps out this oscilla-
tory behavior. Then recursion cycles of all orders are stable. As recursion
continues the entropy of the images estimates asymptotically approaches a maxi-
mum value.
Volume II will shows results for real radiometer image-data. However, a
"sneak preview" will be given here where the original object scene is two cubes
stacked on top of each other. This is similar to a test object used by Wernecke
in Reference 124. Wernecke's "stacked blocks" object is shown in his Figure 3.7.
In Figure 9-5, which follows, the stacked blocks phantom used by Dr. Ming Chang
im shown. Dr. Cluing carried uul Like cumy,uter study ur image ruconstruction for
MFASMR reported in Volume II. The following data comes from this study.
Following Figure 9-5, Figure 9-6 shows the amplitude spectrum of the
sCackud Uiucks ubjuct. figure 9-7 shows the residual spectrum after samples
are taken over the spectrum plane as shown in the upper right hand corner of
the figure. We now have an undersampled spectrum.
k'igure 9-8 shows Lite reconstructed image obtained by taking the two-
dimensional inverse Fourier transform. As one can see, the resulting image is
quite poor.
figures 9-9, 9-10, and 9-11 show the MEM image reconstruction process
taking place. The results of 2, 4, 6, 10, 18, 22, and 25 iterations are shown.
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Although the image is far from perfect, after six to ten iterations, it is
considerably better than the direct inverse Fourier transform. The thin ridges
extending out from the cube corners are similar to the impulses which appear
at function discontinuities when the Fourier transform is taken without under-
sampling. This behavior is called Gibbs' phenomenon. Since this Gibbs arti-
fact occurs in both reconstruction methods, it does not appear reasonable to
fault the MEM algorithm for this generating this imperfection.
Continued iteration up to 25 recursions shows that the reconstruction is
stable. It does not have spikes which grow indefinitely as was the case for
King's MEM algorithm !(Figure 9-4).
9.6 IMPACT OF M2M RECONSTRUCTION METHODS ON SYSTEM DESIGN
Even when there is no undersampling MEM reconstruction is an attractive
method or forming the :Linage. The MEM method is adaptive in that we do not
have to know a priori statistical data about signal and noise. The signal
statistics directly controls the MEM recursion as the image is built up.
As we huvc seen, Wiener filters require quite a bit of signal and noise
statistics. This is a seveLe drawback, since the mapped terrain hardly quali-
fies as a stationary source. The statistics vary as we look at farmland, for-
rest, the sea, ice fields, et. There are extensions of Wiener filter which
can adapt the filter to a locally stationary signal (Reference 128). However,
these systems are complicated. MEM reconstruction appears to be the better
answer.
Now it stands to reason that if- we are going to maximize the entropy of
the final image by use of MEM reconstruction, we should design the rest of the
system to produce a signal with maximum entropy rate at the input to the MEM
process. Appendix G,.."Optimizing Antenna Illumination and Bandwidth for Maxi-
mum Radiometric Information Transfer," by Dr. Sack Gustinsic shows how an entire
radiometric mapping system can be designed to maximize signal entropy.
It was hoped that mapping systems, other than the series-fed array system
selected by Gustincic, could be treated in the same manner. However, there is
not time enough to do this at present. Also the size of this report, which is
probably too big already, would increase even more. However, it is possible to•
comment on some general design principles.
First Gustincic found that maximum information rate occurred for approxi-
mately uniform antenna weighting. This was for a system using a series fed
array. In the other mapping systems considered, which use true-time delay
antennas or transform arrays, it turns out that exact unifors- weighting is
optimum. Similarly, the spatial frequency spectrum measured by aperture syn-
thesis should be uniformly weighted in order to ubtain.maximum information rate.
A,
f (x)
0,
_2 <K^.}.2
otherwise
(1-9-8)
sin(FAX/2)
GOOTION a: ALEX (FAX/2) (I-9-9)
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The overall--transfer funetion of the radiometer receiver, treated as a
filter, is subject to a similar constraint. Goldman (Reference 129) shows that
the entropy loss through a filter is zero only when the filter has a rectangular,
passband. The virtues of rectangular passbands for radiometers has been recog_..
nized for quite a while, even though improvement has been given as a decrease in
temperature resolution rather, than increase in information rate (Reference 130).
9.7 MOTION COMPENSATION
If the image data is not undersampled, there is one type of error which
should be removed by Wiener filtering before MEM image reconstruction. This
error is due to image motion. Removal of blur due to motion is very important
when the mapper is in low-earth orbit.
Let us examine the signal at an image plane, such as a focal plane of a
lens. This image can be decomposed into an assembly of points. Let these
points move at a constant velocity v due to motion smear. Let the time
required to sense the image be t. This can be the exposure time of a camera,
the time required to measure the frequency spectrum of the scene or the time
nucded to complete a raster scan with a pencil beam. The displacement of the
point during the observation time is AX mvt. The smeared point of bright-
ness I is described by the expression
where A is proportional to I. Thus each point is converted into a rectangle.
The corresponding Fourier transform is
We can conclude from Eq. (I-9-9) that image motion introduces a sinc transfer
'function into the system chain of MTF's. It may be seen that, in conformance
with earlier comments, the motion error cannot be removed by introduction of
the inverse filter A/G(F). Its poles at F - 2nr/Ax render it unstable. The
"correct" image will be dominated by noise.
The removal of image blur by digital and electronic filtering has been
treated by Sawchuk (Reference 131, 132, 133). Optical filters for removal of
motion blur by optical processing is treated by YU (Reference 134) and by
Tsuj iuchi (Reference 135). In Figure 9-12 the rectangular response to the
moving point is shown in a plot from Tsujiuchi's paper. The restoration of
the point image is accomplished by use of a dual filter. One filter section
I-9-16
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modifies only amplitude-* the other section modifies only phase. The plot
shows the effect of each section separately and their combined effect. The
smeared point is labeled original. The system impulse response to a point
source is labeled "Combination Amplitude and Phase Filter."
In the fallowing discussion it is important to note that the error was
not produced in the sensor. It was the image data itself which is degraded.
Let us examine the response of pencil-beam scanning imager to this degraded
data.
Jacobs (Reference 136).--computes the degradation of the spatial-frequency
response of a scanning pencil-beam imager due-to image motion. He uses the
product of the pencil-beam scan rate , and the radiometer time constant as
a parameter which characterizes the rate of image motion. The scan rate is
tied to image motion by ,the requirement that the scan process must be rapid
enough to keep up with the image motion.
The degraded MTF due to scanning is found to be
MTF' I (^)	 MTF(to)	 (I-9-10)l + (TVW)
I-9-17
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where MTF(w) is the transfer function of the antenna and MTF'(w) is the
transfer function degraded by seanning. The degradation factor [1 + (TVw)2]-1/2
was plotted by Jacobs and shown below as Figure 9-13.
We find that pencil-beam scanners also suffer degradation due to image
motion. For some reason, degradation due to image motion is usually not cal -
culated when the system performance of such mappers is estimated. Also pencil-
beam scanner systems almost never user restoration filters to compensate for
motion. However, these systems are using the same 14otion-degraded images that
frequency-plane imagers use. Degradation due to the motion is just as`severe.
Motion correction will be just as bene^•teial.
Consideration of these effects when evaluating both imager system types
will lead to better comparisons of their performances.
9.8 BIAS DUE TO SPECTRUM CURVATURE
In Figure 8-2 the handpass MTF of an interferometer is shown measuring
the spatial frequency spectrum of the scene. In the next chapter Figure 9-4
shows I)ow measurement of the spectrum of the signal received by a frequency-
scanning array produces an image of the terrain.
Tn both C'i ses tbose spectrums are manstired by r­13 Lars wiLb F ,hiitu pass-
baiida. A 1:11Ler producing uu error would give tine power density oA the spectrum
at a frequency equal to the center frequency of the filter passband.
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Due to spectrum curvature and the finite bandwidth of the spectrum
measuring filters they do not find the midband spectrum density. The measure-
ment is perturbed by a bias error. According to Bendat and Piersol (Ref-
erence 137) this bias error is given by
2
b2
 [c (f) . B2 
G" (f)	 (1-9-11)
E
where G"(f) is the second derivative of the spectrum density function and B is
the bandwidth of the measurement filter. There is no point in computing these
biases for the raw spectrums. Their shape and curvature will be altered by
filters used to correct for image errors in the image restoration process.
However, this bias should be computed along with the other system biases
in the process of drawing up a bias budget for the purpose of estimating sys-
tem performance.
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10. UNDERSA14PLING AND IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
10.1 INTRODUCTION
At this point, enough background materials has been introduced to proceed
with an analytic evaluation of the Multifrequency Aperture Synthesizer Microwave
Radiometer (MFASMR). This frequeacy-imaging system varies the baseline length
of its interferometets by stepping the operating frequency through a set of
values scattered over most of the microwave spectrum. The frequencies selected
are: 2.375, 4.75, 9.5, 19.0, and 38.0 GHz.
A typical MFASMR configuration is two interferometer baselines at right
angles to each other. Vaseline lengths of 10M with 1M dishes is also repre-
sentative. Such a system is shown in Figure 10-1.
In Section 7.5, a paper by Ko, (Reference 68) "Coheren4ce Theory in Radio-
Astronomical Measurements," was referenced. In this paper, Ko shows that the
maximum baseline length in wavelengths as the reciprocal of the system resolu-
tion ii radians. Ko also states that, in order to prevent aliasing, the sample
spacing in wavelengths is the reciprocal of the FOV in radians. Section 7.5
points out that this implies the moving interferometer antenna is stepped
along the baseline in steps equal to the antenna width. When this observation
8
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FIGURE 10.1. TYPICAL MFASMR
CONFIGURATION
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is applied to the configuration in Figure 10-1, we sea that it generates a
10-line image (10 x 10 pixels), since the number of pixels in the ,final image
equals the number of complex spectrum samples.
Since five complex samples along the two baselines can be taken, using
five operating frequencies, we see that 10 samples out of a. grid of 100 samples
can be taken. Only 10 percent of the raw image data is retained. The problems
associated with undersampling the spectrum of the ucene dominate the processing
of the KFASMR data. As a result, it was decided to incorporate the analysis of
its performance in this chapter on undersampling and image reconstruction when
undersampling is present. Volume II describes a computer study of the same
problem. This study is more detailed than the analytic attack used here,
10.2 COMMENTS ON THE MFASMR ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
Before proceeding to MFASMR performance analysis, it is necessary to take
a look. at the MFASMR antenna arrangement. This system is, of course, a fre-
quency-plane imager. The antenna arrangement, plus the designatioa of the
operating frequencies, determines the set of samples of the scene spectrum
available for image reconstruction.
The first comment concerns the use of two baselines at right angles to
each other. As mentioned in the Uughes proposal, this arrangew,.nt conveys
a strong feeling that the spatial frequency spectrum being sampled.is
 a
separabla ' function. A separable function is the product of two functions, each
of which Ls a function of a single independent variable. Let F(U,V) be the
spectrum function. if it is separable, it is of the form R(U)T(V), where R(U)
And T(V) are known over two boundaries of the region in which F(U,V) exists.
We know from theoretical physics that in order for separation to occur, the
set of el,genfunctions of R and T must have nodes over their corresponding
boundary surfaces. This rarely happens and then only for a restricted set of
coordinate systems. In such cases, specification of R and T over their
corresponding boundaries forces these functions to assume certain values
throughout the region occupied by the field, namely, values which are the sum
of the eig;enfunction set with appropriate weighting.
it is easy to see that F(U,V) fails this test. Specification of F(U,V)
along the interferometer baselines does not constrain F(U,V) over the rest of
the frequency plane in any way.
A more formal proof that F(U,V) is not separable stems from the projec-
tion theorem. This theorem showed that there is a oneito-one correspondence
between profiles generated by cuts through the space-domain function, say
g(6,R), and corresponding frequency-domain profiles obtained by a cut through
F(U,V), iihich has the same orientation as the cut through the object function,
f(x,y). These two profiles are a one-dimensional Fourier-transform pair. The
above relation between F(U,V) and f(x;y) implies that we must measure F(U,V)
m0
w
a
a
du
a
FIGURE 10=2. MODIFIED MFASMR CONFIGURATIO1
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f, * 	 profiles over a set of orientations distributed over 1800 with Nyquist sampling
density in order to be able to calculate f(x,y) exactly. These measurements
of the spatial frequency over a set of orientations is the process of rotation
synthesis, which by now has become familiar to us.
The minimum number of orientations which can be used with any hope of
image reconstruction are cuts in the U and V directions and along orientations
at 145 0
 with respect to the principal axes. This is the sort of sample set
used by Werneke (Reference 124) shown in Figure 3.8 9 page 96 of his doctoral
dissertation. The same sampling scheme has been used by Dr. Chang when
checking out Werneke's MEM program. It is shown in the upper right-hand cor-
ner of Figure 9-7 in this report.
In order to obtain such a sample set, another antenna must be added to
the original MFASMR configuration as shown in Figure 10-2.
The dlugonu1 bassellnes AB and All contribute absolutely essential additional
samples. Now the samples, although sparse, are indeed distributed over the
entire disk in the frequency plane corresponding to the scene. The potential
baselines DC and DB are not used. Since translation of a baseline without
orientation change does not affect the value of the mutual coherence function,
these baselines merely repeat the measurements made using baselines AC and AB.
We have added ten more samples to the ten available with the original con-
figuration. So we now have 20 samples out of a possible 100. The undersampled
spectrum is 20 percent of the total spectrum. This is also a statement that
the information rate of the undersampled data stream is 20 percent of the infor-
mation rate of the sample stream associated with the Nyquist sampled spectrum.
I-10-3
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10.3 RATE DISTORTION THEORY
Once the information rate of the coded image signal is known, we can ask
what error is produced in the reconstructed image when the information rate is
less than the information rate for Nyquist sampling. Theoretical techniques
have been devised which find an upper limit on this error. These techniques
go under the name of "rate distortion theory." (Reference 140)
The mean-square error introduced into the sisal as a function of the rate
of source coding and information transmission through a communications-channel
is best expressed in parameteric form. For the mean-square-error criterion
and for a Gaussian source this parametric representation is analytically
tractable. (References 141, 142)
The analysis assumes optimum coding;. If the ,
 coding is optimum ;, then the
distortion is an upper bound on the error for all sources with the same spec-
trum, but with other than Gaussian statistics.
The parametric form for the rate of source coding and for information
transmission used the parameter 0. In Figure 10-3 it can be seen that 0 is
a decision level in a-sorting process.
As indicated by the hatcher code. the portion of the power-deus{ty spec-
trum above the level 0 is retained and transmitted. The crosshatched area,
which c:au be .LI1LurpruLud US LIM freyuuncy disLrlbuLl,ou of the error process,
'	 x(t) - y(t), is often called the error spectral density. In ideal mean-square-
4	 error (MSE) encoding, no attempt is made to preserve any of the information con-
Laincd in those regions or,
	 trcquaney axis in which (Y(w) < 0, where
0(w) > 0, a fraction [O(w) -e]/O(w)of the source power generated in an infin-
itesimally narrow band centered at w is retained in the ideal reproiuction.
In other words, one . should try to reproduce the portion of the source output
generated at frequencies such that O(w):> 0 m h a MSE of 0 per up-it bandwidth.
For a somewhat higher than illustrated in the figure (hence with distortion
PRESERVED SPECTRAL DENSITY
XXX)( ERROR SPECTRAL DENSITY
•	 a,0
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somewhat larger), the portion of @(w) centered at w + 0 is the only one that
an ideal system attempts to reproduce. For such 0 one may put the process
through an ideal low-pass filter prior to encoding. In general, a filter with
several passbands and stopbands is required.
Then in terms of this parameter 6, from Berger, Egs (4 .5.51) and (4.5.52)
the mean-square-error and information rate are
r^
d(6) - 2 J min [e m(w)]dw	 (I-lo-1>
R(0) 	 max [0, In^8 ?l dw	 (I-10-2)
..W
The variance of the process, which is used to normalize d(0), is
°2` M 
I
If the spectrum is one-sided, the integral limits of fiW are replaced by
the limits 0 and +^.
In the two dimensional cane the differential frequency element in the
Fourier plane is of the form (p # dp). Starting with the Cartesian form of
the two-dimensional integrals from Reference 142, Eqs (8.4.45) and (8.4.46),
we see that in polar form all the integrals are of the form
2n -	 f°°
I	 „ f(p ,^)`p dpdO 	 21r; : (p)p dpF
J^0 0	 0
(I-10-4)
a
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Before looking at our case let us examine some typical results from the
literature. As an example, Berger uses a Gaussian source with spectral density
of the form
2n -1(4.5.76) O(w)
	 a 1 + (741-9 	
•n	 1,2, ,..	 (I-10-5)
The equation number to the left is Berger's equation number.
Berger chooses An so that
2Tr	 4(W) ciw = v2
	
(I-10-6)
Letting n -s - in Eq (I-10-5) yields an ideal Gaussian source with constant
spectral density
	
7rv2 /w0 ,
	
IWI < W (4.5.77) 0(w) a	 (h-10-7)
0	 ,	 IWI >•wo
Substitution of this O(w) into Eqs (I-10-1) and (I-10-2) and elimj.uation of 6
yields the result
R(D)	 (F7r)la (aD)	 (I-10-8)
where R(D) is the information rate as a function of the MSE distortion, D.
Hance, the MSE rate distortion function of a stationary white Gaussian source
of average power a 2
 limited to frequency band (wI/2n < B is given by Shannon's
classic formula
2
(4.5.78) R(D)	 B In CaD )	 (1-10-9)
140-6
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Berger observes that the same R(D) curve applies to any stationary
Gaussian process of average power a2 whose spectral density is flat over a set
of positive frequencies of total measure B and vanishes elsewhere. In parti-
cular, it is important to note that the one-dimensional results also apply to
a two-dimensional raster. Since there is no correlation from pixel to pixel
for a white bandlimited Gaussian source, there is no correlation between raster
lines. Therefore the raster lines can be unraveled to form a one-dimensional
process of the type we have just been examining.
Berger plots the results of evaluating distortion as a function of rate
and plots the results in his Figure 4.5.4 for the spectrum defined in
Eq (I-10-5). This plot is reproduced below as Figure 10-4.
Note that as the normalized mean-square distortion approaches unity the
information rate approaches zero. The white-noise source drops the most
rapidly since it is the least correlated signal and therefore the most damaged
by bandwidth compression.
Pratt (Reference 143) treats a common source model for image signals, the
separable Markovian source whose elements possess equal variance a 2 and possess
adjacent pixel correlation factors PR and Pc along rows and columns. He finds
the rate distortion function for the one dimensional case to be
1lo a P2R (B)	 2 g2 r2a-Dd	 _-1	 L	 '(I-10-10)
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The corresponding function for the :two-dimensional case is
1	 a2(1 - P 2 (1 - ,,^
R2 (D)	 2 log2	 D	 J	
(I-10-11) .
Figure 10-5 reproduces Pratt's Figure 7.7.2. There Pratt plots distortion
functions for particular values of PR and Pc.
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r	 10.4 APPLICATION OF RATE -DISTORTION THEORY TO CALCULATION
OF MFASMR PERFORMANCE
In Appendix I the MSE distortion is calculated for the m-3/2 spectrum
which we have selected as the spectrum of microwave radiometer scenes. Again
both one- and two-dimensional cases are treated.
The cases treated in Section 10.2 are for signals which are continuous
P
	
	 in; amplitude. If the MSE distortion D becomes zero, the information rate
becomes infinite. However, MFASMR will use digitized signals quantitized in
amplitude. This limits information rate even if there is no distortion.
Figure 10-6 shows that good uantizers turn in a performance not much8	 g	 q	 p
worse than the classical Shannon rate -distortion curve.
Not only is the MFASMR image signal not continuous in amplitude, it is also
not spatially continuous. Ths image is characterized by the number of raster
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LLuctii I ► retICIiL. 'I'Ilirl :Iltso limLLcj LaCormation rate. in order to suparuLu, rate
limitations due to the finite number of image lines and limitations due to
undersampling, the spectrum used in Appendix I was normalized. The number of
image lines was selected as an image parameter. Then we can write
	
.W max . MW min 	 (I-10-12)
The maximum information rate versus . number of image .lines was then calculated.
The result is shown here as Figure 10-7.
The information rate was then normalized as a percent of the maximum
possible rate for that number of raster lines. The distortion was normalized
as a percent of the variance. The resulting rate distortion curves are plotter}
with the number of raster lines as a parameter. The result is shown as
Figure 10-8.
The general region in which MFASMR systems will operate is indicated on
Figure 10-8 as an oval centered on an information rate of 20 percent of the
maximum rate obtained with Nyquist sampling. It may be seen that the mean-
square distortion will be about one-third of the total signal power.
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10.5 COMMENT ON MFASMR RATE DISTORTION CALCULATIONS
The reaction to the calculations in Section 10.3 Is one of, "What went
wroug?" In the original Hughes proposal in Figure 2-6 a comparison image
distortion versus image compression ratio. This ratio is the reciprocal of
the fractional undersampling. A compression ratio of 3:1 was estimated at that
time and a distortion of 0.1 percent was read from the graph. This Figure is
reproduced here as Figure 10-9. We now know that the compression ratio' is
about S or 6 corresponding to the information rate of 20 percent of maximum
rate. The lower result is due to the fact that we did not ,cou.!nt samples from
baselines which are translated, but not rotated, in this report. We now know
these samples are redundant.
Figure 10-9 shows that for the less esoteric coding schemes and about 5:1
compression we should expect about 1 percent distortion. Now.Figure 10-9 is
data obtained with optical images. Such images usually have 1,000 lines or so.
Figure 10-8 shows that allowable data compression is a strong function of the
number of image lines. In Figure 10-8 we see that 20 percent undersampling
gives about 2 . 5 percent distortion when the image has a thousand lines. This
its in rough agreement with Figure 10-9. If we could increase the number of
Lines in the MPASMit iluage to 1,000 or 'so, image distortion would be reasonable.
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Unfortunately there are not enough frequency bands available for use by
radiometers to allow us to shrink the antennas and increase the number of
lines while maintaining an information rate which is a fixed percentage of
maximum_ rate.
The reluctant conclusion is that other frequency-domain imager designs
will be more satisfactory.
Hopefully in the process of understanding MFASMR, we have arrived at a
point where our understanding of frequency-domain imagers is complete enough to
produce more successful designs.
We see that the probe antennas must be very small compared to the base-
line length. This makes the signal record long enough to measure the spatial
frequency spectrum with good accuracy. This in turn leads to a high resolution
image after Fourler transr-ornsation of the record.
This is completely analogous to the SAR radar case. The SAR radar is an
active frequency-plane imager. Just as in the passive case, the resolution of
the SAIL improvers as the untetuiu size decrcasmes.
As we have seen in earlier chapters satisfactory frequency-imaging sys-
tems for orbital use call be design—nea': wbia 1 do not use 'undersampling. Perhaps
lht.:n wts rtltuuld Kturt uut by devclolsLig tsucll aySLUMS. This is consistent with
the history of radio-telescopes. The early instruments did not undersample.
Then we can decide whether isndersampling is be,,w3ficial in orbital mappers after
exhausting the porssibilitieu of siystows muctinb the Nyquist criterion.
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PART II
Computer Study
of
Image Reconstruction with MFASMR Data
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.L.I	 1 1 ROISI.i;!`MS 01 0 IMAGE ItES'1'01tA 10N
As presented in Part I, digital image restoration is a mandatory element
in designing a frequency domain imaging system. This is especinlly true if
the SYSLCIO considered corresponds to sampling below Nyquist rate.
In the conventional imaging system, the spatial./temporal images are
Formed d4re(-ely by 1 ► nrdw: ► rc , . M-poncling on the appMention or tl ► u Luu ► I;us, tike
r;a oVUl of tike modulaL• ion transfer function (MTF) of the antenna or the point
spread function (PSF) of the sensor by means of image restoration may or may
not be necessary. In the case of frequency domain imager, the spectral data
nui;►
 t ► l J aas t In, Fourier t rnna Po rmed to p rod ►iee ti ► e 81wi tial/ temporal limiges .
For the time being, assume that the imaging system is Linear. Following
the notations in Reference 1, let f(x,y) be the imaging scene, and let
h(x,y,u,v) I:hc system transfer function, then the sensor output g is obtained
by
co
V, (x,
	
-	 r f 1 ► (x,Y,u,v)f(u,v) dude
Co_ .
T{f) + g
or,
(II-1-1)
The Problem is to find T-1 such that '1' l (g) -> f. For a fully sampl:d
frequency imager, h(x,y,u,v) - exp[-j2n(xu-lyv)1. In this case, T corresponds
to a two-dimensional Fourier transform, and T- 1 is then the inverse transform.
In an undersampled system, a nonlinear sampling function s( • ) is applied
to g to produce measurements mi , i . 1,2,3,	 M
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when ni is the measurement noise/error. To reproduce f(x,y) from m i is noy	
longer a trivial task. Reference 1 pointed out that the problem of image
restoration is an ill-conditioned problem at best and singular at worst. T-1
may not exist as in the case of under sampled system (singular) nor does it
have to be unique. Even if T-1 exists and is unique, (as in the case of fully
sampled frequency domain imager), it may be so ill-conditioned that for a sm511
perturbation a in the measurement field g,
g+e) -} f + d	 (TI-1-3)
where d is not arbitrarily small and is not negligible. Chapter 6 of Refer-
ence 1 gives an excellent discussion of above problems.
1.2 RATE DISTORTION THEORY FOR DATA COMPRESSION
In cases where perfect reconst'r,°uction of the image is not required, i.e.,
under certain distortion constraints, rate distortion theory is the mathe-
maticnI hnsis for data compression (Reference 2)4 T,t should he noted that
dutu compression uxplults the statistical properties of the information source
and removes red, ni—la ny ^ subj ect. to a di -to —eassur.e	 I.a .theirs ^aa. useful.....^—.	 ..	 ..	 a. YW.i •YMYaiY .r^cso..r, .	 sea ...aV a7,
information is not arbitrarily discarded.v
Consider a discrete memoryless source X. It is desirable to encode X
such that Y, an estimate of X, can be reconstructed. See Figure 1-1.
Let p (x) be the source probability density and d (x,y) > 0 be a single-
letter distortion measure. If p(x ,y) is the joint probability of X and Y, then
R(D) - min I(X;Y)
)II-1-4)
(P(X,Y):1P(x.y) - p(x) and I 1P (x,y)d(x,y) < D)
y	 x y
whure 1(X;Y) Is the Shannon average mutual information between the two random
processes X and Y (Reference 2). R(D) represents the minimum information rate
that an encoder-decoder pair can operate on X such that the average distortion
between X and Y, an estimate of X, is no longer than D.
X	 Y.x	 or
ENCODED	 DECODER	 S
I	 a
io
w
FIGURE 1 .1. SOURCE CODING BLOCK DIAGRAM
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it is easier to understand the mutual information if it is expressed by
x (X;Y) - H (X) - H (XI X)	 (11-1-5)
where H(X) is the entropy of X, H(X) - Ep(x) log (P(x)); and H(X,Y) is the
conditional, entropy (i.e., the remaining uncertainty of X when Y is completely
given). To encode-decode X noiselessly, Y is required to supply all the infor-
mation about X; therefore H(XIY) . 0 or given Y there is no more uncertainty
in X. Equation (I2-1-5) yields R(©) - H(X), which is the Shannon noiseless
coding theorem; one needs the rate equal to the source entropy to code it
`	 noiselessly. If Y is such that X and Y are. independent, then H(XlY) .r lim .
In this case, Y supplies no information about X and thus coding/decoding process
suffers a maximum distortion. This can be illustrated by a simple example.
We X be u coin toss process with u fuir coin and Y be an :independent coin toss
process. On the average, X and Y are .going to have the same outcome (head
or tail) half the time. If d(x,y) . 1 for x 0 y and d(x,y) - O for x - y
(Hamming distortion), then the average distortion is 0.5. Therefore no infor-
mntion about the X process has to be encoded. At the decoder end, one only
has to perform an independent experimnt which has the same probability distri-
bution as X to achieve the maximum distortion of 0.5 (R(0.5) - 0.).
For a aunelnuuus umplitude statiouury process (analog source), the
entropy rate analogous to the discrete entropy goes to infinity. The extension
of the rate distortion function to such sources is not trivial. It can be
tbown rbat for a zero mean d1surcte-t-Inic .rtat ,loorry Caurrtrann source with morn-
squure distortion ruuasure (d(x,y) - (x-y) 1), R(U) can be parameterized by
It(U)	 4% 1 uatx[u,lug `^:ew) Jdw
-Tr
(
,n 	 (II-1-b)
L'	 2 J wtn[u,,4(w))dw
-n
where ^(w) is the spectral density of the process; and
n
a2 - Z^ f O(w)dw	 m	 (II-1-7)
-n
is the variance of the process. Figure 1-2 shows few typical examples of R(D)
curves for such Gaussian sources with various correlation properties (correspond'-
to different spectral densities). These curves represent the optimum encoder/
decoder pair that one can operate and achievf l the desired distortion. Equa-
tion (II-1-6) can he extended to the time continuous case by taking the limit
of the integrals to infinity. Figure 1-3 gives the graphicfil interpretation
of Eq. (I1-1-6). In ideal MSE econding of the Gaussian source, it is necessary
to reproduce only the portion or the source output at frequencies where o(w) > e
If 9 is such that only the centerlobe of O(w) is above e, then an ideal low
pass filter is the only necessary component in the source encoder.
s	 II-1-3
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FIGURE 1 .3. SPECTRAL DENSITIES OF SOURCE, ERROR,
AND REPRODUCTION FOR OPTIMUM CODING
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Equation (II-1-6) cAn be extended to two dimensions in order to apply to
Gaussian random fields (Reference 3),
t 1
	
p	 CD	 ;
It (1))
87r	 10
ni^ix^(1, I,uB	 •=^Judv	 .
t	
—m X00
D	 12 1 	min [e •'D (u , v) l dude14n .^
where u and v are the spatial frequencies of the two-dimensional Gaussian
random field. Equations (II-1-6) and (II-1-8) which define R(D) for Gaussian
sources, are the upper bounds to all other rate distortion functions of non-
C:assian sources with Lhe sa7l spectral density 4 . Part I uses the above
formula applying o(p)	 p-5  3P p - u v , as the spectral density of the
i
	
	 radiometer image. It gives.an indication as the achievable distortion if the
data are undersampled.
There are few restrictions when applying the theory. The source statistics
r	 have to be known although work has been done to extend the theory to universal
source coding to apply to sources with completely or partially unknown statistics.
k	 More severely, the theory provides only the theoretical limitations of expected	 i
performance. It does not in any way provide the necessary algorithm to achieve
this theoretical limitation. As suggested by the minimization problem of
Eq. (II-1-4) over probability distributions, the mapping from X to Y is
probabilistic and is governed by p(xiy) in achieving the minimum. Often, one
can apply Eq. (II-1-6) using the estimate of the one dimeraxonal spectral
density of the random process. This estimate may be obtained by average
parludi.gram or uutximmu entropy techniques. fart L discussed some of the pros
and cons of these techniques. However, in order to apply Eq. (II-1-8) to two-
'	 dimensional images, the two-dimensional power spectral density has to be
estimated. Roucos and Childers (Reference 4) recently extended the maximum
untrupy s pecL• rul eSSLIMUL1011 wnttiod Lo Lire two-dimensional case but does not
provide a guarantee of the convergence of solutions. Finally, a meaningful
distortion criterion for subjective image quality has yet to be defined mathe-
matically so that one can incorporate it in the minimization of Eq. (II-1-4).
Image data compression techniques have undergone extensive research
(References 5 through 7). In every case, the redundancy of the images is care-
fully studied for its particular application. It is emphasized that the objec-
tive of data compression is to produce a mapping (or transformation) T,
(which may not be linear), such that a suitable T- 1 can be found to reconstruct
„	 the original images. Image restoration, however, usually deals with only the
'	 second half of the above problem to remove inherent system degradations.
t
t
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f	 1.3 FOURIER SYNTHESIS TEST CASES
In simulating a frequency domain imaging system, a spatial frequency
plane is obtained from an image f(x,y) via
F(u ,v) _ fjh (x I y,u,v)f(x,y)dxdy 	 (II-1-9)
where h(x,y,u,v) a exp[-j2n(xu+yv)] and D is the field of view. Note that
since f(x,y) is real, F(u,v) is conjugated symmetrically. Measurements, mi,
linve to be ninde only on Ralf or the f:recluency plane:
mi i S(F(u,v)} + 
e 
	
i 6 1 , 2,3, ".. M	 (IT-1-10)
where S is the sampling function and ei is the measurement error. Three
Rnmplinp, strntaries .nro used in studyi ,nn tbe, reconstruction tcchniqueR:
F(u,v)
	
if usv, u--v, U-0,1 v-0
Sl. f r (u, v))
	
('C1:-1-11)
t o	 else
k
This is similar to multi--a system's sampling of frequency axes and diagonals
r
	
	
in Cartesian coordinate. This is an extremely undersampled system. For a
64x64 image, Sl{F(u,v)) only retains 249 samples from F(u,v) over the spatial
Frequoney dnninin coverage.
	
d	 F(u,v)	 if J ul < (1/2)u max
'
J v J I (1/2)v max
s2fr(,,,v)} .	 (TI-1-12)
0	 else
^e
This is similar to ideal lowpass filtering, only the frequency samples near
zero spatial frequency are preserved.
r
	
s	 F(u,v)	 if Jul < (1/4) u ^J v J	 (1/4)v
	
max	 —	 max
S3(f(u,v))	 (II-1-13)
0	 else
	
Mkt+
	
For a 64x64 image, this corresponds to low pass filtering with about .same.'
	
I	 y
number of measurements as Sl (256 vs. 249) 	 }
IT-1-6
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Figures 1-4 and 1-5 illustrate the 64x64 stacked cube test patterns
along with their two-dimensional Fourier transforms. Case 1 clearly has
spatial frequency contents concentrated along axes and diagonals. Case 2
rotated slightly with respect to Case 1, in order to disperse its spatial
frequency contents. Both cases are essentially the checker board test patterns.
Two basic reconstruction methods are investib^rtw , •`, The simplest one is
the direct transform technique which includes inverse ^.' Lltering and Wiener
r-11terin g. Vor stingtilar reconstruct[ons, Inverse and Wiener filtering are not
expected to provide any improvements. They are included in this report because
of their classical role in image restoration. Examples are given to demon-
strate that both methods result in an improvement over direct inverse trans-
I'ormii ► y; When Lhe SyaUum Ls 110L uudcrsamplud. The second method, due to
Wernecke (References 8 through 11), is iterative in nature and is called
maximum entropy method (MEM). Brief descriptions of each method are described
in their respective chapters. In Section 4, Part II, three radiometer images
;irc Used LO sL• udy Liw COCOt1SL'rucL'1o.1 algorithms and their performances are
compared. Thoughout the report, squared-errors are computed by taking the
sum of the squares of the differences between original and reconstructed
imnres. The sum is then divided by the total. number of pixels; to produce
C-MiruaLud moan-scitiure-error.
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2. DIRECT FOURIER TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES
2.1 DIRECT PVT INVERSE
Given a set of frequency domain measurements mi - F(ui,vi),
i - 1,2,3,	 M, the simplest reconstruction would be to perform inverse
Vourier transforms on these measurements. This is to assume that in an under-
sampled system, the missing data take on values of zero;
M
41(X, Y)
 ^ L ui {miexpl3l1r(xui + yvi)}}	 (TI-2-1)
where a i
 are chosen similar to the "lag window" in classical power spectral
density eStiUtution or the "weighting" on each data mi. Q(x,y) so defined is
always real since it is known a priori that F(u,v) is conjugated symmetrically.
Any set of measurements can be augmented with their complgx conjugates at
proper negative spatial frequency locations. Obviously, f(x,y) obtained
from Eq. (II-2-1) will have any kind of resolution only if the measurement
coverage of the (u,v) plane is almost complete. Equation (II-2-1) is also
lack-ing 'In ralt•Inr, -into con.-rideratIon (lint tin adiD eitflble rocontitruetlon fn.(x,y)
must be nonnegative.
Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the reconstructions of test cases 1 and 2 for
each of the three sampling functions S1, S2, and S3. Sampling functions S2
and S3 represent spatial "brickwall" filters with impulse response of sin(x)/x
nature. The spatial convolution of the original cubes with the sin(x)lx
response is apparent. Note that although sampling function S3 has approxi-
mately the snme number or measurements as Sl, it enables u much better direct
inverse transform reconstruction both subjectively and in squared-error sense..
Since both of the test cases have their frequency contents concentrated
around zero, S3 perserves much more useful information than Sl; and in some
sense, Is a better data compression algorithm.
2.2 INTERPOLATION OF MEASUREMENTS
There exist two major problems in direct transform techniques. The obvious
one is that missing data in an undersample,d system are assumed to have zero
values. Secondarily, the measurements may not fall on rectangular lattice
r^	 it
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to facilitate computational efficient Fast Fourier-transform (FFT) technique.
For example, in rotation synthesis interferometry, measurements lie on a polar
ruLher than rectangular grid. 'Thompson and Bracewell (Reference 12) studied
the method of partitioning the (u,v) plane and performing "cell summing" on
the measurements in each cell to obtain a set of data on rectangular lattice.
Stark (Reference 13) proved a sampling theorem in polar coordinate where image
can'be reconstructed from spatial samples. It requires nonuniformly spaced
samples correspond to scaled zeros of Bessel functions along radial direction.
The problem of transforming these nonuniformly spaced samples onto rectangular
grid still exist.
Very little effort has been placed on searching for an optimum interpolation
strategy since the multi-A system is significantly undersampled. Any recon-
struction method involving severe interpolation introduces intolerable arti-
facts. A simple method is tested (Reference 14).
Assuming that the frequency data along axes and diagonals are sufficiently
sampled (beyond the Nyquist rate), therefore the entire axes and diagonals are
completely specified.via Nyquist sampling theorem. .Measurements can be arranged
in (0,f) plane as illustrated by Figure 2-3. Every point on the rectangular
grid inside the circle with radius fmax can be interpolated via a simple
bicubic spline on (9,f) (Reference 15). Computational efficient FFT algorithms
then can be applied on interpolated data. Since frequency me asurements are
complex, Ott- real. and the:.imag.I.nary parLs are I.nturpolaLud independently. Fig-
ure 2-4 shows the resulting reconstruction.on Case 1 and sampling function S1.
Figure 2-5 has a sampling function such that angular a is specified every
2 degrees from -180 to 3.80 ns opposed to every 45 dograes for 51. The two
figures clearly Indicate-the relationship between artifacts and severity of
interpolations. It is interesting to note that in order to completely specify
every point on the 64x64 rectangular grid without any interpolation, each
frequency quadrant (i.e., 0-90 degree) must contain 651 distinct nonuniformly
spaced angles. It roughly corresponds to an angular resolution of 0.14 degrees.
4+
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FIGURE 2.3. BICUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION
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2.3 INVERSE FILTERING AND WIENER FILTERING
Inverhe and Wlencr il1Luri11g techniques arc Lwo classical restoration
methods. Their usefulness is mainly to remove linear PSF or MTF distortion.
Wiener filter is,superior to inverse filter when the data are noisy and it
rodiscv:, down lu iavvrtiu 1'11Lvr lu Lhu uuisuiusti case.	 L• xteudinb Lhuse clussical
filtering techniques from one dimension to two dimensions involves applying
theory of Tceplitz and circulant matrices (Reference 1). Results quoted here
are quite intuitive, however.
Let F(u,v) be the complex two-dimensional Fourier transform of f(x,y)
and let H(u,v) be the system transfer function. Let G(u,v) be the measure-
ments field and
G(u,v) - H(u,v)F(u,v)
	
(II-2-2)
n
If H(u,v) is nonsingular everywhere over the (u,v) plane, then F(u,v) can be
estimated from G(u,v) by
A
F(u,v)	 G(u,v)/H(u,v)
and
ff ^f(x,y) -	 F(u,v)exp[j2n(xu+yv)]dudv	 (II-2-3)
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If all measurement (u,v) pairs on G(u,v) are on rectangular lattices, f(x,y)
can be computed by inverse FFT algorithm by discretizing Eq. (1I-2-3). This
inverse filtering technique is also called least-square method.
Apparently, if ll(u,v) m Sl as defined in Section 1, H(u,v) is singular
and takes on zero values over most of the (u,v) plane. Although G(u,v) . 0
also whenever H(u,v) - 0, G (u,v)/H(u,v) gives an indetermined ratio. To show
an example where inverse filtering works for nonsingular H(u,v), let S11,be
such that
F (u, v) uMV, u--v, u-0, v-0
51'{1(u,v)}	 )	 (II-2-4)
te f D else, where a small
or,
l' U-V, U--V, uf0, V-0
le	 else
Obv l otitt ly Hal. ( I 1 - 2-2) and ( I I-2-3) y Lela (u, v) - F (u, v) . Thu lnyurse filter
if
1/H(u,v) restores f(x,y) perfectly.
'I'liere ary Vwo hilierwtL idiorLeoijibi8s Lit LI ► Lt; Lc:cautl(luc. Thuru wlll be
artifacts around the edge of the reconstructed image from the circular con-
volution wrapped around effect in calculating Eq. (II-2-3). Also if the data
sire noisy, the noise components nlonl w •I th ntc amircancmtr; are :un m r iOci i)y
1/11(u,v) when 11(u,v) is iwull. figure 2-6(b) shows the noisy reconstruction
using inverse filter 1/H(u,v) where H(u,v) is defined by Equation (II-2-5).
A
Wiener filter is derived to minimize mean-square-error between f and f
assuming the knowledge of both the image and the noise - statistics. It can
be shown that (Reference 1)
F(u,v)	 H*(u,v)G(u,v)
IH(u,v)12 + {Pn(u,v)/Pf (u,v)l
and
.	 A'
A (x, y) - JfF (u, v) exp [ j 2n (xu+yv) ] dudv	 (II-2-6)
where Pn(u,v) and Pf(u,v) are the power spectral densities of the noise and
the image respectively; and H* denotes complex conjugate.
1I-2-6
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There is no ill-conditioned behavior of singularity problem associated
with Wiener filter. Note that if H(u,v) + 0, (u,v) + 0 also. This implies
that missing data are treated as zeros as in the case of direct inverse trans-
form. If P + 0, i.e., noiseless, Wiener filtering of Eq. (II-2-6) reduces to
Eq. (I7-2-3), the inverse filtering approach. Furthermore, if P f
 + 0 (no signal)
x	 F(u,v) -r 0. This implies that one cannot expect to recover information at(u,v) where noise is dominant.
Figure 2-6(a) illustrates the improvement on noise problem using Wiener
filtering over inverse filtering technique. Pn is assumed to be white Gaussian
noise and Pf is estimated from the two-dimensional FFT of the origianl test
pattern. It is well known that Wiener filter is a smoothing filter; recon-
structed image appears flu: and nine details are blurred.
II-2-8
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3. MAXIMUM ENTROPY RECONSTRUCTION
3.1 DISCUSSION OF MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD
In view of inadequate reconstruction techniques when the problem is
singular, Warnecke proposed and implemonced .nn Ltarntive algoriLhm ut.11wing
Lhc prItt alp.i a of llluximum entropy ( kefcreaces S through 111. When the xecon-
tructior. problem is singular, one has to find a solution of image that is
consistent with the known measurements. Of course,'soluti.on neither has to
exint itur hrin tar 1)v unialuu. A nmuurjuru Lo plck chc: "IWISC' solution Is needed.
In addition, the a priori knowledge that the solution (image) being non
negative is a very strong_ constraint and should be considered in the recon-
struction process.
Maximum entropy principle has been applied successfully to estimate the
power spectral density S(v) of a stationary random process from measurements
of the corra1nrion ninct •ion. The—tre Ln no dire-CL uuapping betwuall S(v) and
the entropy rate of the random process in the Shannon sense. However, the
random process with spectral density S(v) can be viewed as the output process
of a linear filter with squared magnitude frequency response of S(v) and
driven by a white input process. Bartlett showed that the entropy gain of
the filter (difference of the input and output entropies) can be expressed
by [References 16 and 17]
flog S(v) dv	 (II-3-1)
It is not required to know tb.e complete statistics of the input except that
it is a white process. The entropy of the output process is maximized if
the entropy gain of the filter E is made as large as possible. Naturally it
is necessary to have the constraint that the estimated spectrum S(v) has to
be consistent to the measured data. Maximum entropy method can be viewed as
the "most random" extension to the known data. In the ca ge of one-dimensional
HEM spectral estimation, the solution is achieved via polynomial spectral
factorization. Part I discusses few pros and cons of this-method. Two-
dimenmional extension only has limited success (Reference 4].
7:
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Wernecke observed that there are great similarities between reconstructing
radio brightness distribution in Fourier synthesis and spectral estimations.
Both reconstructions are subject to nonnegative constraint and are related to
available measurement data via Fourier-transform relationship. Defining a
similar entropy measure H,
H	 ff log. f (x, y) dx dy
D	 '
the problem can be formulated as
max
	
	 log f(x, y) dx dy
fD
such that
fi (x, Y) expj-j2 n(xui + yvi)] dx dy' - mi (ui , vi)
U
r	 ,
and
(II-3-2)
f(x, y) > 0 for all (x, y) in D
	 (II-3-3)
where D is the field of view.. If the measurements are not noiseless nor error
free, mi, i - 1, 2, .. M become mi, and additional constraint
M
Lmi	 Amilt	 ,M .
	(II-3-4);
i,l ci
I1-3-3
-4;.,.
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has to be added to Eq. (11-3-3). .oi'
	
ITY
s represent the variances of the
measurements. This constrained optimization problem may not have an explicit
solution and is hard to solve numerically. Furthermore, given a sec of mea-
surements, there may not be a nonnegative solution that optimizes Eq. (II-3-3).
The problem can be L•urned into an unconstrained optimization of
M
maxfflog f(x, y) dx dy - a	 21mi 
miI2	 41I-3-5)
i-1 a 
where a plays the role of Lagrange multiplier and is chosen so Eq. (II-3-4)
is satisfied to a sufficient accuracy. Equation (1I-3-5) has a nonnegative
solution f(x, y) for any a > 0. A numerical algorithm can be developed by
partitioning r(x, y) into pixels (disure tize the integrals) so that
Eq. (II-3-5) can be solved iteratively [Reference 8]. A user's manual and
program listtng supplied by Wernecke is attached in,the Volume II, Appendix..
3.2 EXAMPLES
Figures 3-1 through 3-3 show the reconstructions of the two stacked cube
LOS L aaNua; w i El ► 81111110 h1j; CU11CL iolls Sl, S2, and S3. S Uica all three :sampling
functions have large number of zero values, the entropy given by Eq. (II-2-3)
is modified slightly to stabilize the computations:
Y1`	 log (l + f (x, y ) ) dx dy	 (11-3-6)
Apprux.LmaLiuu:; of Slsuunun uneropy UNSucluLed with Ltsese images and reconsLruc-
tions are given along with the squared-errors. They are computed by using
relative frequency approximation of the probability densities where
Pi 0 fi/F fi	 ith pixel intensity
r	 f  is the total intensity
I oat ;ANAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUAL"
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FIGURE 3 .3. MEM RECONSTRUCTION, SAMPLING FUNCTION S3
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and j:
f	 ^
a	 1
H1 W - pi log(pi)
i
(II-3-7)
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In all the cases, MEM method .yields stable solutions that are both good
it the subjective and squared -error sense. When the data are not severely
undersampled (S2), it converges rather quickly. Table 3-1 summarizes squared-
errors for MEM and direct -transform reconstructions on the two test cases. It
is interesting to note that for Case 2 and Sl (risure'3-1), the phase rotation
of the original is lost in the reconstruction.
TABLE 3-1. SUMMARY OF SQUARED -ERROR FOR
TEST CASE 1 AND 2
Sl S2 S3
CASI;	 1
•
MEM 7.4 8.4 21.8
FFT-i 25.5 12.3 19.2
CASE l
MEM 30.3 10.2 22.7
FFT 1 34.4 12.9 19.3
3.3 ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD
Werneeke also obtained a gut parametric expression us itig Calculus ut
Va'riat'ions for various entropy criteria (Reference 8]. Tables 3-2 and 3-3
summarize his results for both error-free measurements and measurements with
errors. Reconstruction can also be done based on numerical solution of these
nonlinear parametric equations. Iterr.`tive method gi.ven in SUCL ion 3.2 and
Appundix L is more preferable since the image, f(x, y), is manipulated
directly rather than the parameters which has no bearing on the image quality.
Any one of these parametric equations can be incorporated into the MEM algo -
rithm with only minor programming modifications.
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TABLE 3-2. PARAMETRIC EXPRESSIONS FOR ERROR
-INTOLERANT MAXIMUM
W 4 s^	
ENTROPY TMACE RECONSTRUCTION
ENTROPY/SMOOTHNESS CRITERION	 PARAMETERIZED RECONSTRUCTION
ffin f (x, y) dx dy	
M
	 1
D	
Xi hi (x , Y)
M
-	 [f(x, Y)/F] in[f(x, Y)/F] dx dy exp -1 - F	 Ai hi (x, Y)
1 V known
-
flr r(x, Y)/1? I
•
R1tI1(x,	 Y)Irl dx dy exp
M
-LIU/r - v M	 x j 11 (X, Y)
F unknown i-1
m
M
-fjf(x, Y) in f(x, Y) dx dy exp -1 -	 x1 (x, Y)
i=1
1ff.rf (x, Y) dx dy M 2
I) 2 A l 111 (x ,	 Y
i=1
PARAMETER DEFINITION
m k(x, Y) i(x, Y)lfll dx dy k - 1,	 2,	 .... M
A	 A
HD _ -	 f(x, Y) in f (x, Y) dx dy
D
A
F	 f(x, y) dx dy
D
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TABLE 3-3. PARAMETRIC EXPRESSIONS FOR ERROR-TOLERANT MAXIMUM ENTROPY
IMAGE RECONSTRUCTIONS
ENTROPY /SMOOTHNESS CRITERION
t
SCn f(x, y) dx dy
 '
PARAMETERIZED RECONSTRUCTION
1	 _
M 
2A2 h
1 (x, Y)
M ^
-f fcf(x, y)/Fl kn[f(x, y)/F] dx dy 	 exp -HO/F - 2AF ^ Z h1 (x, y)
n	 i=1. a 
r
( x . Y) P.ii r(x. Y) dx ( I Y
D
3f (x. Y) dx dy
D
M A
ux1) -.I - ?.d
	
Y. ".
L (Y, Y)
i=1 i
7.
M	 2
4a	
2 hi (x, y)
i.=1
PARAMETER DEFINITION
A  s	 fh k (x. y) f(x, y) dx dy - Mk
fD
k - 1 9 2, ..., M
HO 
—	 f (x, Y) kn f (x, Y) dx ay
fDf
F	 fff(x, Y) dx dyD Ic
M A2
[	 1=	 (if the value of X is not chosen a prior
i 1 
_a22 	 by the user)
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4. RADIOMETER IMAGE TEST CASES
'Lhreo 1'.•ad.iumuLer Images are chuseu Lo LesL the recons true Lion algorithms
and sampling functions. Test Image 1 mainly consists of fields and roads.
Test Image 2 has a mixture of fields and city area. Test Image 3 has a more
detailed city outline. The or.igi.nnl images are shown in Vigures 4-4(a),
4-5(a) , and 4-6(a). , V igurus 4-1 Litrough 4-3 are the spatial frequency dis-
tributions of the images obtained by two-dimensional FFT. frequency-domain
data are simulated by applying sampling function Sl, S2, and S3 to these
rcniricr-Lrnn.,; Formvd in►nrc.n.
Figures 4-4 through 4-6 show the reconstruction techniques under investi-
gation for sampling function S1._ the simulated multi_- System. Figures 4-7
through 4-9 show Lhe resulLs of sampling function S2 and figures 4-10 through
4-12 show the effects of sampling functions S3. Table 4-1 summar#es the
results in terms of squared-error for all the sampling functions and two recon-
structions. The low error values are somewhat deceiving since the original
Images have relatively low dynamic range. figures 4-13 and 4-14 rearrange the
displays of the results of Test Image 1 to contrast the effects between vari-
ous sampling strategies.
As Iu Llie case of s we kud-cube, S3 Is clearly a better sampling function
than Sl for approximately same number of data. As a matter of fact, under the
assumption hat the power spectral density of radiometer images is unimodal
(0(p) - p- 	 rate distortion theory discussed in Section 1.2 suggests that
uiltt ahuu.ld Lry Lu preserve ati much low l:reclucucy region as possible.
Maximum entropy method did not provide any improvements in all the cases
tested except for stagy.ked-cube case with Sl. Its usefulness should not be dis-
counted, however.. The method is iterative and in all cases, it converged
rather quickly. Table 4-2 shows the convergent reconstruction of Image 1
with sampling function S1. In Table 4-3, MEM is given all the spatial fre-
quency samples. It converges to a solution with insignificant error. Since
the MEM has built in measurement error/noise and nonnegative reconstruction
constraints, it may be a more viable restoration technique than direct inverse
transforms even the system is not severely undersampled.
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TABLE 4-1. SQUARE6-ERROR SUMMARY WITH TEST IMAGE
Sl S2 S3
IMAGE 1
MEM 16.7 4.2 9.2
FFT 1 14.5 4.8 8.1
'MAGE 2
MEM 15,2 3.7 9.1
FFT 1 9.8 3.9 6.5
IMAGE 3
MEM 10.9 4.0 8.4
FFT-1 9.9 4.2 6.9
TABLE 4-2. CONVERGENCE TEST FOR HEM RECONSTRUCTION,
TEST IMAGE 3 AND TEST CASE 1, SAMPLING FUNCTION Sl
Test Image 3 Test Case 1
Squared-Error Entropy H1 Squared-Error Entropy S1
12.13 3.09 36.9 1.8
11.30 3.55 22.5 2.3
11.10 3.65 15.1 2.2
11.04 3.72 12.4 2.2
Steps where 10.91 3.83 10.7 2.2
wwulugful
images were 10.89 3.89 9.9 2.1
produced 10.88 3.92 9.7 2.1
10.87 4.00 8_.5 2.1
8.3 1.9
8.0 •2.0
7.4 1.9
40
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TABLE 4-3. CONVERGENCE TEST FOR HEM RECONSTRUCTION,
TEST IMAGE 3, FULL SAW" LE
Squared-Error Entropy H
4.14 4.27
Steps where 0.09 4.22
meaningful 0.02 4.23images were
produced 0.02 4.23
0.02 4.23
00 s
I
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5. CONCLUSION	 ,
This report 1:; by no means a complete scsmmary of image restoration
techniques. Several topics in the initial outline o:° work have not been
incorporated in the report due to lack of manpower and time. The high reso=
l.ution rndl,ometer images; from Ch-!nn Lake arrived too late to be of use in
this computer study. Analysis of antenna MTV and sensor PSIS was not carried
out, although it is noted in Chapter 2 and Reference 1 that such linear
effects, if nonsingular, can be removed effectively by inverse filtering
tecshn •lquc, For nolso-tree data, and Wiener r;ilLoring for noLsty duta.
In general, undersampling is quite undesirable. Many algorithms have
been developed to compress i.m-age deter
	
e f .L 	 h-iev- very highl ed
	 oOsiac vi ^,.acTii acu^.c ^ 'V Cry Ci'3'.8C1 eflTil^
prosslon rxLlo far L1W particular clams of lwaac s th;ct: Lhay are designed for.
In all cases, the statistical properties of the images are studied-carefully
and algorithms designed to remove redundancy as the rate distortion theory
suggests. One cannot expect , to recover the original source resolution when
useful information is arbitrarily discarded. This is clearly illustrated by
the two sampling strategies where one is simulated multi-a system and the
other is lowpass filtering system. Both systems have approximately the same
number of data samples. Civen that all. three test i.mnges have their spnLial
frequency contents concentrated around zero frequency, the latter preserve
ouch more useful information than the multi-1 system and enables a better
reconstruction.
Maximum entropy reconstruction method is studied to combat the under-
sampling problem. It worked very well on the stacked cube test patterns,
Cvua with simulated multi-a sampling of frequency axes and diagonals. It
only offers a slight or no improvement over direct transform technique on
the three test radiometer images. Since the algorithm has builtin measure-
went error and noise constraint, it may be a better reconstruction technique,
leve,a the system is not undersampled. Further study i3 needed to verify the
universal worthiness of the method.
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